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PREFACE 

The ongoing transitions in the Arab world are among the most 

dramatic events since t he collapse of communism in Eastern 

Europe. But months after the events in Tunisia that began the 

Arab Spring in December 2010, it seemed that the bulk of world's 

attention remained focused on t he usual mix of global security, 

regional po litics, and Midd le East peace implications of what was 

transpiring in the Arab world. Underlying economic problems, by 

cont rast, received scant consideration. Seeking to correct t his, a 

few of the aut hors of the present volume wrote short pieces on 

employment, labor markets, pub lic services, corruption, and 

other issues that seemed relevant but ignored in coverage of the 

Arab Spring. 

What was missing, however, was an overall analysis of the cen

tral economic reforms needed to sustain the transition. Toward 

that end, the Global Economy and Development program of the 

Brookings Institution in Washington, DC, in the summer of20ll, 

convened a diverse group of scholars, specialists, and former offi

cials to discuss the economic consequences of the Arab Spring, as 

well as the broader economic imperatives in the region. This jointly 

aut hored volume is the outcome of that workshop. 
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During our discussions, it became clear that the challenges fac

ing the economies of the Arab world-and the economic causes 

of the Arab Spring-are difficult to segment into separate, self

contained categories. One cannot separate the lack of job creation 

in Arab economies, for example, from fiscal policies, the investment 

climate, and demographic structures, just as one cannot separate 

democratic aspirations from the expectations ofTunisian, Egyptian, 

Libyan, and Yemeni citizens that changes of government will bring 

jobs and greater prosperity. Therefore, our approach is to address a 

series of interrelated issues in an integrated way, with the view that 

economic and political reforms are the two sides of an Arab social 

contract that has come under unprecedented stress. We also seek to 

inform the present transition based on the experience of transitions 

past-in Eastern Europe, in Latin America, and in Asia-several of 

which some of us have witnessed at close range. 

The transitions in the Arab world are further complicated by the 

fact that most of these countries have gone through previous reform 

efforts- including political reform and "structural adjustment"

with varying degrees of success. Rather than listing specific policy 

reforms, we offer a set of overarching principles by which each 

government can choose its own approach based on its specific con

straints and initial conditions. 

Knowing full well that reform agendas must adapt to the 

dynamics of real-time change, with all its attendant uncertainties, 

we make no pretense to predict outcomes or to prognosticate on 

the economic future of the Arab Spring. Indeed, at the time of this 

writing, the pitfalls of such an exercise are apparent: Libya strug

gles to establish some sort of postrevolutionary rule of law, Egypt 

is losing foreign exchange reserves at a rapid pace, and in Cairo's 

Tahrir Square citizens are once again taking to the streets to press 

for an advance of democracy rather than a return of what seems to 

them the old order. Instead, our intentions are relatively modesti 
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namely, to elevate economic issues on the agenda for the region and 

to initiate a dialogue between Arab reformers and those around 

the world who have a stake in events in the Arab world. As a start, 

this volume benefited from discussions within the region at Cairo 

University and the Central Bank ofTunisia. Vle would like to thank 

the organizers and participants in the seminars we attended there. 

This volume has many of its antecedents in the intellectual 

and financial support of James D. Wolfensohn. Jim turned his 

longstanding interest in the Middle East into a Middle East Youth 

Initiative at the Brookings Institution that brought together many 

of the scholars who contributed to this volume. Their prior research, 

much of it summarized in the book Generation in Waiting, edited 

by N avtej Dhillon and Tarik Yousef (Brookings Institution Press, 

2009), has greatly informed the present volume. 

Within Brookings, the project was the brainchild of Kemal 

Dervi~, Vice President for Global Economy and Development, who 

convened and moderated the June 2011 workshop. Homi Kharas 

was the leader and main organizer of the summer meetings and 

prepared the structured requests for input from the participants. 

Major contributions were received from Magdi Amin (private sec

tor reform), Raj Desai (the state, social contract), Navtej Dhillon 

(opportunities for young people), and Homi Kharas (regional and 

global integration). Additional significant contribut ions were pro

vided by Ragui Assaad (youth, housing, and labor markets), Nazar 

al-Baharna (civil society, empowerment), Ahmed Gala! (national 

dialogue, development models), Hafez Ghanem (macroeconomics, 

fiscal sustainability, and subsidies), Carol Graham (well-being), 

Daniel Kaufmann (governance and institutional quality), John 

Page (trade and private sector development), Djavad Salehi-Isfahani 

(education), Kathy Sierra (regional infrastructure), and Tarik 

Yousef (employment). Raj Desai and Homi Kharas constructed 

and revised the manuscript from these contributions. 
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We would like to acknowledge the guidance and financial 

support of the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs1 the Swedish 

International Development Agency and the German Federal 

Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. Kristina 

Server at Brookingswas responsible forcoordinatingwith these min

istriesi the authors are grateful for her efforts. We also thankAnnick 

Ducher for her help in facilitating the convening of the workshop 

and communication between authors. Soumya Chattopadhyay1 

Karim Foda1 Natasha Ledlie1 and Veronika Penciakova provided 

able research assistance for various parts of the volume. Natasha 

Ledlie1 in particular1 helped in all aspects of drafting the final man

uscript and in ensuring accuracy and consistency. Mary Kraetsch 

provided the index. 

We thank our editors at Oxford University Press1 Terry Vaughn 

and Catherine Rae1 for their patience and for accommodating our 

numerous requests. We are a lso grateful for the professionalism of 

Oxford's production team led by Amy Whitmer1 and their associ

ates at Newgen1 who shepherded our manuscript through to print. 

Finally} our work benefited from informal interaction with many 

of our colleagues at Brookings and from the overall environment 

conducive to impartial policy-oriented research that Brookings 

nurtures. 
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Chapter 1 

Intro duction 

The sweeping changes in the Arab world1 that began in December 

2010 are perhaps the most important transitions of the early 

twenty-first century. It is tempting to ascribe the Arab Spring to high 

levels of unemployment1 especially among youth1 and the suppres

sion of political options1 but that seems to be too narrow an expla

nation because in countries such as Egypt the available evidence 

showed gradual improvement in these indicators. By the end of 

20101 unemployment in the region had modestly declined1 though 

from high levels. Democratic reforms were taking place1 albeit in a 

slow and incremental fashion1 and young people had a more opti

mistic outlook on their economic prospects than the elderly. Along 

with sound economic growth and increasing foreign direct invest

ment1 these trends created a false sense of complacency among 

policy makers over the pace and impact of progress. 

What was missed were other catalysts of growing discon

tent: the popular perception of entrenched and rising corruption, 

severely restricted options for participation and representation in 

policymaking1 and failing public services - what might be called 

a growing governance deficit. Many workers were forced into low

quality jobs in the informal sector, and women1 in particular1 were 

l We defin e the Arab region to include the countries o fNor th Africa (Algeria, Egypt, 
Libya, Morocco, and 1\lnisia), the Arab Levantine states (Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and the 

Palest inian Terd tories), the Arabian peninsular countries (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 

Saudi A rabin, Uni ted Arab Emi rates, and Yemen), a nd Iraq. 

1 
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underrepresented in the labor force, so the share of the population 

describing themselves as "thriving," an average of current and 

expected future living standards, was low and fall ing, creating 

social and economic deficits. In sum, the Arab Spring was sparked 

by homegrown movements over dignity, fairness, and exclusion. 

Most successful transitions involve simultaneous political and 

economic reform1 and this is likely to be the case for Arab coun

tries as well. Already1 a political transition away from autocratic1 
strong-man rule has begun in Egypt1 Libya1 and Tunisia1 while con

stitutional reforms have been introduced or promised in Morocco1 
Jordan1 and some Persian Gulf countries. Much h as been written 

about these political reforms and their implications and future tra

jectories1 but there has been less focus on the economic transitions 

that will be required for democracy to succeed or about how the 

international community can help. That is unfortunate as Arab 

public opinion in the initial transition considers better and fairer 

economic outcomes as important as well-functioning democracy 

(Figure 1.1). 
This volume is aimed at contributing to the discourse on the 

new economic transitions in the Arab world. There are no ready

made solutions to offer1 but it is useful to pose some questions1 to 

propose a set of guidelines for reformers, to focus the debateS1 and 

to reflect on the lessons and experiences of recent economic transi

tions in other countries. 

REMAKING THE ARAB ECONOMIES 

There remains significant resentment against the forces that sup

ported and perpetuated the old regimes- the businessmen who 

profited from their connections to rulers1 the international finan

cial institutions and aid agencies that provided ever-larger funding 

2 
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Figure 1.1. Which Is More Important? Strong Economy versus Good Dem ocracy. 
(Source: Pew Research Ce nter. Arab Spring Fails to Imp rove US Im age. vVashingto n, DC: 

Global Att itudes Projec t, 20 l l.) 

to the old regimes, and the ru ling elites themselves. Yet these were 

also the forces propelling the economy . New engines of develop

ment and a new framework for a discussion of key economic issues 

are needed. 

Getting Started 

Transition countries confront three major challenges. First, domes

tic politics is creating a new nationalism, grounded in a justified 

sense of self-determination and a desire for solidarity. When nation

alism last spread through the Arab world, a particular developmen

tal model based on protection, planning, and patrimony was put 

in place. That model relied too much on rents rather than produc

tion, and on cronyism rather than inclusion. When Arab countries 

reformed- as they did in the 1990s- they did so half-heartedly 

and in ways that enriched a small ruling elite. These failures have 

tainted the very idea of market transitions in Arab states. Support 

3 
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for a strong economic role of the state still exists today1 but the 

political and economic circumstances have changed. There is often 

not enough distinction made between the regulatory1 redistributive 

and actual producer role of the state. 

The second challenge is how to meet soaring expectations for 

improvements in living standards1 at a time when the economies 

face risks of instability and slower growth. Short-term economic 

growth prospects have been damaged-tourism1 retail trade1 con

struction1 housing1 financia l services1 and investment have all suf

fered. To meet the new expectations1 policy makers will need to 

put in place strategies that help jump-start and sustain economic 

growth1 in a fair and inclusive way. 

So far1 economic crisis has been averted in the Arab transi

tion countries. The economies of Egypt and Tunisia are projected 

by domestic and international financial institutions to continue 

to grow in the short and medium terms, although at a slower pace 

than before. If these projections come true1 it would be the excep

tion rather than the rule for democratic transitions. There have been 

103 cases worldwide of a strong shift toward democracy since 1960, 

and about half of these countries experienced an economic contrac

tion the first year after the transition while 40 percent experienced a 

contraction lasting at least five years. 

Avoiding a contraction and realizing the full growth potential in 

the Arab world will require significant and broad-based economic 

reform as well as active policies in some areas1 notably in regard to 

youth, industrial policy, and large infrastructure investments. The 

current set of economic policies has delivered very low rates of 

growth of labor productivity and limited formal employment.lt has 

also widened the gap between the superrich and the rest of society 

and the gap between a large1 but shrinking, group that receives pub

lic benefits in the form of jobs and subsidies for food, fuel and hous

ing, and growing segments of the population that are excluded from 

4 
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these traditional forms of social welfare because governments have 

had to ration benefits to affordable1 albeit not sustainable1 levels. 

The third challenge is how to develop a constructive engagement 

with the regional and global economy1 just at a time when the inter

national community is distracted and dealing with the worst years 

of economic growth since the Great Depression. An outstanding 

issue is how much the current political transitions will transform 

the neighborhood compared to how much the neighborhood will 

affect the ongoing transitions. Arab economies are less well inte

grated into the global economy or their regional neighborhood 

than other areas of the world are . Nonoil Arab exports are less than 

1 percent of global trade. Intraregional trade is among the lowest 

in the world. Yet there is a commonality to Arab history1 language1 

and culture so it is reasonable to suppose that there is a regional 

identity that should not be ignored. Such a view is reinforced by the 

contagion demonstrated during the Arab Spring and the close links 

of people1 ideas1 news carried from country to country1 and aspira

tions across the region. 

Moving Forward: Four N eeded Economic Transitions 

Even though Arab economies are quite heterogeneous in their cur

rent endowments of oil1 workers1 capital, and technology, the broad 

shape of the economic t ransitions is clear and common throughout 

the region. Arab economies have long been dominated by t he public 

sector, and although they have opened a large space for the private 

sector, t his has been achieved in an environment of limited compe

tition, either domestically or from abroad . W hat has often emerged 

is a politically favored group1 still highly dependent on the state. 

Large, formal enterprises, owned either by the state or by friends of 

the state, have failed to provide significant employment growth for 

the large number of youth entering the labor force. Young people, 

5 
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despite being increasingly better educated, have preferred to wait for 

a public sector job rather than join the private sector. Many, like the 

26-year-old Mohamed Bouazizi, whose self-immolation triggered 

antigovernment protests in Tunisia, were forced to enter an infor

mal economy with limited prospects for advancement. Migration 

to other countries has been the only other option. 

Low employment growth and low labor productivity growth 

over many years would have precipitated an economic crisis in 

many countries, but in the Arab world this has been staved off by 

the ability of the governments to collect and distribute the proceeds 

of sizable natural resource rents, largely from oil and gas. Arab 

countries without natural resources have still benefited from the 

region's wealth, receiving large worker remittances driven by the 

high demand for employment in neighboring oil-rich countries. 

Without creating employment growth or productivity growth, 

Arab economies do not have the stable structural features of inclu

sive economies. In this book, we suggest that four main economic 

transitions are required. 

First, more opportunities for young people need to be created. 

There are large intergenerational inequities in the distribution of 

the benefits of economic growth, in favor of a group of public sector 

employees, elites, and other rent seekers to the disadvantage of the 

large youth population in the region. The size of the youth base is 

unprecedented. Almost two-thirds of the population in the Arab 

world is under the age of 30. Young people are demanding jobs, 

economic justice1 and fairness in economic opportunity and in the 

distribution of the national resource patrimony. They are ready 

to participate in creating a new development model, but in many 

countries their efforts to create active civil society organizations to 

promote grass roots development have been thwarted by restrictive 

state regulations. Young people have been discriminated against 

in terms of budget allocations, have borne the brunt of adjustment 

6 
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during the current transition, and need a major revamp of the edu

cational system to acquire the skills needed to contribute to a com

petitive economy. 

Second, the Arab economies need to modernize their public 

sectors. There is still a strong demand for a developmental state role 

in Arab economies and a significant suspicion over the impact of 

liberal economic reforms that, under the old regimes, served to ben

efit only a few well-connected private groups. The diagnosis of what 

is needed in terms of an economic transition is one of eliminating 

elite capture-the shaping of rules of the game and institutions of 

the state for the benefit of a few- rather than of a need for funda

mental reform of the economic model. In this, the Arab economic 

transitions differ markedly from economic transitions in eastern 

Europe where the overall vision of a decisive movement toward a 

market-oriented economy quickly became a consensus. Instead, in 

Arab economies, the key reforms in the public sector are likely to be 

microeconomic, reflecting the process of policymaking (voice and 

accountability concerns), the effectiveness of government institu

tions (the quality of the bureaucracy in formulating policies and 

delivering public services), and the control of corruption. 

Most countries in the region have seen deterioration in aggre

gate economic and political governance compared to the rest of the 

world over the last decade. Only two Arab countries, Qatar and the 

United Arab Emirates, saw an improvement in their governance 

indicators. All other countries had low or severely deteriorating 

relative indicators of governmental effectiveness, control of corrup

tion, and accountability since 2000. 

The third transition is in the private sector. Today, large elements 

of the private sector are seen as synonymous with corruption. Yet 

there is no sustainable economic model for the region that does not 

have the private sector playing a leading role. Governments need to 

gain the confidence of the private sector and create an environment 

7 
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in which large, medium, and small enterprises are able to operate on 

a level playing field. That means reducing administrative discretion 

and petty corruption, simplifying the process of registration, li m

iting onsite inspections, using information technology solutions 

to speed up (and promote arms length) tax payments and social 

insurance contributions, upholding property rights and swift judi

cial resolution of disputes, strengthening competition policy, and 

promoting competitive factor markets. 

The business community must also regain the confidence of soci

ety. Private sector leaders must set aside rent-seeking activities and 

direct all their energy to production and innovation. They must also 

embrace social responsibility and philanthropy on a grand scale. 

These reforms would have a good chance of yielding immedi

ate benefits if the private sector were already reasonab ly mature 

as would be expected in a middle-income economy. However, in 

Arab countries, there has been a significant failure to industrial

ize. Manufacturing output per capita is well below international 

benchmarks for equivalent countries, the share of manufacturing 

in total output is low, and manufacturing has been declining as a 

share of gross domestic product (GDP) in Egypt, Morocco, and 

Tunisia. 

Each country faces its own set of challenges. For labor-abundant, 

low-cost producers like Egypt, the key issue is that the rate at which 

entrepreneurs create new firms is low-few new entrants have been 

able to find niches that are globally competitive. For more developed 

economies like Tunisia, the issue is the rate at which firms are able 

to transition from lower to higher sophistication in manufacturing, 

moving up the value chain. For all the Arab economies, the rate of 

diversification into new products and processes is low. 

The oil-rich countries like Libya face different problems. They 

must develop and create employment despite the problems ofDutch 

disease that is only likely to worsen if oil prices remain high. In the 

8 
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oil and service sectors, it is more difficult to provide opportunities 

for learning and developing skills, and technology is increasingly 

embodied in machines rather than in citizens. Unconventional pol

icies may be necessary, involving substantial subsidies over long 

periods of time. The new efforts to develop specialized "education 

cities" and centers of learning and innovation are examples of such 

policies at work, but their long-term development success is yet to 

be ascertained. 

The fourth economic transition is in the approach to the rest 

of the world. No successful emerging economy has progressed far 

without taking advantage of the opportunities provided by global 

markets and the services provided by global institutions. In some 

Arab countries, there is a suspicion of the international financial 

institutions because of the validation and support they provided to 

the old regimes, even in the face of deteriorating governance. There 

is a tension between a new nationalism emerging from the political 

discourse and the need for a constructive engagement with the rest 

of the world to promote the economic transition. 

It will not be easy to resolve this tension, yet it cannot be 

ignored. For other countries, successful transitions have been 

helped considerably by the international community. But at pres

ent, despite the enormity of the economic challenges faced by Arab 

economies, the attention of the rest of the world's nations is focused 

on their own problems. Neither the United States nor Europe have 

the ability to offer significant grants to smooth the transition, and 

support in the form of loans adds to public debt and may reduce 

confidence in the long-term fiscal sustainability of some countries. 

Grant resources may be available from Gulf countries, but to date 

these countries have provided limited assistance, and do not offer 

the kind of technology, management expertise, and connections 

to the global economy that is needed to really transform Arab 

economies. 

9 
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WHAT KIND OF REFORM? 

How Fast and How Far? 

The association of liberal, market-oriented economic policies with 

the cronyism and corruption of the old regimes may revive calls 

for a larger role for the state in the economy and greater regulation 

of private sector activity. Organized groups, such as public sector 

workers, may take advantage of newfound freedoms to mobilize 

and protest to demand significant increases in wages and job pro

tections. Young, educated workers and their families could demand 

that governments resume the provision of public sector employ

ment to graduates. While populist politicians may feel compelled 

to respond to these demands, it would undoubtedly come at the 

expense of young new entrants who would face even slower job 

growth and greater informality. 

There has already been a range of reforms in many Arab econo

mies. Reform matrices have been drawn up and plans presented to 

bodies such as the G8 in the context of the Deauville Partnership. The 

list of actions already undertaken is a moving target, but perhaps more 

important is the narrative emerging from the plans and actions. 

Jordan, Syria, and Tunisia have raised allocations for social 

welfare and cash transfers or extended subsidy payments. Egypt, 

Jordan, and Syria have increased government salaries and benefits. 

All these countries have introduced tax breaks, halted scheduled 

price hikes, or otherwise supported small businesses. The fiscal cost 

of these programs has varied from l to 2 percent ofGDP. 

Alongside these measures, policy actions in several countries 

have been taken to improve transparency, support policy debate, 

and strengthen government efficiency and accountability. The 

direction of change seems clear. What is at issue is the speed, scope, 

and sustainability of change. These factors will dictate whether the 

transitions are permitted to run their course with support from 

10 
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society and business or whether they will be perceived as lacking 

credibility and engendering instability and dashed expectations. 

Countries or Neighborhood in Transition? 

It is tempting to suggest that each Arab country should forge its 

own path in terms of its economic transition independently of one 

another, but this would be a missed opportunity. Of course, the 

bulk of the reforms have to be country-specific, but the spillovers 

between countries, through economic linkages, the contagion of 

news cycles, the interaction of people, and the sharing of aspira

tions, are too great to ignore the impact of one country on another. 

Even Tunisia, perhaps the country that is the most open of all the 

Arab countries, suffered considerably from the decline in tourist 

revenues from Libya. Egyptian migrants are to be found throughout 

the region, and their remittances tie Egypt's economic prospects to 

those in other countries of the region. 

Of course, there is little reason to suppose that full-fledged Arab 

economic integration is either desirable or practical. No one in the 

region is likely to give up recently-won sovereignty. A formal Arab 

union would imply some form of redistribution across countries, 

and regional politics would not support this at present. But in other 

instances, regional and international platforms and agreements 

have played a key role in anchoring economic transitions over the 

medium term. They have provided a degree of confidence in the 

reform agenda that is vital for shaping private sector expectations. 

In their absence, reform programs can be subject to twists and turns 

linked to domestic politics, and experience elsewhere suggests that 

these may take a while to settle down. 

For the most part, existing agreements with the European 

Union and the United States have been conducted in a hub-and

spoke fashion, with each Arab country being treated independently. 

11 
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That permits nations with more advanced economies like Tunisia to 

move faster and to make use of incentives that link cooperation with 

progress in economic and political reforms . Yet t his hub-and-spoke 

system avoids encouraging large economies like Egypt to engage 

more systematically in peer review dialogue with other countries 

in the region and discourages an environment in which lessons on 

what is working in different countries can be shared. Given that the 

region will be experimenting with new models of a developmental 

state, the scope for learning is likely to be substantial. 

The fact that the Arab Spring occured almost simultaneously 

throughout the Arab world has significance and suggests the exis

tence of an Arab identity that should not be ignored. True, there are 

huge differences across t he region and past efforts to formalize the 

idea in various regional projects have foundered, butt here is an Arab 

language, a common script, and much common history, literature, 

music, movies, and architecture. The effort to develop good and fea

sible policies to deal with what is manifestly a regional challenge 

is surely a backdrop to national approaches. Cooperative regional 

projects and the establishment of new regional institutions could 

be ways of furthering regional solutions in concrete ways. The Arab 

Spring could prove transformative for the region, but without any 

regional activities t here is a risk that the old structures elsewhere in 

the region will act to constrain the transition movements. 

Economic and Political Transition 
in Comparative Perspective 

The political vacuum at the start of the Arab Spring brings to mind 

similar periods in other regions-southern Europe in the 1970s, 

Latin America in the 1980s, eastern Europe in the 1990s- where 

enormous opportunities for rent seeking, the absence of popu

lar representation, a legal system with irrelevant laws and a weak 
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judiciary, and a multitude of obsolete economic regulations made 

the task of economic reform all the more intimidating. 

There are three propositions that are likely to hold across the 

Arab world. First, it would be a mistake not to take the opportu

nity afforded by the major political transition to make significant 

reforms to the economic structure in each country. Politicians 

often h ave a short window of opportunity in which to succeed or 

fail-what was called the period of "extraordinary po litics" when 

reforms can be accomplished with an ease that will later vanish.2 

Under these conditions, the reformer's objective is to reform before 

opponents are able to mobilize in order to increase the likelihood 

of winning reform battles1 but also to ensure that reforms are 

irreversible. 

Moreover, the experiences of Russia1 of the Philippines after 

Ferdinand Marcos, and many other cases show that when political 

change is not accompanied by widespread economic change1 there 

is a risk of reversion on the political front, as old vested interests 

regain control over the political process through their dominance 

of the economy, or else of economic stagnation as the power-pol

itics game creates blocking coalitions against change. When old 

economic structures are preserved or only modestly adapted, it 

cannot be expected that different outcomes on growth and equity 

will result. 

Since 1960, there have been 103 cases of a major transition 

toward democracy:3 These transitions have occurred in all regions, 

for all income categories, and some transitions have progressed 

while others stalled. In 57 of these cases, there was a successful 

2 Leszek Balcerowicz, (1.994), "Understanding Postcommuoist T(aositions; Joumal 

ofDemocrac)' 5 (4): 75- 89. 
3 A major change toward democmcy is defined as an inc(ease in the 

polity indicator of three points or more in a year (the Poli ty scale goes from negative ten 

to positive ten). 
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economic transition in the sense that GDP per capita continued to 

grow steadily over time (Figure 1.2). In 46 cases1 there was a sharp 

decline in GDP per capita compared to the precrisis year. After 

five years1 the cumulative difference between the average of suc

cessful and unsuccessful economic transitions was about 35 per

cent. Getting the economic transition right clearly has enormous 

benefits. 

Some urgency is needed to build a foundation for a success

ful economic transition in the region. Although international and 

domestic analysts continue to forecast positive growth trajecto 

ries1 significant risks remain. In some cases1 these may not man

ifest themselves until later. For example1 during the East Asian 

crisis, turmoil in Thailand did not spread to Indonesia for several 

months and the Indonesian authorities were quite sanguine about 

their ability to avoid a crisis of their own even in the fall of 1997. But 

crises tend to have tipping points that are unpredictable--when 
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confidence falls, the ability of the authorities to stem the tide of 

capital outflows can be limited. No Arab country has yet reached 

this tipping point, but the danger should not be discounted . Any 

such crisis would have far-reaching and potentially damaging 

effects on both the economic and political transitions under way, 

so it is imperative to shape a strategy from now that clearly builds 

confidence within the private sector and that is inclusive of all 

groups in society. Complacency over the economic situation, or a 

strategy of waiting for maturation of the political process before 

embarking on a new economic strategy, could be risky. Yet, a review 

of the budget documents of the major Arab economies does not 

indicate a major departure from "business as usual" economic 

policies. 

Second, the four key transitions previously identified must be 

addressed in a holistic way by framing a broad, long-term economic 

strategy that creates expectations that growth, fairness, equity, 

and economic justice will play major roles in the transition to a 

new economy. In deciding on the priorities of the reform strategy, 

it may be tempting to try and redress social grievances and injus

tices first, given the recent history of exclusion of many groups, but 

although such reforms are urgent and necessary, they may not be 

sufficient and could even undermine confidence if not accompa

nied by growth-enhancing reforms. At the end of the day, the eco

nomic transition will be about rebuilding the state and improving 

its institutions- redefining its role, improving voice and account

ability, embracing inclusion, and making government bureaucracy 

more effective. 

Third, no reform can be sustained without a guiding vision as 

to the end point. This has still to emerge from national dialogues. 

Big questions for Arab countries and their friends in the interna

tional community remain unanswered. Is the European approach 

of incentives for movement toward a liberal, democratic model 
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the right way to go? Or does a regional discourse like the New 

Partnership for Africa's Development, adopted by the African 

Union, provide a better way of establishing a comprehensive overall 

vision around which international support can be mobilized? Are 

there other models? 

Without this overall vision, the extreme duality between oil

rich and other countries in the Arab world interacting with a 

strong common Arab identity could prove to be a combustible mix. 

Economic progress in the oil-poor, densely populated countries is in 

the enlightened self-interest of the region as a whole. The problems 

of the poorer states cannot be ignored. 

Unlike in eastern Europe, there are no simple and ideological 

solutions that are likely to have popular appeal. Market liberaliza

tion, privatization, and laissez-faire solutions with minima l govern

ment have been tried in the past, albeit in distorted and incomplete 

ways, and have failed to deliver fair and equitable outcomes. 

Equally, an overly state-run approach has fai led to deliver jobs or 

growth. A new Arab generation is emerging that is more pragmatic, 

that sees opportunities in global markets, new technologies, and 

private initiative. They are likely to look at a wide menu of options, 

mixing different approaches: private banks combined with state

run development banks modeled on the Brazilian national develop

ment bank, BNDES; private enterprises coupled with successful 

and efficient state-run firms like Turkish Airlinesi private univer

sities competing with state-run universities to create skills for the 

new economies; tripartite wage negotiations as in Germany. These 

examples of eclectic, pragmatic choices based on what has worked 

in other parts of the world will have to be discussed widely with 

the private sector and civil society and carefully monitored in terms 

of the results being achieved when applied to Arab economies. By 

being "militant" about this pragmatism, Arab policy leaders might 

succeed in developing a sense of national initiative and pride, 
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rather than a feeling that they are asking their countries to follow a 

particular "foreign" ideology or influence. 

NEW TRANSITIONS, NEW DIRECTIONS: 
OU TLINE OF THE VOLUME 

In the remainder of this book we elaborate on the needed transi

tions based on experiences with transitions in other international 

contexts as well as the conditions facing the economies in the 

region. Given the fluidity of the situation in the early stages of tran

sition1 it is clear that it would be folly to be overly prescriptive. In 

fact, experience of other international economic transitions sug

gests that much of the impact of reforms will depend on the way 

in which they shape expectations as to the future1 so it is likely that 

different reform strategies and sequences will emerge in each coun

try and will change over time as these expectations shift. 

Understanding the Origins 

of the Arab Spring 

The origins of the uprisings in part stem from a dual failure, one polit

ical and one economic. For too long authoritarian regimes relied on 

economic and political institutions to preserve the status quo, creat

ing unsustainable tradeoff's between economic and political freedoms, 

especially for young people. There was economic growth, but it was 

not widely sharedi there was redistribution but growing corruption. 

In the end, decades of slow and piecemeal reforms could not prevent 

the eventual unraveling of the Arab social contract and unmaking of 

the Arab polity. Chapter 2 explores the proximate sources oft he upris

ings in the Arab world and explains how the legacies of Arab political 

development will shape the possibilities for economic reform. 
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Two pillars of the typical Arab economy have historically 

allowed rulers to secure the loyalty of their subjects: government 

jobs and a generous welfare state. In return for t hese things, Arab 

citizens were willing to tolerate political restrictions-on civic 

associations, on access to and representation in government, and on 

the ability to participate in democratic life. In times of distress and 

unable to fulfi ll the economic side of the bargain, Arab rulers have 

occasionally turned to partial political liberalization. Facing fall

ing oil prices in the 1990s, for example, several countries permitted 

greater freedom and took steps to allow opposition figures to cam

paign freely, as long as they did not threaten the regime itself. At the 

same time, they attempted to increase salaries for civil servants or 

members of the military or food, fueC and housing subsidies. 

For decades, citizens willingly accepted this authoritarian bar

gain. It is hard to imagine now, but in the 1960s and 1970s the econ

omies of the Middle East were among the fastest growing in the 

world - alongside the East Asian "tigers." Unemployment was low, 

and employment and household incomes were each expanding rap

idly. Middle Easterners easily found high-wage work, both at home 

and especially in the booming oil fields of the Gulf. University

educated Middle Easterners were guaranteed jobs in the public 

sector. Oil revenues played a pivotal ro le in sustaining the social 

contract in both exporting and nonexporting Arab states. For oil 

producers, oil revenues permitted the creation of vast welfare states. 

For non- oil producers, remittance income boosted household con

sumption, especially in rural areas. Loans, grants, and other forms of 

assistance from oil-producing states to non-oil producers boosted 

government revenues and sustained redistributive commitments. 

As late as the early 1980s, job opportunities had grown so fast that 

Egypt, Tunisia, and Algeria were each reporting labor shortages. 

Today in these same countries jobs have disappeared, particularly 

for young people. These economies now suffer some of the highest 
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unemployment rates in the world, and where standards of living 

were once rising rapidly they are now declining or stagnant. 

Expanding Opportunities for Youth 

Opportunities for young people must be better addressed. As exam

ined in chapter 3, the share of youth to total population in Arab 

countries is unprecedented, and the economic and social costs of 

their current predicament are enormous-joblessness, late mar

riage, a lack of work experience, delayed household formation, and 

a loss of self-respect are symptoms of the crisis. Young people have 

borne the brunt of the economic adjustments to date because most 

reforms have grandfathered protections to those already receiving 

benefits. Continuing with that process of incremental reform may 

be too risky and costly in the current context in which the expecta

tions of young people are high. 

This chapter argues that a youth-oriented strategy ultimately 

depends on a major overhaul of the education system, away from a 

"credentialist" system that sorts students to make it easier for the best 

and the brightest to get favored government jobs toward a system that 

rewards the accumulation of market-relevant skills. Despite ample 

resources being spent on education, student test scores in the Arab 

world are poor by international standards, even when correcting for 

income level. Naturally, educational reform must be conceived as a 

long-term program. It would require parallel reforms in civil service 

recruitment and compensation practices, labor market reform, the 

development of a stronger private sector, curriculum reform, and a 

change in the mind-set offamilies and students away from their cur

rent strongly expressed preference for a government job. 

Paradoxically, public employment guarantees and a meritocratic 

examination system for the civil service-intended to generate an 

inclusive, fair outcomes for all students-have resulted in highly 
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unequal opportunities for young people. In order to get into the 

best universities and do well, families are spending large sums on 

private tuition. Those who cannot afford this have far less chance 

at securing a government job. Class, gender, and spatial inequalities 

are higher than ever before. Addressing these issues is a generational 

challenge, but the youth issue is so significant that proactive policies 

may be needed in the short term to complement long-term changes. 

Building a Modern State 

Chapter 4looks at the need to modernize the Arab public sector. In 

some countries, a short-term priority is to stabilize the economy and 

place public debt dynamics on a sustainable basis. That is not easy 

because the drivers of public debt dynamics are highly uncertain. 

The underlying structural public sector deficit may be disguised by 

the fact that exchange rates may not be sustainable, so the level of 

the deficit, the key basis for policymaking, cannot be easily ascer

tained. Budget deficits in Arab countries also do not include any 

provision for contingent liabilities that may arise in state-owned 

enterprises or in the banking sector during a transition. The large 

public subsidies on food and fuel must also be reduced, and target

ing improved. Finally, growth prospects are highly uncertain. With 

so many variables at play, it will not be easy for some countries to 

develop a macroeconomic program that ensures long-term fiscal 

sustainability and creates the confidence necessary to attract inves

tors back into their economies. 

At one level, Arab debt and deficits are ofless immediate concern 

than in other developing countries, because a considerable portion 

of the debt is domestic. As a result, the Arab economies do not suf

fer from what economists have called original sin- a dependency 

on external debt to fund domestic investments. However, long

term studies of sovereign default show that this does not reduce the 
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probability or cost of default: Historically, domestic debt defaults 

are as common as external debt defaults, and the costs in terms 

of output loss and inflation are even more severe when domestic 

defaults occur. The key issue is the level rather than the composi

tion of debt. Thus1 despite the temptation to try and offset the costs 

of transition with more public spending funded domestically1 as is 

being done currently in Egypt1 there may also be a case for a much 

more cautious stance on fiscal policy. 

A long-term challenge for all governments in the region is to 

deal with the cost and overstaffing of public agencies1 and to do so 

in the context of high unemployment. In the long term1 civil service 

reform must be linked with broader labor market reform, including 

the provision of unemployment insurance so that there are auto

matic mechanisms for reducing the costs to individuals of retrench

ment from the public sector. 

A large public sector has been the key to the survival of Arab 

governments. Prior to the events beginning in December 2010, the 

region was home to some of the longest-lived autocratic govern

ments. After independence1 Arab countries developed reasonably 

effective government institutions by global standards. By 20101 

many of these same institutions1 particularly the economic bureau

cracy (state enterprises and line ministries) were being used to 

reward key constituencies and factions. These networks of privilege 

eroded the efficiency of the public sector and contributed to cor

ruption. Of course, the degree and character of this corruption vary 

across countries and agencies, and careful diagnosis will be needed 

to help reformers prioritize their efforts to rebuild state institutions 

and to improve the delivery of vital public services. 

As an example, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that 

affordable housing1 rubbish collection and sanitation, and to a 

lesser extent public transport are key areas where public service 

efficiency has deteriorated in Egypt. In Tunisia1 housing1 roads1 and 
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health care stand out as services in decline. The available data is not 

robust enough to recommend that the authorities focus on these 

sectors1 but it does suggest that reforms could be crafted on the 

basis of evidence from citizen feedback1 focused in some sectors1 
and complemented by such cross-cutting institutional improve

ments as anticorruption measures1 transparency1 and strengthened 

voice and accountability processes. 

Transforming the Private Business Sector 

In chapter 51 we turn our attention to the problems of the private 

sector. The energies of the Arab businesses need to shift from rent 

seeking to competitive production. No economy has successfully 

grown without a strong private sector1 but equally the private sector 

is not a panacea and is seen in some quarters as part of the problem 

not the solution. Small and medium enterprises and large enter

prises have equally important1 although somewhat different1 roles 

to play. There is a large small and medium enterprise (SME) sector 

in the region1 but it tends to be informal1 lacks global competitive

ness1 does not export, and has low productivity growth. It is not suf

ficiently linked into value chains and suffers from lack of access to 

finance and to good infrastructure. 

Large enterprises have higher productivity and good access 

to financial services but have operated in an uncompetitive envi

ronment. They benefited from high levels of effective protection 

provided through trade policy (tariffs and nontariff barriers) and, 

importantly, by access to inputs (land1 fueC and credits) at subsi

dized rates. Recently1 even the large business sector tended to push 

its labor force into informality1 as labor laws were increasingly 

relaxed or simply unenforced. In all countries of the region1 the 

result is a share of manufacturing in GDP that is half the average for 

comparable countries at a similar stage of development. 
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Past partial efforts at liberalization and encouragement of the 

private sector did not have as large a supply response as policy 

makers expected. Partly, this is because Arab economies are quite 

heterogeneous and face different challenges that call for d ifferent 

solutions and, partly, because of the lack of credibility that previ

ous reform efforts would be sustained and generalized. As a con

sequence, simple-minded application of "liberalize and privatize" 

approaches will not work across the region. More nuanced and dif

ferentiated approaches are called for. 

Some economies, like Egypt and Morocco, have yet to find 

dynamic, competitive mass products- they need to "break in" to 

world markets and might focus on task-based trade and agroindustry. 

TI1eir focus should be on export processing zones, attraction offoreign 

direct investment, and employee skills. Other economies,like Tunisia 

and Lebanon, face the challenge of mastering more sophisticated 

products and tasks, moving up the value chain and improving qual

ity and timeliness. Spatial policies, logistics, skills, and the regulatory 

environment are critical. Last, richer oil producers, like Algeria, Libya, 

and the Gulf Cooperation Council countries, need to diversify by find

ing niche markets in high value-added manufacturing and services. 

The keys for them: innovation and human capital development. 

TI1e agenda for private sector reform is enormous. Most have a 

complex, overburdened structure of administrative controls. For 

example, Egypt has cataloged 36,000 regulations affecting the pri

vate sector. Many of these regulations operate at cross-purposes, 

cover different ministries, and are implemented by different levels 

of government. There is considerable administrative discretion that 

gives rise to pervasive corruption. Sometimes, even when regula

tions are removed, bureaucracies continue to implement the old 

laws. There is limited citizen or business recourse. 

Firms find it hard to start a new business and also to close down. 

In some countries, bankruptcy is considered a crime. That deters 
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innovation} investment and risk taking. More broadly} creditor 

rights} quality of information} collateral regimes} and other legal 

rights are unclear and underdeveloped. The Arab world ranks last 

among all regions in this regard. Partly as a result of this situation} 

private sector firms often focus on successful rentseekingJ rather 

than production and innovation. 

Two parallel tracks for private sector reform could be useful. 

One track could be to pursue broad-based strategies} focused on 

greater competition} anticorruption} financial and judicial reform} 

and labor market reform. That is a long-term endeavor} and the pace 

and sequencing of reforms will have to be adjusted to fit country cir

cumstances. It is unlikely to deliver quick results} but without some 

progress on this agenda} the longer-term prospects of the economy 

would be compromised. 

The second track is to develop more focused strategic initiatives 

around a new active industrial policy. Areas that seem to have some 

traction in the region include information and communications 

technology (ICT)J tourism} logistics} and education. £-government 

and the outsourcing of a variety of public services can be a catalyst. 

This industrial policy should not be confused with old ideas of"pick

ing winners" and supporting them for decades. Instead} it should 

be understood as a process of joint learning and problem solving 

between the public and private sectors that can help resolve logistical} 

information} and institutional problems in a specified time frame. 

Better Global and Regional Integration 

As suggested in chapter 6J there are several ways in which a more 

constructive relationship between Arab economies and the rest 

of the world would help the new economic transitions. External 

markets} whether regional or global} offer opportunities for rapid 

economic growth} and much more can be done to take advantage of 
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these. There are already a large number ofbilateral and regional free 

trade agreements with the most important global markets, including 

some covering the services sectors, so implementing existing agree

ments, building trust, and harmonizing regional procedures should 

be the focus of efforts. Tackling nontariff barriers and improving 

trade-related infrastructure and logistics seem to be priorities. 

Another area where regional cooperation can potentially pro

vide economic benefits is through the implementation of large 

regional infrastructure projects. North Africa is the most attractive 

location on Earth to develop concentrated solar power. It has large 

tracts of land where the intensity of solar radiation is very high, and 

it is close to major consumer markets in Europe. Investments in a 

regional grid as well as in solar generation would be needed to put 

this plan into effect, but if it went forward the impact on jobs and 

exports would be substantial. 

In other previous transitions in other parts of the world, the 

international community has played a valuable role in providing 

financial resources and anchors to support multiyear reform pro

grams. Such programs help build confidence and shape expecta

tions in a way that crowds in private investments. In t he post - Arab 

Spring world, this may be complicated. The resources available from 

the international community are largely in the form of loans, not 

grants, and those are less valuable for countries struggling to main

tain fiscal discipline. So far, only a trickle of the promised interna

tional financial support has actually been disbursed or taken up by 

the transition countries. 

On the policy front, international institutions must start by 

building more trust in the region. They are perceived as supporters 

of the old regimes because their operational modalities have been 

to support whatever government is in power. In a context of transi

tional or weak governments, it is important for international insti

tutions to make independent assessments of the likely benefits of 
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reform programs for the majority of the people. Their failure to do 

so in the past was a mistake from which they should learn. 

With the wisdom ofhindsight, it is clear that the narrow metrics 

of economic development, like GDP growth, foreign direct invest

ment, and strength in the balance of payments ignored the signs 

of worsening corruption, as well as deterioration in institutional 

effectiveness and well-being. Some of the international financial 

institutions are less capable and less comfortable with undertak

ing analysis of corruption, cronyism, and of the potential capture 

of the state by special interest groups, then basing their coopera

tion on the results of such analysis . But this is now essential. In the 

current environment, it would be useful if the international insti

tutions worked more closely with civil society and the emerging, 

more democratic parliaments. 

One contribution that the international community can make 

is to share lessons of other transition experiences with Arab policy 

makers, and this has already started. There are many relevant expe

riences of economic and social transitions, ranging from process 

issues, such as how to work with civil society and pursue transpar

ency and anticorruption reforms, to policy issues such as decentral

ization and "charter cities" or industrial zones to such operational 

schemes as volunteering programs, skills development programs, 

and first-loss guarantee schemes. 

WHAT NEXT? STABILITY, CONFID ENCE, 
AND CREDIBILITY 

Institutional reforms are at the heart of transitions described, but 

they can involve decades-long processes. The announcement of 

such reform programs can help build a sense of purpose and con

fidence, and they can usefully be started through a debate among 
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all stakeholders. That can be done at national and regional levels 

but should not neglect a dialogue at the local and community level 

where civil society, small businesses, and individuals can most eas

ily engage with local governments as to their aspirations and pri

orities. It is important to harness the energy of those who won the 

revolution into a process to win the transition or risk a backlash of 

disappointment and frustration. 

By themselves, institutional changes are unlikely to deliver 

substantial and tangible results in the short termi some "low hang

ing" deliverables through active social and economic programs are 

needed . These must be su fficient to achieve social stability, business 

confidence, and credible and sustainable macroeconomic outcomes. 

Some count ries, like Indonesia, were able to achieve social 

stability by channeling t he energy and imagination of youth and 

civil society into a range of political, civic, and economic activ

ities through nonprofit organizations and professional asso

ciations. Their activities included monitoring of government 

programs, direct delivery of services, advocacy, and organization 

using Internet and social media, capacity development and advi

sory work, and engagement in debate and dialogue . Volunteer 

activities also blossomed. To make this easier, government poli

cies proved instrument al in providing data and information more 

easily (transparency), shortening the time period to register as a 

nongovernmental organization (NG 0) or association and reduc

ing regulations on their activities (or ceasing to enforce existing 

regulations), decentralizing and outsourcing pub lic service deliv

ery, and freeing up access to and use of all kinds of media. Direct 

government programs of short-term job creation and skills train

ing also helped. Short-term benefits were realized from the activi

ties themselves as well as from the feeling of empowerment and the 

social stability that was created. Signs of successful implementa

tion of such programs in Tunisia are already evident. 
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Restoring business confidence is the second short-term impera

tive. There is a delicate balance to be struck between holding those 

elements of the previous regime that engaged in corrupt practices 

accountable and securing confidence in property rights for the 

future. La rge and small businesses must feel confident that it is 

worth while to invest domestically and that opportunities and risks 

are fairly balanced compared to investments elsewhere in the world. 

Broad-based reforms will help over time, but in t he short term, spe

cific projects and programs and new public-private partnerships 

can build trust that the private sector will have a prominent role in 

the economy. 

Finally, Arab policy makers need to pay close attention to 

achieving credible macroeconomic outcomes. There is still a risk 

that some economies, particularly those with high debt and defi

cits, may enter a crisis during which they face difficulty in funding 

fiscal or balance of payments deficits. Cautious borrowing policies 

with secure financing plans, subsidy reform, and improved govern

ment effectiveness in select service delivery areas are short-term 

priorities that can complement longer-term, broad-based efforts to 

improve transparency and combat corruption. 

In terms of the international community's assistance, one idea 

is to develop a regional assistance track to complement the country

specific track that is the current basis of development cooperation. 

A regional approach is appropriate to combat contagion from the 

viral spread of social consciousness through media and news cycles 

as well as through economic links of trade, investment, and migra

tion. Because of this, instability anywhere in the region can quickly 

spread into other countries, so it is in the interests of all countries 

in the region to promote economic and democratic reforms that 

have the support of the population. For the international commu

nity, the conclusion is that common standards with respect to gov

ernance, democracy, and human rights should be applied in their 
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relationships across the Arab world. If not, they can unwittingly 

contribute to further shocks and instability and again become asso

ciated with support of unpopular regimes. 

A new regional bank, agency, or platform could prove useful as a 

mechanism for intermediating between domestic and international 

political considerations, on the one hand, and economic needs, on 

the other hand. Such an entitywould be uniquely and solely focused 

on the issues of transition in the Arab world and could play a lead

ing role on trade and logistics facilitation, regional infrastructure 

financing, and support to the private sector, as well as acting as a 

portal for bringing relevant experiences from the rest of the world 

to the region. There are of course existing development institutions 

that can and are playing such a role, including the Arab League and 

multilateral institutions, but a new specifically Arab institution by 

and for Arab countries in transition with an innovative charter and 

agenda could channel resources and be a source of pride for the 

dynamic forces of the Arab world. The region lacks good formal 

evaluation practices or knowledge-sharing platforms to understand 

better what will work in the Arab context. A regional development 

platform could provide such expertise and learning in an objective 

fashion. 

The international community must also carefully modulate the 

speed of its assistance to country circumstances. The economic 

costs of transition are highest now, so early support is most valu

able. Yet moving fast often means moving alone. If the international 

community does not coordinate its activities and try to exploit syn

ergies, there is considerable risk of overlap and waste. Reformers in 

countries such as Morocco and Tunisia, where transitions have thus 

far been less disruptive, may be able to capitalize on windows of 

opportunity and move rapidly. In Egypt, Libya, and perhaps other 

countries still engaged in political transitions, however, the situa

tion facing reformers is less clear. The danger is that the political 
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pressures on international agencies to engage might overcome the 

technocratic imperatives to provide technically sound development 

assistance. 

Good long-term results are more likely to come from partner

ships and a deliberate pace of implementation building on evi

dence of what works. It is likely that the Arab economic transition 

will be long, with many twists and turns along the way. Pragmatic 

approaches, coupled with strong diagnostics, can help guide policy 

along the way. 
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Chapter 2 

The Origins of the Arab Spring 

Two interrelated reform fai lures are at the center of events in the 

region: one political, one economic. Politically, the failure to develop 

pluralistic and open systems has left few avenues for citizen partici

pation in civic and political life or for access to and representation in 

government. That t his has occurred despite major accomplishments 

in healt h and education over the past decades is one reason for the 

now outdated notion of Arab exceptionalism.1 Economically1 gov

ernments in the region failed to generate inclusive1 fair1 and equi

table growth. As a result, some of the economic benefits to which 

citizens grew accustomed-public sector employment guarantees 

and generous welfare benefits- grew to become unaffordable and 

excluded many young people and other new entrants into the labor 

force. Arab economies became highly dualistic1 with insiders who 

received benefits from the state and outsiders who did not . 

A vast gap emerged between the lavish lifestyles of the ruling 

families of Egypt1 Tunisia1 and Libya1 along with their cronies1 

and the common man. The elites, sitting at t he critical nodes of the 

state and of key private segments of the economy1 abused formal 

and informal institutions to control the accumulation and distri

bution of resources and jobs to perpetuate t heir power and amass 

wealth. Monopolized1 top-down corruption was an instrument for 

l As severa l obse rvers have noted, tbe contrast be tween h igh rates o fhu ma n develop

me nt and the absence of politica l democracy has hi stor ically made the Arab wo dd, in thi s 

regard, h ighly exceptio nal. 
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the capture of the polity and economy. In return for loya lty to the 

ruling elite, associates were provided with jobs (even at lower lev

els of the public sector) and access to resources. Paradoxically, in 

countries such as Egypt, the elite's power and hold over political 

and economic resources expanded even during periods of partial 

economic liberalization because of the absence of effective domes

tic or international competition. 

TH E UNRAVELING ARAB SOCIAL CONTRACT 

Following independence, the Arab public sector emerged as the 

lynchpin of a political-economic system designed to support redis

tribution and equity in economic and social policy. Its principal 

features included: agrarian reforms combined with the national

ization of industry, banking, insurance, and tradei the adoption of 

import substitution and the protection of local industryi a central 

role for the state in the provision of welfare and social servicesi and 

a vision of the political arena, as fundamentally noncompetitive and 

"organic." This latter component involved significant centralization 

and government control of political parties, trade unions, profes

sional and civic associations, and other mechanisms for collective 

political action. 

This classic authoritarian bargain-whereby citizens accept 

political exclusion in exchange for state provision of employment, 

education, housing, health care, food subsidies, and other benefits

is well known and is by no means exceptional to the Arab world.2 

Central components of the Arab authoritarian bargain are detailed 

in postindependence basic laws, public policies, and importantly, 

2 Raj M. Desai , Ande(s O lofsghd, and Tarik M. Yo usef, (2009), "The Logic of the 

Autho rita rian Bargain," Economics and Politics21 (I ) : 93 - 125. 
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in constitutions that address the position of workers as well as the 

need for states to assume responsibility for providing work and 

social welfare (Table 2.1). 

Among the regulations promulgated were those that mandated 

job security guarantees as well as relatively high public sector wages 

with generous nonwage compensation benefits (such as family 

allowances), alongside prohibitions or sharp restrictions on the dis

missal of workers. Such policies were intended to provide economic 

stability and security to organized labor and to serve as a means of 

redistribution of co llective wealth. However, along with these pro

tections came restrictions on the political activity of labor, includ

ing limits on the right to strike. 

Governments also moved from regulating private sectors to 

direct control of production through the nationalization of private 

assets. In response1 public sectors grew to become the dominant 

employers in Arab states- a legacy that characterizes the region to 

this date. The International Labor Organization (ILO) estimates 

that 29 percent of total employment in the Arab world is in the 

government and public enterprise sectors1 twice the global aver

age. 3 Import-substitution strategies also created const raints and 

incentives that influenced investment and production1 with impli

cations for labor demand and job creation. Regulation of agrarian 

sectors1 land reform, and an urban bias in social policy had sig

nificant effects on rural labor markets, promoting rapid urbaniza

tion and largely eliminating large landowners, previously the most 

powerful class in many Arab states and the one group potentially 

capable of serving as a check on bureaucratic and authoritarian 

excess.4 

3 In ternational Labour Organiza tion, (2009), Growth, Employment and Decellt Work 

in tire A rab R~gion: Key Policy Issues (Beirut: l LO ). 

4 Joe l Beinin, (2001), Workers and Peasants in tlreMiddleEast (New York: Cambridge 

University P ress) . 
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Co11 st itutlon 

Algeria {1963) 

Algeria {1996) 

Bahra in (1973) 

Table 2.1 lU G HT· '1'0 · \\10 It I{ PROVIS IONS I N A R A H CONS'I'I 'I'UTIONS 

.4rticlt>. 

§ 10 The fundamental objectives of the democratic and popular Algerian Republic are . .. the 

guarantee of t he right to work. 

§55 (J) All citizens have a right fonvork. 

§ 13 ( b) The state guarantees the provision of job opportunities for its citizens and the fairness 
of work conditions. 

Bah ra in (2002) § J 3 Work is the d uty of ever)' c itizen, is requ ired b)' pc<Sonal dignity, and is dictated by the p ub · 

lie good. Every citizen has the right to work and to choose the type of work within the bounds of 

public order and decency. 

Egypt (1971) 

Iraq (1990) 

Iraq (2005) 

§ 13 \'V'ork is a right~ a duty, and an honor ensured by the State. 

§ 32 (a) Work is a right, whkb is ensured to be available fo r every able cit izen. 

§ 22 ( I) Work is a right for aJI Iraqis in a wa)' t hat guarantees a dignified life for them. 

Mat erial com direitos autorais 



Jordan (1952) 

Kuwait (1963) 

Libra (1969) 

§ 23 (1) 'Work is the right of every citizen, and the State shall provide opportunities for work to 

aJI citize.ns by directing the national economy and raising its standards. 

§ 41 (2) Work is a duty of e'•ery cit izen necessitated by personal dignity and public good. The 

State shaJI endeavor to roa kc it :wailablc to citizens a.nd to roa kc its terms cq~1itablc. 

~ 4 \~lork in the Libyan Arab Republic is a right, a duty, and an honor for every able-bodied 
citizen. 

Morocco (1992) § 13 All citizens have e.qual eights to education and to work. 

Oman (1996) § 12 Evcq• citizen bas the right to engage in the work ofltis choice within the limits o f the Law. 

Palestinian NA § 25 (l) VVmk is l right, duty and honor. The Pales[inian Nltional Author it)' shall strive to pro-
(2003) vide it to any ind ividual capable of performing it. 

Saudi Arabia ~ 28 The State provides job opportunities for whoe.ver is capable of \•.torking. 

(1993) 

Syria (1973) § 36 (1) Work is a right and duty of every citizen. The state undertakes to provide ,_ork for all 

citizens. 



Constlhttion 

Tun isia (1959) 

UAE (1971) 

Yemen ( 1991) 

Table2.1 (coNTINum) 

Artide 

Preamble \Ve proclaim that the republican r~gime constitotes .. . the most certain ""'~~f for assur

ing the p rotection oft he familyand guaranL~cing to each citizen work, health, and edocation. 

§ 20 Society shall esteem work as a cornerstone of its de\lelopment.lt shall endeavor to ensure 

that employment js available for cit izens Ol.nd to t ra in them so that t hey are prepared for it. 

§ 10 E. very c it izen has t he right to undc.rtakc work chosen by h im and in accordance with the 

Ia\.,... 
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Oil revenues played a critical role in sustaining this social 

contract in oil-exporting and nonexporting states alike. For oil pro

ducers1 oil revenues permitted the creation of vast welfare systems 

that served as key mechanisms for distributing largesse to citizens 

(though not to foreign migrant workers). For non- oil produc

ers, emigrants to oil-rich neighbors sent substantial remittances 

home1 boosting household consumption and income1 especially 

in rural areas. Loans1 grants1 and other forms of assistance from 

oil-producing states to non-oil producers supported government 

finances and sustained redistributive commitments. At the peak 

of the oil boom in the early 1980s1 some 3.5 million Arab migrant 

workers-mainly from Egypt1 Jordan1 Syria, Lebanon, Yemen1 and 

Morocco - were employed in the oil states of Saudi Arabia and 

other Gulf states. Oil revenue-fed social systems were particularly 

popular among public sector employees and other core constitu

ency groups of the elite. For three decades1 these groups were the 

biggest winners from the Arab social contract. Not surprisingly, 

in countries like Syria1 80 percent of graduates preferred a public 

sector job. 5 

But the instability of the Arab social contract became increas

ingly clear by the early 1980s when oil prices began to plummet. By 

the end of the decade, the strains in the social contract had grown 

into a major economic crisis. 

Falling oil prices in the 1980s cut natural resource revenues 

as well as demand for migrant labor in oil-rich Arab states and 

reduced remittance flows. With declining revenues1 public sector 

wage bills and other commitments drove massive increases in pub

lic debt in many Arab states. A heavy business regulatory environ

ment impeded the development of export-led sectors and limited 

S Nav tej Dhi llon and Tarek Yousef, (2009), Generation in Wait ing: Tlte Unfulfilled 

Promise of Young People in th e Middle East (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press) . 
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nonoil, nonremittance foreign exchange earnings. Meanwhile, labor 

productivity continued to decline, unemployment levels increased 

and governments faced growing pressure to reform. 

The typical macroeconomic reform took the shape of cuts in 

subsidies, reduced public expenditures, and flexible exchange rate 

regimes. In a move strongly supported by donors, most Arab gov

ernments also embarked on micro economic structural adjustment, 

including Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, and the 

oil exporters of the Arabian Peninsula. Many governments entered 

international economic institutions, such as the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade/World Trade Organization (GATT/WTO), 

and signed bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. By the early 

1990s, debt levels declined, inflation was brought under control, 

and macroeconomic performance was improving. 

Economic reforms included many of the elements familiar to 

Latin America and eastern Europe: privatization of state-owned 

enterprises, fiscal reform and trade liberalization, deregulation, and 

the strengthening of the institutional foundations of the market. 

However, implementation of these measures was uneven, hesitant, 

and incomplete, characterized by significant cronyism, with politi

cally connected elites enjoying privileged access to land, markets, 

contracts, finance, and services that resulted from limited market 

openings. Smaller and newer firms, without privileged access, faced 

substantial obstacles such that growth was narrowly concentrated 

and key sectors remained dominated by a few large players. 

Partly as a result, the Arab world's economic recovery in the 

1990s was generally weak. Most significantly, aggregate labor pro

ductivity growth that should have improved with better resource 

allocation and openness to external markets remained stagnant 

through the 1990s (Figure 2.1). Only sub-Saharan Africa had 

lower productivity growth during this period. In the last ten years, 

productivity growth has ticked up but has increased at an anemic 
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Figure 2.1. Product ivit ybyRegion, 1991-2008. (Sourc~: World Bank. Wo rld Development 

lnd ica tors, http:// data. world bankorg/ i nd ica to r.) 

pace of 1 percent per year. Over the last twenty years, productivity 

growth in the Arab world has steadily fallen behind that in all other 

countries and has increased at a pace of only one-tenth the rate of 

productivity growth in East and South Asia. 

Low labor productivity growth may be partly associated with 

the fact that much of the job creation in the Arab world has been 

in the informal sector. On average, informal employment (self

employment and working for family without pay) accounted for 

about 60 percent of total employment in poor Arab countries. A 

detailed study of Egypt showed that for one-third of the popula

tion their first job was in the informal sector in 2005, compared to 

15 percent in 1975, while only 30 percent of first-time job seekers 

found employment in the formal public or private sectors.6 Thus, 

although employment itself continued to rise in the Arab world and 

6 Ragui Assaad and Ghada Barsou m, (2007), Yo 11 th Exclusior1 ;, Egypt: fr1 Search of 
"Second C!tar~ces,' Middle East Youth lnitiative Working Paper (2), Wolfe nsohn Center for 

Development and Dubai School o f Government. Otber ca tegor ies of firs t-time work a re 

se lf-employment and irregular wage employment. 
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the rate of unemployment fell during the last ten years1 the quality 

of jobs was deteriorating. 

Women suffered the most. Labor force participation rates for 

women in the Arab world are extremely low by global standards1 

averaging 26 percent in 2008 compared to 52 percent globally. 

Empirically1 correcting for other factors1 young women in Egypt are 

four times as likely to be unemployed as young men? The problem 

persists despite rising education levels. Only half of young women 

with a higher education enter the labor market. 

Over time1 the rapid growth in the numbers of new job seekers1 

coupled with continued low labor productivity growth and formal 

employment growth1 pressured the ability of Arab governments 

to continue to maintain universal access to a number of welfare 

commitments. While earlier generations of youth benefited from 

free education1 public sector job guarantees1 subsidized housing1 

and other benefits1 the new generation of those born after 1980 

has received little of that1 and as a result1 their frustrations with 

the system have been building for more than a decade. 

THE LEGACY OF THE ARAB POLITY 

Over the last SO years a pattern has emerged of more government 

welfare spending and fewer political freedoms when oil prices and 

general economic conditions were favorable1 and less government 

spending and moves toward political liberalization when oil prices 

fell and regional economic conditions worsened (Figure 2.2). 

It is a mistake to think1 however1 that the overall picture in 2010 

was one of growing instability or greater political oppression. The 

trends of quantitative indicators of instability in Arab economies 

7 Op. cit. 
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Figure 2.2. Government Spending, Democracy, a nd Insta bili ty in Arab States. 

Government consumption is the average percent ofGDP weighted by P PP-conver ted GDP 

in consta nt do llars. Democracy score is the unweighted ave rage based o n the Pol ity Index 
and ranges from - 10 (least democratic) to +10 {most democratic) . Instabi lity is a cumula

tive, regiona l score based on the Political Ins tabi li ty Task Force measure o f state failure. 

(Sources: Alan Heston, Robert Summers, a nd Be ttina A ten. Pen n World Table, Version 7.0. 
Center for Inte rna tiona l Comparisons of Production, Income, aod Prices. Phi lade lph ia : 

University ofPen nsylva nia, 20 11; Monty G. Marsha II a nd Ke ith Jaggers. Poli ty IV Projcc t. 
Political R egime Cl1arac teristics and Transitions, 1800- 2010. Co llege Park: Unive rsi ty of 

Maryland, 20 10; Political l. n stability Task Force. Internal Wars and Failures of Go11ernance, 

1955- 2009. Vienna, VA: Center for Systemic Peace, 2010.) 

were actually improving between 2003 and 2010. Several govern

ments embarked on a series of tactical political openings, and their 

polity score-a measure of democracy-got better, but in all cases, 

the reforms relied on organizations closely tied to incumbents 

(political parties, the military and security apparatus) to ensure 

that rival political forces were restrained and co-opted. At the same 
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time, government consumption was able to sustain relatively high 

levels of welfare payments and public sector jobs. While still highly 

autocratic and characterized by immense levels of executive discre

tion, the Arab polities in December 2010 were more "open" than 

those of the previous generation.8 

While ultimately transitional and unstable, the old Arab pol

ity h as left a historical legacy that will endure in three are as. First, 

many organizations are deinstitutionalized. Bureaucracies, politi

cal parties, legislatures, and militaries have had limited delegated 

authority. Rulers were careful to constrain any room for those in 

charge of these bodies to threaten the regime, unwilling to relin

quish ultimate control. They did this by fashioning competing 

organizations- paramilitary groups, "palace" guards, and multiple 

factions, each presided over by an individual with overarching loy

alties to the ruler. In these bodies, the formation of codified internal 

rules and operating procedures was discouraged. 

The disadvantage of such a structure is that it is hard to make cred

ible long-term commitments to investors and citizens beyond a narrow 

circle of favored groups.9 This absence of a strong institutional struc

ture maybe one of the reasons for the lack of a supply-side response to 

the partial economic reforms that had taken place before 2010. 

Second, groups that were not part of the favored circle were 

systematically excluded from sharing economic benefits. Most 

Arab economies are characterized by rising inequality, including 

8 O f course, the process o f g radual pol itical li beral izatio n has been uneven, leav ing 
the Gu lf Coopera tion Council (GCC) states (with the possib le exception of Kuwait) unaf

fected by this t re nd. Even in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, a nd Algeria, the pa ttern was char

ac terized by steps forward a nd backward: "W hen pressu re mounts, both from within the 
society and from outside, the regime loosens its constraints and a llows more civic activity 

a nd a more open e lectoral a rena-until poli ti cal opposition appears as if it may grow too 

serious and effec tive." Larry D ia mo nd, (2010), "Why Are There No Arab Democracies?" 
Journal of Democracy 21 (1): 93- 104. 

9 For a review, see Scott Geh lbach and Phi lip Keefe r, (20 1 1.), "Inves tment Wi thout 

De mocracy: Ruli ng-Par ty Institutional izat io n a nd Credib le Commitment in Autocracies," 
JournalojComparative Economics39 (2) : 123- 139. 
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a widening gap between urban and rural residents, adults and the 

young1 and between the benefits and privileges granted to a shrink

ing portion of pub lic sector workers and all others. This exclusion 

contrasts with public expectations that the state is responsible for 

all its citizens' development and prosperity1 through a combination 

of public sector employment and subsidies. Despite waiting lists 

that stretch up to 13 years1 large percentages of Arab populations 

prefer government jobs to employment in the private sector. Even 

among Arab youth1 in most countries large pluralities express pref

erences for government jobs over other types of employment.10 The 

inevitable frustrations borne from long stretches of unemployment 

exacerbate feelings of economic insecurity for many even as it raises 

the social and political costs of reform. 

1hird1 natural constituencies in favor of economic reform

private sector workers1 smaller entrepreneurs1 women, youth, and 

other segments of civil society- were deprived of a platform for 

genuine representation in policymaking. As shown in Figure 2.31 
regional economies were generally subpar in indicators of "voice 

and accountability" and had mostly seen significant deterioration 

in performance relative to the rest of the world (with the excep

tion of Turkey) between 2000 and 2009. The military and business 

groups that had posed credible challenges to ruling elites in previ

ous decades were co-opted to support Arab rulers. The merchant 

class that in other societies has been a natural advocate of a lim

ited1 constrained executive did not play a strong role in the change 

in Arab economies1 preferring to enter alliances through which 

they received a portion of the economic rents and other benefits 

that the state distributed . Business and professional associations 

10 The exceptions are Lebanon, Algeria, and Morocco. In these coun tries, the p re !~ 

ere nee is for se lf-employment, fo llo wed by public sector employment, then private sector 

e mployment. In no Arab country do yo uth prefer private sector employme nt ove r the pub· 

lie sec to r. See Sila tech and the Gallup Organizatio n, (2009), T11e Silatech Index: Voices of 
Yo 11ng Am 'bs. 
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and trade unions, which have prodded reforms in other countries, 

are described as weak, unrepresentative, or captured in the Arab 

world.' 1 

PARTIAL REFORM AND 
INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES 

The partial quality of economic policy reform-more progress on 

exchange rate stabilization than on privatization, more progress on 

fiscal policy reform than on the liberalization of labor markets

can be understood as a product of the embedded nature of the 

11 Wo rld Bank, (2009), From Privi lege to Competition: Unlocking PriVC<te -Led Growtl• 

in the Middle East and North Africa (Washing ton, D C : World Bank), pp. 187- 189. 
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interventionist-redistributive social contract in the Arab world. For 

example1 institutional arrangements created to link organized labor 

and the state became mechanisms through which privatization was 

resisted. 12 Governments faced political and social constraints in 

their attempts to reduce welfare expenditures. Memories of violent 

mass protests against austerity measures1 such as those that took 

place in Tunisia in 19841 in Morocco in 19811 and in Egypt in 19771 

made strong wel fare reform into a taboo1 even 20 years later.13 

An alternative (and easier) approach to reform was to reduce 

enforcement. For example1 there appears to have been a tacit 

agreement between the political and business elites in Egypt that 

labor laws need not be strictly applied to new employees. Thus1 

the growing informalization of labor markets spread beyond self

employment and employment in small businesses to include unreg

ulated employment in the formal private sector. 

Moreover1 partial reforms created opportunities for business and 

political elites to increase their rent-seeking activities. Prereform 

networks, as in other regions of the world1 had proved extremely 

resilient in Arab states. Many of the beneficiaries of these networks 

of privilege were able to arbitrage between liberalized and nonlib

eralized parts of the economy1 continuing to receive subsidies at 

home in the form of cheap credit or inputs with controlled prices1 

while obtaining new profits due to an expansion in global market 

access-much in the same way that Russian "oligarchs" prospered 

in the 1990s.14 The concentration of economic gains generated by 

12 Marsha P. Posusney, (1997), Labor and the State in Egypt: Workers, Unions, and 

Econorn ic Restructur·ing (New York: Columbia Un ive rsity Press). 

13 Il iya Harik and Denis J. Sull ivan, ( 1992), Privatiza tion and Liber·a lization in the 

M iddle East (Bloomington: Ind iana University Press). 

14 Steve n Heydema n n shows tha t the !eve I and dispersion of effec tive p ro tee tion rates 

across industr ies in Egypt was more heavi ly influenced by e nergy prici ng policies than by 
e xternal ta riffs. See Heyde mann (2004), "Networks of Privilege: Rethinking the Politics 

of Economic Reform," in Networks of Privilege in the Middle Eo~st (New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan); World Bank, (201 1), A Profile of Border Protection in Egypt: an Effective Rate of 

Protection Approach Adj .,sting.for Energy S ubsidies (Washington, DC: World Bank). 
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selective policy reforms in the hands of those with established ties 

to governments did as much to undermine their legitimacy among 

Arab populations as any real-sector effects of reform. 

Where did these partial reforms leave Arab countries in 20091 

prior to the uprisings? It is hard to generalize1 even though on aver

age overall governance in the region is poor and there are few good 

governance performers. Governance has many different political, 

economic, and institutional dimensions, but if just one indicator 

from each of these dimensions is considered and averaged into a 

composite aggregate, it appears that four different governance 

groups emerge in the Arab world (Figure 2.4). 

A "top group" of the countries- Qatar, the United Arab 

Emirates, and Turkey-can be classified as "relative perform

ers" implying they are above the median for the world as a whole 

(averaging around the 60th percentile). W ithin this group1 
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governance more broadly has improved over the last decade by an 

average of 6 percentage points over the selected indicators. 

The second group of "semiperformers" comprises four 

countries-Kuwait1 Bahrain1 Oman1 and Jordan-rating at around 

the 50th percentile worldwide. All these countries underwent 

severe deterioration during the past decade1 although their level of 

governance performance was average for the world. The third and 

lower-performing group ("non performers") is the largest group and 

comprises eight countries1 rating below two-thirds of the world on 

average. These countries also witnessed a slight deterioration in 

governance performance1 although because the level was already 

low1 they did not experience the same degree of decline as the semi

performers. The last group, "failing/' comprises five countries1 with 

countries rating around the bottom decile worldwide and experienc

ing deteriorating governance during the past decade. 

This classification of countries in the region makes it clear that 

different countries have different initial political and institutional 

conditions and face different priorities for reform. Each will have 

to choose its own path forward. Countries differ for other reasons1 

such as ethnoreligious fractures and the presence or absence of a 

professional army1 civil service, and other basic state institutions. 

In rich and nonreforming monarchies1 it remains to be seen how 

long they can appease their citizens with increasing payoffs while 

suppressing dissent. 

It is also important to recognize the different governance pri

orities within a country. Just taking one example1 the control of 

corruption1 the data suggest that this differs quite markedly across 

institutions. For example1 as shown in Figure 2.51 Egypt's priori

ties in the fight against corruption appear to be in captured policies 

and budgetary leakages (while the judiciary appears to be relatively 

honest)1 while the key corruption issues in Libya center on procure

ment and in Syria on trade. 
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Figu re 2.5. Ext ent of Cor ruption a n d Capture in Four Selected Countries. 

From tbe resu lts of a su rvey of fi rms on the frequency of various types of corrup tion. 

(So urce: ' '\l"orld Econom ic Forum. Executive Opinion Surveys. New York: World Econo mic 

Forum, 2010.) 

More generally, countries in the failing governance group

such as Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Yemen-are already mired in inter

nal conflict, and thus the hoped-for scenario is that they will soon 

enter the group of postconflict countries and embark on the diffi

cult path toward democratic transition. This group is distinct from 

the already transitioning countries, such as Egypt and Tunisia, 

both of which experienced sudden regime change, largely avoid

ing protracted internal conflict. For Egypt and Tunisia, appropriate 

strategies would not come from lessons learned from postconflict 

experiences but from transitions away from autocratic regimes, 

such as those of central and eastern Europe, the former Soviet 

Union, Indonesia, Brazil, South Africa, Chile, Turkey, and Spain (see 

Box 2.11 on some transition lessons). 

Other regimes in the region, which currently are neither 

mired in conflict nor in major transition, may continue to thwart a 

meaningful transition to democratic governance- some by offer

ing incremental reforms (Jordan, Morocco), some by combining 
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Box 2.1 SOME LESSONS FROM PREVIOUS T RANSITIONS 

It is worth briefly noting five points of relevance from previous 

transition experiences: 

1. Belonging to the select group of Arab Spring countries 

does not automatically guarantee success. Countries in 

transitions can t raverse into the wrong path (such as Iran 

and Pakistan), muddle through without meaningful reform 

for decades (some countries in central Asia), evolve into 

"managed quasi-democracies" (Russia) or transit into the 

right direction in democratic governance (Chile, Turkey, 

Indonesia, and central Europe). 

2. Even relatively successful transitions, such as in Indonesia, 

can take at least a decade until the country is on the right 

path with setbacks in the early yearsi thus a patient longer 

view is needed.* 

3. The role and posture of the military are essential, as is the 

quality of political leadership during the transition (Turkey, 

Spain, Chile, and South Africa). 

4. Effective constitutional and electoral reforms matter, as 

well as institutional innovations, such as t ruth and recon

ciliation commissions (South Africa and Chile). 

S. The extent to which the political and economic transitions 

evolve into an increasingly captured economy (Ukraine) 

or a competitive enabling environment instead (central 

Europe) matters enormously. 

• In August 2 011, Ahmed He ikal, Egyp t 's la rgest private investor, said to 1l1e 

Economist: "If we get things rig ht, we could be Turke y in ten years. If we get them 
wro ng, we cou ld be Pak ista n in 18 mo nths." 
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payouts from their oil wealth to their relatively small population of 

nationals (Saudi Arabia and some Gulf countries), and some with 

further repression (I ran, Bahrain) . 

MYTHS AND REALIT IES 
IN TRANSITION 

The reason for the Arab Spring was the economic discontent of 

youth, t he group that was most seriously excluded from the old wel

fare state, suffered the most from unemployment, and felt the great

est impact of poor public services and a failing education system. 

But this perspective must be nuanced. Opinion polls suggest that 

youth in the Arab world in 2010 (respondents aged 15 to 24) were 

actually more positive about the economic situation and more opti

mistic about the future than older respondents. Citizens in the Arab 

world were actually happier with their lives than the average for the 

rest of t he world and only marginally less happy in t hose Arab coun

tries embracing the reform movement than in those that are not. So 

reported unhappiness does not seem to have been a major trigger 

for the Arab Spring, at least as measured by the now standard "best 

possible life" question, introduced by Howard Cantril decades ago: 

""[I]magine a ladder with steps numbered 0 - 10. Suppose 10 repre

sents the best possible life for you, and 0 represents the worst pos

sible life for you. On which step of t he ladder would you say you 

personally feel you stand?" 

The discontent seems to be more closely related to a growing 

disillusionment with economic prospects. Expected happiness in 

the future is lower in the Arab Spring countries than in the rest 

of the world . In a multivariate analysis across countries, living in 

one of the Arab Spring countries was significantly associated with 
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lower expectations for future happiness in 2010.15 Other important 

predictors of future happiness: a good job market, living in a big 

city, and having a higher household income, all factors with low 

scores in Arab Spring countries. 

The negative perceptions about the future are what drive the 

apparent paradox of "unhappy growth" in Arab Spring countries. 

The paradox is that, while macroeconomic indicators of welfare, 

such as GDP per capita, were rising in the last few years at reason

ably rapid rates, people living in the countries did not feel better off. 

Opinion polls showed that the share of those describing themselves 

as thriving (a combination of their current and future expectations 

of economic well-being) fell from 24 percent to 10 percent of the 

population in Tunisia between 2008 and 2010 and from 25 per

cent to 12 percent in Egypt between 2007 and 2010. This happened 

despite steady growth in per capita GDP (Figure 2.6). 

Almost all Arab countries have seen a decline in the share of the 

population describing themselves as thriving (Figure 2.7), and, as 

borne out by econometric analysis, there appears to be an associa

tion between low levels of popular satisfaction, as measured by this 

index, and pressures to reform. Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, 

Syria, and Yemen all show low and declining levels of satisfaction. 

Algeria and Lebanon have so far been spared significant unrest but 

have higher levels of satisfaction, and more Palestinians seem to be 

thriving than before. Rich Arab countries still enjoy high levels of 

life satisfaction. 

One reason why people's happiness may have declined was 

because of the collapse in satisfaction with public services. In just 

one year, between 2009 and 2010, satisfaction with public trans

portation systems in Egypt fell by 30 percentage points; satisfaction 

15 Chattopadhyayand Graham (2011) using Gallup World Poll survey data. 
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Figure 2.6 . Trends in Official Gross Dom estic Pr od uct per Capita ve rsus Well-Being. 

Percentage of citizens who report "thriving" in Gallup polls. (Sources: John Clifton and 
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Figure 2.7. Trends in 'Veil-Being. Percentage of citizens who re po rt "thriving" in Gallup 
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used. For Tunisia, Algeria, and Syria, 2008 was the first year they were surveyed; 2009 
was the first year Bahrain and Libya were surveyed. (Source: Data fro m Gallup World Po ll 

survey.) 

with efforts to support the environment fell by 15 percentage points 

and with housing by 14 percentage points.16 The latter two issues 

show both a large deterioration and a low level of satisfaction. 

Housing and health care show similarly large declines in Tunisia. 

Even in the case of schools and education1 which had been seen by 

international organizations as a relative success in the Arab world/7 

reported citizen satisfaction had started to decline. These data sug

gest that overall satisfaction with government delivery of services 

had started to decline swift ly. 

1.6 Gallup Report, (2010), "Egypt: The Arithmetic of Revo lu tion· (Abu D habi: 
Gallup Center). 

1.7 United Nations Development Programme, (201.0), "Arab Human Development 

Repor t" (New York: UNDP). 
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Chapter 3 

Opportunities for Young People 

While the act of Mohammed Bouazizi, the Tunisian street vendor, 

served as a catalyst for the revolution, it is youth like Wael Ghonim, 

the Go ogle executive, who are symbols of the po litica 1 and economic 

transition. Wael represents the success that most young Egyptians, 

and every Arab youth, dream of obtaining. He has a decent job, he 

is married, and he is upwardly mobile. 

But millions of Arab youth cannot become Wael overnight. 

Support for an economic reform agenda will depend on whether 

younger workers-those entering the labor market, those cur

rently unemployed, and those employed in the low-wage informal 

sector- believe that they will benefit from the transition. 

For the foreseeable future1 Arab transition economies will have 

to provide jobs for a large youth population that meet the rising tide 

of expectations. In the largest Arab economy1 Egypt, more than 

850,000 youth will enter the workforce every year. The working-age 

population in the Arab world will continue to rise over the next two 

decades at faster rates than elsewhere, because ofboth high popula

tion growth and a rising share of the working age population as the 

"youth bulge" enters the labor force. 

In large part1 public support for the transition will hinge on 

whether greater opportunities follow new freedoms for the young 

generation. In particular1 this means improvements in young peo

ple's employment prospects. This chapter presents an overview 

of the major challenges facing young people1 how they might fare 
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in the transition1 and outlines a framework for how transition 

countries can achieve greater intergenerational equity. 

BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 

The region's current population is more than 340 million1 having 

grown by2.6 percent annuallyfrom an estimated 81 million in 1950. 

Population growth is now slowing as fertility rates have declined 

since 19801 to a level of 2.8 children per woman1 about the same 

as in South Asia. Yet the decline in fertility in the Arab world hap

pened later than in other middle-income regions1 and that caused a 

spike in the numbers of young people. 

The Arab population today is dominated by the young. Nearly 

55 percent of the population is under the age of24 and two-thirds 

are under 30. A region with relatively heavy child dependency in 

19701 when those aged 0 to 14 made up as much as 45 percent of the 

region's population1 now faces large numbers of young people join

ing the workforce. This has led to two seemingly contrarian trends. 

The Arab world has had the fastest growth of employment between 

1998 and 2008 of any region in the world (3 .3 percent annually) but 

still has the second-highest level of unemployment in the world (9.7 

percent). It also has a low labor force participation rate of only 50.9 

percent (only sub-Saharan Africa has a lower rate)1 largely because 

the female labor force participation rate1 at 25 percent1 is by far 

the lowest ratio in the world.1 Fewer than 25 percent of Egyptian 

women report being employed within five years of graduation.2 

l. Internat io na l Labou( Orga nization, (2009), "Growth, Employment and Decent 

Work in the Arab Region: Key Policy Issues, • Themat ic Paper (Beirut: ILO ) .. 
2 Ragui Assaad and Ghada Barsoum, (2007), Youtl1 Exclusion in Egypt: In Search 

of "Second C hances," Middle Eas t Youth In itiative Wo(k ing Paper (2) (Washington, DC: 

Brookings Ins titution, Wolfensoh n Center for Development) . 
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There are many more young Arabs (aged 15 to 24) today

about 20 percent of the region's population-compared to Europe, 

North America, and Latin America where the share is 15 percent 

or less. The youth share has been rising slowly over the last 30 years 

and has now peaked. 

EMPLOYM ENT: YOUNG AND WAITING 

Finding a job has been especially difficult for these young workers, 

who suffer from unemployment rates that are two to three times 

higher than the average (Figure 3.1), and for women. Algeria, 

Jordan, and Saudi Arabia have the highest youth unemployment 

rates, and even Egypt's youth unemployment is currently about 

25 percent. 

The problem is compounded by the fact that many Arab youth 

are unprepared to enter the labor force. Only one-quarter has had 

prior experience of working: the youth employment-to-population 

ratio stands at 26.8 percent (2008) compared to 53 percent in East 

Asia. The average unemployment rate for youth was 22 percent in 

2008 (again among the highest rates in the world) and 28 percent 

for young females. 

High levels of youth unemployment are linked to the search 

for a good job in the formal sector. As these employment oppor

tunities became fewer, the duration of the transition from school 

to work actually fell, with more young people accepting jobs in the 

informal sector. In Egypt, the time from leaving school to a first 

job fell to 1.7 years for someone born between 1986 and 1990,3 but 

the probability of the first job being in the informal sector rose. In 

3 Ragui Assaad, Christine Binzel, a nd May Gallada h, (2010), "Transi tio ns to 
Emplo yme nt a nd Marriage a mo ng Young Men in Egypt• (vVashi ngto n, DC : The Brooki ngs 

Inst itution, Wolfensohn Cente r for Deve lopme nt). 
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Figure 3 .1. Unemploym ent Rat es and Labor Force Growth Rate in Select Arab 

Countries. Not~: Latest year availab le; fema le, male, a nd you th unemployment are indi
cated as a percentage o f the fema le, male, and you th labor force respectively. (Source: Jad 
Chaaban. "Job Creation in the Arab Economies: Navigating "Through Difficult Waters." 

Arab Hu man Development Report Resea rch Paper Series. New York: Uni ted Na tio ns 
Development Programme, 2010; World Bank. World De11elopment Indicators, http://da ta. 

worldbankorg/indicator; l nternational Labour Organization. "Key Indicators of the 

Labour Market." Geneva: ILO, 2011.) 

the mid-1970sJ 80 percent of first-time job seekers found employ

ment in a formal wage or salary job; by the mid-2000sJ only 30 per

cent did. Those who m anaged to get a good public sector job had 

to wait longer after leaving school- suffering through 2 .3 years of 

unemployment. 

The labor market conditions directly affect a second major tran

sition faced by youth} the transition to marriage and the formation 

of their own household unit. Getting a first job increases the prob

ability of marrying by nearly two times;4 if the job is in the formal 

sector} the effect is almost immediate. Returning migrants similarly 

become more attractive marriage partners. The policy conclusion is 

that the quality of jobs as well as the availability matters. 

4 O p. c it. 
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Challenges Ahead 

The challenge for a new social contract, then, is how to provide 

youth with the requisite means for transitioning to adulthood. A 

generation ago, when society was more traditional and mostly 

rural, youth-to-adult transitions were mediated by the family and 

the community, who helped young people follow in their parents' 

footsteps by setting them up with work, farms, professions, and new 

families of their own. 5 Later, the state took over that function by 

providing public sector jobs and other benefits. 

In the next two decades, the region is expected to add another 

150 million people, so job creation in most Arab countries will have 

to exceed 3 percent a year in order to absorb these young job seek

ers.6 In Algeria, Iran, Jordan, and Syria the job replacement ratio 

the number of youth entering the labor force (say, 20 to 24 years 

old) compared to the number of an equal-sized part of the popu

lation exiting the labor force (aged 60 to 64)-is fivei the ratio was 

closer to four in Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco, and Yemen. This ratio is 

less than two in developed countries such as Korea and the United 

States. 

These demographic pressures have strained the capability of 

Arab countries to provide their large youth populations with qual

ity education and jobs. In countries where the growth of this demo

graphic is peaking and large numbers of youth are of marriageable 

age, demands for affordable housing and other goods are increasing. 

At the same time, young Arabs lack social networks and the support 

structure to find a job-labor market information and job place

ment services are lacking, and informal word-of-mouth approaches 

S Alan Richards and John Wate(bury, (2008), A Political Economy of the Middle East 

(Boulder, CO: Westview Press). 
6 Marcus 1 oland and Howard Pack, (2007), The Arab Econom ies in a Clwnging World 

(Washington, DC: Peterson Institute for Internat ional Econom ics). 
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through friends and family are the only options for the young. Those 

structures cannot readily handle the significant numbers of youth 

now entering the labor market. 

Youth expectations have failed to keep up with the reality that 

the public sector can no longer provide them with jobs. Pub lic sec

tor wages and benefits remain high, propped up by oil wealth or fis

cal deficits. Young people are unprepared to take private sector or 

informal jobs, even if these jobs enhance their skills, unless they are 

desperate for work. In some households, remittances or public subsi

dies raise household incomes enough to allow young people the lux

ury of waiting for the right public sector job to come along.7 Societal 

norms encourage parents to support their children well into their 

twenties rather than having them accept low-status employment. 

The incentives to prolong job searches reduce self-reliance 

early in life and distort how young people respond to labor market 

reforms. In Jordan, when the government introduced programs to 

significantly increase job creation, the openings were filled with for

eign workers as young] ordanians preferred to wait for better jobs,8 

entering what has been called "waithood": a stretch of time that a 

large proportion of Arab youth spend waiting to marry, move out of 

their parent's house, and become full-fledged adults.9 

7 Joh n Blo mquist, (2008), "Are Reservatio n Wages o f the Young 'Too High?'
Evidence from Egypt." Paper presented at the Third lZA/Wo rld Bank Conference o n 

Emplo yment and Development, May S- 6, io Rabat, Morocco; Masood Karshenas, (2001), 

"Econom ic Liberalizatio n, Compe ti t iveness and Women's Employment in the M idd le Eas t 
and North Africa," in Djavad Salehi-Isfahani, ed., Labor and H«man Capita l in the M iddle 

East: Studies of Labor Markets and H ouse/wid Behavior (Readi ng, UK : Ithaca Press). 

8 Taher Kanaan and May Hanania, (2009), "Youth Exclusio ns in Jordan," in N. Dhi lion 
and T. Youse[, eds.,A Gmeration in W aiting (Washing ton, DC: Brookings Ins titution Press); 

Susan Rnzaz and Fauukh Iqbal, (2008), "Job Growth Without Unemployment Reduction : 

The Experience ofJordan" (Washington, DC : World Bank). 
9 Nav tej Dhillon and Tarek Yousef, (2009), Generation in Waiting: The Unf ,. lji lled 

.Promise o_f Young People in th< Midd le East (Wash i ogton, D C: Brookings Institution Press). 
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EDUCATION - RIGHT INTENTIONS, WRONG 
OUTCOM ES 

One of the most vexing problems facing Arab societies is that even 

educated youth suffer from very high rates of unemployment. 

Students in the region work hard and pass countless tests to get into 

a university, only to find themselves unable to find a job, get mar

ried, and move out of their parents' home.10 Moreover, available evi

dence suggests the economic returns to basic schoo ling-the extra 

wages and salaries that can be earned given the number of years 

spent in school- in Arab countries are particularly low.u 

The problem with education is not the usual one of a shortage 

of resources. In the past 40 years, public spending on education 

in the Arab world, both as a percentage of GDP and per pupil, has 

been higher than in a sample of comparable East Asian and Latin 

American countries. 12 Yet the results ofthese expenditures in terms 

of quality of education have been disappointing as evidenced by 

high graduate unemployment rates and low rankings in interna

tional educational achievement tests. In 2007, the 14 Arab coun

tries that participated in the Trends in International Mathematics 

and Science Studies (TIMSS) all scored well below the average 

(500) and mostly below the "intermediate benchmark" (475), 

except for Bahraini and Jordanian girls in science. Arab coun

tries took 14 of the bottom 21 positions in the list of 54 countries 

(see Figure 3.2). 

10 Navtej Dhillon and Tarek Yousef, (2009), Generation in Waiting: The Unfulfilled 

Promise of Young People in the Middle East ('Nashington, DC: Brookings Institution Press). 

11 Lant Pritchett, (1999), "Has Educatio n Had a Growth Payoff in the MENA 
Region?" Middle East and North Africa Working Paper 18 (Washington, DC: World 
Bank); S. Makdisi, Z. Fattah, and I. Limam, (2006), "Determinants of Growth in the 

MENA Regio n," in J. Nugent and M. H . Pesaran, eds., Explaining Growth in Middle East 

and North Africa, (London: Elsevier). 
12 World Bank, (2008), Tire Road Not Trc•veled: Education Reform in the Middle East 

and Nortlr A.fi·ica (Washing ton, DC: World Bank), p. 11. 
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Figure 3.2. Average TIMSS Scores on Grade 8 Mathematics and Science Test, Arab 

Countries, 2007. (Source: Djavad Salehi·lsfahani, Nadia Belhaj Hassine, and Ragui 
Assaad (201 1). "Equality of Opportunity in Educa tion in the Middle Eas t and North 

Africa." Working paper (Cairo: Economic Research Forum)). 

Deep structural reasons exist for the low productivity of educa

tion in the Arab world, having to do with the policy environment 

and the institutions that govern employment and the production of 

human capital. 

Education Policies and Their Success 

Historically, formal schooling was a means by which governments 

trained manpower for the civil service as part of modernizing their 

administrations. In the latter part of the twentieth century, after 

independence, a push for formal schooling and education for all 

became the instrument of choice for Arab nationalist governments 

to modernize their societies and foster economic development. To 

encourage formal schooling, they expanded access to free public 

schools and opened their rapidly growing bureaucracies to their 

graduates. Governments in Egypt and Morocco went so far as to 
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guarantee public sector jobs to anyone who graduated from a high 

school. Families responded to these incentives by sending their 

children to schools, helping to raise enrollment rates and educa

tional attainment in the region. 

The policies worked. Since t he 1980s, Arab countries have expe

rienced the fastest rate of increase in average years of schooling in 

any region of the world. Jordan now has the highest level of edu

cation among t he developing countries in the region, followed by 

Libya and Tunisia, while Morocco and Syria provide relatively lower 

levels of education (Figure 3.3). School enrollment rates have been 

likewise quite high, except for secondary schooling in Morocco and 

Syria (Figure 3.4). 

Falling Skills, R ising Credentialism 

Over time, however, the limitations of this system of expanding the 

supply side of education have become clear. In the process, a "cre

dentialist equilibrium" was formed in which the government, the 

main employer of the educated, focused on hiring those students 

getting diplomas and degrees from the best schools and universi

ties. Universities, in turn, taught curricula that allowed for quantita

tive testing, grading, and the sorting and ranking of students, who 

strived to get into the best schools. The system was in equilibrium 

because the government was able to recruit students demonstrating 

knowledge, ability, and diligencei schools achieved high graduation 

ratesi and students competed for their preferred jobs in the public 

sector. 

The search for credentials, coupled with the increasing size of the 

student-age population, has ratcheted up the level of education that 

a graduate must have in order to be eligible for a government job. 

Flushed with abundant applicants, governments have raised their 

minimum standards for employment, in most cases now requiring 

a minimum of a university degree. 
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The result of these higher educational standards and require

ments is a top-heavy enrollment structure. More than half of univer

sity-aged Libyans are enrolled in postsecondary education, followed 

by 35 percent in Jordan and 28 percent in Egypt and Tunisia (Figure 

3.4 ). Because education at the tertiary level is for the most part free, 

and tertiary education is more expensive than primary and second

ary, a large share of the public education budget in these countries 

goes to the production of university graduates.13 Arab schools spend 

more per pupil (and in some countries in total) on higher education 

than on primary education. Egypt has more than twice the propor

tion of university graduates in its labor force compared to Turkey, a 

country with three times the per capita income. 14 

The Credentialist Bargain Distorts Education 
Expenditures, Quality, and Equity 

The influence of university education on schools is not limited to the 

draining of public education resources. As demand for university 

education has outstripped supply, competition to enter universities 

has become fierce, forcing families to spend greater resources on test 

preparation, which adds little byway of productive human capital. In 

1994, in Egypt 64 percent of urban and S 1 percent of rural primary

schoolage children had received supplementary tutoring.15 In 1997, 

household expenditures on supplementary tutoring accounted for 

1.6 percent of the GDP/6 more than a quarter of all public expen-

13 World Bank, (2008), Tlte Road Not Traveled : Ed tlca tion Reform in the Middle East 

and N orth Africa (Washington, DC : World Bank), p. 123. 

14 Djavad Salehi·lsfaha ni, Insaf Tulani, and Ragui Assaad, (2009), "A compara· 
tive stud y of re turns to educatio n o f urban men in Egypt, Iran and Turkey; Middle E<lSt 

Development Journal1(2): 145- 187. 

1S Mark Bray and Pe rcy Kwok, (2003), "Demand for private supplementary tutor· 
ing: conceptua l consideratio ns, and socio-economic pa tterns in Hong Kong ," Economics of 

Education Review 22:611- 620. 

16 Wo rld Bank, (2002),Arab Rep ublic of Egypt: Education Sector Ret,iew·Progress and 

Pr iorit ies in tlwFuture (Washington, DC : World Bank), p. 26. 
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ditures on education. The race to pass the tests required to enter a 

university dominates education below the university level and is a 

distinct feature of the "credentialist equilibrium" today. 

Rising enrollments and limited resources for education at the 

primary and secondary levels forced schools to enlarge class sizes 

and use multiple-choice tests as a way to motivate students. The 

alternative motivation-interest in the subject matter-requires 

keeping class sizes small and teachers well paid, which are luxuries 

that only select private schools could afford. As a result, pub lic edu

cation systems in Arab countries have morphed into giant diploma 

mills that reward rote learning and investment in a narrow range 

of skills that lend themselves to multiple-choice testing.17 Creative 

skills, such as writing and problem solving, which are costly to 

acquire but do not add much to the probability of entering a univer

sity, receive little attention from teachers and parents. 

Not surprisingly, the returns to schooling at primary and lower 

secondary levels are nearly zero, while they are relatively high at the 

university level.18 Most of the students enrolled at the secondary 

level who will not get into university would do well to drop out of the 

race and learn other skills instead. A strategy of tracking students at 

grade nine (about age 1 S) is in effect in many countries to prevent low 

achievers from staying in the race for too long. These students then 

get sent to technical and vocational schools to learn some practical 

skills.19 

Increasing scarcity of public sector jobs has not fundamentally 

redirected students' outlook and prospects away from the public 

sector. The public sector is still the primary employer of universi

ty-educated workers, helping to keep hopes high for those still in 

17 World Bank, (2008), TI•e Road Not Traveled: Ed ucation Reform in the Middle Be~;t 

and N orthAfriw (Washing ton, DC : World Bank), p. 49. 

18 Djavad Salehi- lsfahani, lnsaf Tulani, and Ragui Assaad, (2009), "A compara· 

t ive study of re turns to education o f u rban men in Egypt, Iran and Turkey," Middle Bc1$1 

Development Journal I (2) : 145·187. 
19 World Bank, (2008), T1• eRo«d N ot Traveled, p. 146. 
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school. In Egypt and Tunisia, young educated workers apply for 

public sector jobs that can take years to materialize. This is espe

cially true for young women. In Tunisia the position of a young 

person in these applicant pools and on waiting lists is considered 

an important signal of his future prospects. In Syria, a study of 

youth attitudes found that more than 80 percent of unemployed 

15- to 29-year-olds preferred jobs in the public sector, and 60 

percent sought jobs exclusively in the public sector. 

While it is commonplace to describe the phenomenon of high 

unemployment rates of the educated Arab youth as a mismatch of 

skills, t his description is only partially correct. In reality, t here is 

a good match between what students learn in the region's schools 

and what they perceive their future employers in t he public sector 

need-a diploma. Alt hough the ro le of public sector employment 

has waned in recent years across t he region, an unhappy equilibrium 

persists with students still coveting public sector jobs and the higher 

education system still sorting students into a hierarchical list in a 

way that makes it easier for the public sector to choose the best and 

the brightest . The public sector is still the primary employer of the 

university-educated labor force, and a good university degree is the 

main prerequisite for being hired by the civil service or a state-owned 

enterprise. Thus, the degree qualification, not the skills learned, 

remains the key to future success. That must change (Box 3.1). 

In this regard, the Arab higher education system has failed to 

impart the skills and knowledge needed for the twenty-first century 

workplace, despite large investments in universities. Arab countries 

have expanded higher education quantity but not quality: Of the 

top 500 universities around the world, depending on the system 

of ranking used, only between zero and six are in Arab countries. 

When ranked against other countries on a per-capita basis, the 

output of scientific and technical journal publications from Arab 

count ries is far below what would be expected based on GDP and is 

among the lowest in t he world (see Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3 .5 Scientific Output by Income Level in Comparative Perspective, 2007. 

(Source: World Bank. World Development Indicators, http://data.worldbankorg/ indicato r, 

2008.) 

Significantly, the race to get into a university has only increased 

the inequality of opportunity in education, which the initial support 

for education by the postcolonial government had aimed to eliminate. 

This is because with tighter competition for the limited spots in top 

schools, families spend enormous resources on private schools and 

private tutoring. With the expanded influence of private resources in 

determining a child's life chances, inequality of opportunity in edu

cation has reached levels usually observed only in Latin America. 

The share of inequality in educational achievement (test scores in 

science and mathematics on the TIMSS test) that is explained by 

family background and community characteristics is estimated at 

about one-third in Dubai, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia, and Tunisia and one-fourth in the rest. Only Algeria and 

Morocco have relatively low inequality of opportunity.20 

20 Djavad Salehi-lsfabani, Nadia Belbaj Hassine, and Ragui Assad, (2011), "Equa li ty 
of Opportunity in Education in tbe Middle East and North Africa," Economic R esearch 

Forum, http:/ / www.econ.vt.edu/sem i nars/ semi narpapers/20 ll/salehi0916201 J.pdf. 
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Box 3.1 THE CREDENTIALIST EQULIBRIUM 

Because the incentives for learning depend on wage differen

tials, reforms that focus on schools alone and ignore distortions 

in the incentives structure in the larger economy are less likely 

to succeed. This was the case with the region's experience with 

technical and vocational education (TVE) in its attempt to shift 

priorities toward skill formation. The evidence for increased 

earnings from TVE education is mixed. The evidence for Egypt 

is that the gains in wages and salaries from completing TVE 

were lower than those for general secondary education largely 

because of high attrition.* One reason for the lackluster per

formance of the region's TVE is the way students are selected 

through written tests for training in trades. Students pursuing 

TVE were barred from the academic track and bear the stigma 

of! ow ability, so many who enroll in it see it as punishment for 

failing rather than as way to acquire productive skills. Many 

graduates of the program face the prospect of working solely in 

the informal sector, so they prefer to drop out. To keep attri

tion at TVE schools low, some countries offer paths for TVE 

graduates to continue on to university, reinforcing the "creden

tialist equilibrium." However, this pattern is not universali in 

Lebanon, returns to TVE actually exceed those for general sec

ondary education1 indicating that, despite the adverse selection, 

those who eschew the university route may do better.* 

*Djavad Salehi-lsfahani, (2009), "Education and Earnings in the Middle 
East: A Comparative Study of Reh1rns to Schooling in Egypt, Iran and 
Turkey;' Economic Research Forum Working Paper 504, available at. http :// 
www.erf.org.eg/CMS/uploads/pdf/504.pdf. 
t World Bank MENA Development Report, (2007), T1w Road Not Traveled: 

Education Ref orm in the Middle East and Nortlz Africa (Washington, DC: World 
Bank). 
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The signals from the private sector for the type of skills it 

is willing to reward remain weak, and it is not easy for private 

employers to provide market-based signals for the skills they 

need. Wages are distorted by considerable regulations in the 

labor market. As a result, the education system has shown con

siderable inertia and has found it easier to churn out diplomas 

than teach twenty-first-century skills. As the number of youth 

going through the school system got larger, the tendency to 

only teach skills that lend themselves to large-scale testing has 

increased, and the ability to promote productive skills that do 

not lend themselves to multiple-choice testing, such as writ

ing, teamwork, and innovative research, areas where greater 

teacher resources are required, has declined. 

Even where the private sector is stronger, as in Egypt, Jordan, 

and Tunisia, the status of private employment remains low and 

has not improved despite reforms since the 1990s. This holds 

for Jordan and Tunisia, where a significant part of job creation 

was in private, formal employment as well as for Egypt where 

most private employment was informal: It does not seem 

likely that student attitudes will change in the aftermath of the 

Arab Spring. The national mood may turn even further against 

private sector jobs before it turns in their favor. 

These reflections suggest that a major overhaul of the 

education system is needed, involving changing students' 

expectations, altering curricula (including the private sector 

to understand the need for skills in a modern economy), and 

• Mohamed Hassan and Cyrus Sassanpour, (2008), "Labor Market Pressures 
in Egypt: Why Is the Unemployment Rate so Stubbornly High?" presented 
at the International Conference on "The Unemployment Crisis in the Arab 
World," http://www.arab-api.org/conf _ 0308/p7.pdf. 
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changing civil service requirements. All these changes need to 

take place in a coherent, long-term, comprehensive endeavor, 

or else the system will revert back to its current equilibrium. 

Multiple stakeholders, including businesses, government 

administrators, educators, families, and youth groups, have 

to be brought together to develop a long-range program for 

change. Otherwise the credentialist equilibrium will become 

too entrenched. 

T RANSI TION CHALLENG E: EVE NING 
OUT THE BURDEN OF ADJUSTMENT 

Successful youth-to-adult transitions require young people to gain 

the right skills while in school, engage in a purposeful search for a 

job or career, avoid risky behavior, and, in good time, start fami

lies. This has not been happening, and young people have borne a 

disproportionate share of the costs of adjustment and slow reforms 

over the past three decades, from the state-led model of develop

ment that characterized the postcolonial era to more market-ori

ented development strategies. 

As evident from previous transitions in other regions, the costs 

of transition will not fall evenly on all age groups.21 Younger people 

have high expectations that the transition will improve their lives. 

However, the risk is that policies enacted during the transition 

will rely on existing institutions that have had longstanding biases 

against young people. 

21 See Richa rd Freeman, (1992), "What Direction for Labor Market Institutions? 

Transition in Eastern Europe," N BER Working Paper 4209 (Cambridge, MA: N BER). 
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Ensure Policies Do Not Just 
Reward Incumbents 

Examples of policy decisions and actions that shift the adjustment 

burden onto young people abound. The most notable is how in the 

past public sector employment was curtailed by simply freezing or 

dramatically slowing new hiring and relying mostly on attrition to 

achieve workforce reductions. To date, there have not been large

scale layoffs of public sector employees anywhere in the region, and 

only minimal downsizing was achieved through voluntary early 

retirement schemes. On the other hand, there was a large decline in 

the share of educated graduates that were able to obtain public sector 

jobs and an increase in graduate unemployment. The small size of 

the formal private sector, combined with its fairly slow employment 

growth, meant that a growing proportion of new entrants from the 

youth bulge generation were relegated to low-quality jobs in the 

informal economy. 

Public sector employment reforms were typically accom

panied by selective labor law reforms that provided private sec

tor employers with greater flexibility in hiring and firing and by 

reduced enforcement of labor laws. Reformed regulations made it 

easier for employers to use definite duration contracts and allowed 

them to end indefinite duration contracts in case of economic 

necessity with or without the payment of severance. Again, these 

reforms were introduced in such a way as to grandfather any work

ers with existing contracts under the old rules and apply the new, 

more flexible rules to new hires only. Admittedly, these more flexi

ble employment regulations may have made it more likely for new 

entrants to be hired formally rather than off the books,22 but they 

22 Jack line Wahba, (2009), "The Impact of Labor Market Refo rms on Info rmali ty 

io Egypt," Gender and Work in the MENA Region Working Paper Series, Number 3. 

(New York: The Population Council). 
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also concentrated the impact of any employment adjustments on 

young new entrants, making them more vulnerable to economic 

downturns. 

Housing offers a similar example of the burden of adjustment 

being forced disproportionately onto youth. vVith appreciating real 

exchange rates, there has been a boom in housing prices in many 

Arab economies. Those who already had access to public hous

ing and subsidy schemes benefited hugely from this boom, but as 

public programs were cut back, newcomers into the housing mar

ket, mostly young people, were essentially shut out by high market 

prices. Surveys suggest a dramatic increase in the dissatisfaction 

with public services in the housing sector in recent years. 

Going forward, the policy and institutional bias against young 

people must be reversed without reviving the unsustainable and 

inefficient approaches of the old social contract. That is not easy 

to accomplish. In most reforms, it is politically simpler to act on 

the margin, but in cases where stronger reforms are needed, as in 

many Arab economies, it may be necessary to go beyond marginal 

changes where incumbents are always grandfathered. All of soci

ety has to be brought together to share the burden of the transition 

in an equitable fashion, or else the aspirations of to day's youth will 

once more be dashed. 

Government cutbacks in hiring cannot, and should not, be 

reversed to accommodate young people. The public sector has an 

important role to play in changing expectations and job preferences 

of the young, and reforms should be consistent with long-term pol

icies, to the extent possible. What should be avoided are short-term 

policies that distort labor market signals. That is why the decision of 

Egypt's transitional government to expand public employment and 

convert workers from temporary contract employees to permanent 

civil servants is a risky approach. It may appease short-term social 
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pressure but risks reinforcing existing attitudes toward the public 

sector as an employer of first and last resort. 

Secure Early Gains fo r Young Peop le 
in the Transition 

Several steps can be taken to achieve this th rough policies that 

create new incentives and signals and lay a foundation for future 

reforms. A key priority must be to change the "winning group/' fo r 

too long defined through access to higher education and through 

public sector employment. Interim and future governments in 

the course of the transition should use policies to signal a shift in 

focus t hat places greater value on civil society organizations, pri

vate sector employment, and the role of young people in policy 

dialogue. 

First, in the short term, transition countries should bolster sup

port and open more space for civil society organizations. They play 

an important role in advancing key economic reforms through 

advocacy, promoting accountability, and being involved in service 

delivery. Greater freedom of association and improving NGO reg

istration laws can help create a mo re supportive environment for 

young people to contribute to their community. Investing and 

scaling up in volunteer programs can provide a bridge for school

to-work transitions. For this reason, successful programs such as 

Teach for America are being introduced elsewhere, including in 

India and Chile. At a time when social pressures are high in Egypt 

and Tunisia, expanding the civil society sector can provide critical 

economic and social benefits as well as generate positive impetus 

for the transition. 

Second, youth employment should be an urgent priority espe

cially as Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya experience a slowdown in 
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growth, a drop in investment, and protracted political processes. 

Youth employment is one of the most highly sensitive variables in 

the labor market, falling significantly more during downturns. 

In Egypt and Tunisia, there are several government-funded 

active labor market programs. But they are constrained as they 

reach a limited number of young beneficiaries, mostly young urban 

males with a postsecondary education, and there is little evidence 

of their effectiveness. However, in other countries, direct employ

ment schemes have had a broad impact: Chile ]oven and Argentina's 

Proyecto ]oven each provided free, six-month, semiskilled training 

to 1001000 young people over four years. 

Within the region, there are new models of job training and 

matching under way1 such as the National Organization for 

Women (NOW) project in Jordan that uses vouchers to increase 

employment for young women. Such programs could be expanded 

and replicated. Governments can target young workers in key 

sectors that are vulne rable as growth decelerates (e.g., tourism, 

construction) with programs that offer cash for work- provid

ing temporary income opportunities to those youth most sus

ceptible to the crisis or through tax incentives to firms to retain 

young workers. In areas where the interim government is pur

suing new investments for skills development1 like Egypt's new 

training centers linked to industrial clusters1 learning from other 

countries could be useful. For example, Malaysia's Penang Skills 

Development Center is a model for creating an effective skills 

training program to meet industry needs, with the strong involve

ment of the private sector. 

Finally1 assistance and capacity building should be targeted 

to increase the voice and representation of young people in the 

development of national and local policy. Starting in 19831 Spain 

embarked on a process to initiate dialogue with youth associations 
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and organizations that led to the legal establishment of a Council 

for Spanish Youth. In former central and eastern European coun

tries, the development of national and local youth councils was 

effective in increasing young people's participation in political and 

economic transition and reforms. Similarly today, in Egypt and 

Tunisia, there are emerging efforts toward organizing youth groups 

through national and local youth bodies. These efforts can be sup

ported and accelerated through assistance that provides capacity 

building, training, and lessons from other transition economies. 

Medium-Term Reforms Necessary 
for Youth Inclusion 

In the medium term, comprehensive reforms in education and the 

labor market are vital for reorienting t he economy to be more inclu

sive. There needs to be a shift of incentives from the accumulation 

of diplomas and degrees that have value in a shrinking public sector 

to human capital that is valued by the private sector. This requires 

deep institutional changes involving labor markets (for example, 

linking pay and job security to productivity) and social insurance 

(unemployment and health insurance). 

To encourage schools and families in Arab countries to move 

away from the production of diplomas to the production of human 

capital, the perceived returns to the latter must increase, and the 

only way to do so is for the private sector to have a greater role in 

shaping perceptions of what will get rewarded in the labor market. 

This will not happen as long as the private sector resorts to informal

ity in its hiring practices. Informal jobs are considered much infe

rior compared to government jobs, and will be shunned by students 

in favor of continued attempts at securing jobs in government. 

Hence, governments should prioritize reforms that make it easier 
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for small and new firms, where most private sector jobs originate, to 

register and become formal. 

Despite the fact that the dominance of t he public sector in the 

labo r market will be phased out over time, given the political dif

ficu lties, policy makers can still use public employment to generate 

new signals for human capital development. Hiring for all govern

ment employment programs should be linked to an individual's 

productivity and skills, for example language and writing skills as 

opposed to formal certificates. 

Countries such as Tunisia and Egypt are entering the economic 

transition with some of the highest literacy rates among previous 

transition countries. The value of education among parents and 

youth is extremely high. Thus support for broad reforms can be cre

ated by focusing on making education systems more accountable 

to parents and students; reevaluating and better targeting of free 

education at the tertiary level; reforming curriculum, standards, 

and teacher incentives; creating new regulatory frameworks for 

the private sector to play a better and bigger ro le in the provision 

of higher education; and introducing new elements into national 

entrance examinations to provide incentives for younger genera

tions to broaden skills such as writing and problem solving. 

Education, labor markets, and even family formation (hous

ing and credit markets) have been the target of government policy 

for some time. A major lapse, however, has been to treat these as 

disconnected from one another. Instead, thinking of these issues 

in terms of their effects on youth inclusion would lead to more 

attention being given to the incentives faced by young people and 

the domestic institutions that generate these incentives. W ithout 

change in both of these areas and a better appreciation for the life 

courses and transitions of young people, effective policy change 

cannot be developed (Box 3.2) . 
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Box3.2 WHAT NEXT FOR A GENERATION IN WAITING? 

Long before the uprisings swept Arab countries, a generation 

of young Arab men and women had been gifted with the power 

to change the trajectories of their countries. They had the 

strength of a large youth population, were increasingly more 

educated, and shared a collective consciousness across borders 

borne out of common struggles. The lives of Ahmed, Saleh, 

and Fatima present a snapshot of three individuals experienc

ing and negotiating critical transitions of education, work, and 

family in three transition countries. 

Ahmed, a 26-year-old Jordanian graduated with a degree in 

Arabic literature and is aspiring for a job in the public sector. 

He is the first person in his family, and one of the few in the 

Bedouin communit)'j to have acquired a university degree. He 

has waited two years for a government job. Living with his par

ents, his future plans are on hold until he secures a stable and 

prestigious job. 

Saleh, a 19-year-old in Cairo, was tracked into vocational 

education after failing to obtain a high score in the university 

entrance exams. Saleh graduated with a diploma in computer 

repairs but was unsuccessful in finding a job in the formal pri

vate sector. After a yearlong search, he joined his uncle's cloth

ing store where he is responsible for measuring and cutting 

cloth. A small stipend from his uncle enables Saleh to maintain 

a social life with friends, and his living costs are subsidized by 

staying with his parents. 

Fatima, a 23-year-old Tunisian, is coming of age in a small 

town. After spending some years in primary and secondary 

education, she has been unsuccessful in finding decent work. 
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An offer of marriage from within the community presents her 

family with an opportunity to see their daughter successfully 

transition to adulthood. 

Ahmed, Saleh, and Fatima belong to a generation that has 

faced uncertainty in attaining the right education, securing a 

quality job, and deciding on when to get married. Aside from 

this, they have waited for a larger change: for the old system 

to vanish and a different set of institutions to emerge that can 

support a new life course. 

What do they want? Better education, jobs, credit, afford

able housing, and opportunities abroad. But they also want 

a chance to shape their own destiny, to control the course of 

their transition. Basically, to fix the so-called mismatch of 

skills, families and their children need a mind-set change to 

spend more resources on learning productive skills that private 

employers demand and less on rote memorization and passing 

tests; less on private tutoring and more on writing skills, the 

arts, and team sports. Universities should not be the only place 

where the acquisition of skills leads to higher personal incomes. 

The education system has to be restructured such that those 

who do not complete high school and tertiary degrees still have 

useful skills to show for their effort. 

The difficulty in the new democratic environment is to find 

the type of politicians who can articulate the goals for these 

policies and avoid populist traps. A few ideas are: 

• An information campaign to educate the public about skills 

gaps and job opportunities and entrepreneurship awareness 

programs in high schools. 
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• Relating hiring for all government employment programs to 

the level of an individual's productivity and skills (for exam

ple, language skills in the tourist trade as opposed to formal 

certificates; writing instead oftest-taking skills). 

• Introducing new elements into national entrance exami

nations to provide incentives for younger generations to 

broaden skills such as writing and problem solving. Testing 

these skills is labor intensive and expensive and cannot be 

done through multiple-choice tests, which may be why this 

is not already being done. The army of the educated unem

ployed could prove helpful in these situations. With mini

mal training, they could serve as low-cost examiners. 

• Quality assurance programs can be introducted to set stan

dards and monitor school achievement through interna

tional benchmarking. 
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Chapter 4 

BUILDING A MODERN STATE 

The challenge of economic reform in the Arab world is foremost a 

challenge of state building. It is the credibility of state institutions 

in managing a complex, long-term process of change that will shape 

expectations and determine growth and equity outcomes. In past 

years, Arab governments have been handicapped by deficiencies in 

the institutional structures of states that were principally created 

for redistributive and interventionist purposes, were closely con

nected to the patronage of a ruling clique, and were unable to adapt 

to new policy demands and changing economic environments. 

Arab governments, therefore, need the fiscal and regulatory instru

ments to manage the difficult process of economic transition under 

conditions of economic volatility and social vulnerability. 

This will require a public financial system that is transparent 

both in terms ofbudgetary and nonbudgetary components and that 

can be scrutinized in order for citizens to hold officials accountable 

for their actions. No less important, governments need to improve 

the quality and quantity of data on which effective policymaking 

depends, building more effective infrastructures for data collection 

and analysis. 

It will also require significant improvements to the bureaucracy, 

the effectiveness of public service provision, and the fight against 

corruption. Improving the performance of government could entail 

significant restructuring and dislocation of existing arrangements, 

a prospect that will likely be fiercely resisted by current insiders. 
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That transition will require reformers to create conditions in which 

coalitions that support socially equitable reforms can organize, 

engage in collective action, and develop as grassroots movements. 

These groups can take the lead in changing expectations about the 

public sector as a primary employer and actively support the pri

vate sector as an engine of job creation. This includes strengthening 

collective bargaining frameworks and extending the benefits offer

mal employment to a larger share of workers even as labor markets 

become more flexible. 

FISCAL REFORM 

On the fiscal front, the situation is worrisome in some countries, 

especially Egypt and Jordan. To start, both the fiscal deficit and 

domestic public debt are moderate to large in most Arab econo

mies, with the notable exception of Libya (Figure 4.1). While most 

of the debt is denominated in national currency, and deficits are 

largely funded domestically, there are still risks. Reinhart and 

Rogoff (2009)! note the significant risk of default on sovereign debt 

over long historical periods and emphasize that the more recent 

period in which most countries have honored debt payments is 

a historical anomaly rather than the norm. They show that even 

though episodes of default on external creditors tend to get more 

attention, the frequency of default on domestic creditors is actually 

higher than external debt defaults in the postwar period, averaging 

21 percent per year. The reason is that with fiat money, the ability 

to implicitly expropriate residents through inflation has become 

more expedient. What emerges from their long historical analysis 

I. Carmen Re inhart and Kenneth Rogoff, (2009), T/1is Time Is Different: Eight 

Cen twries ofFinancial Folly (Prince ton, NJ: Pri nee ton University Press). 
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is that domestic debt cannot be treated as of less significance than 

external debti sometimes residents fare better and sometimes 

defaults on external creditors come first. Furthermore, they point 

out that domestic debt crises cannot be dismissed as somehow less 

problematic than external debt crises. The real GDP loss during 

an episode of domestic default is significantly worse than the loss 

due to an external debt crisis. The same is true for the inflationary 

consequences of sovereign default: the rise in consumer prices in a 

domestic default episode is far higher than that in an external debt 

crisis. 

Without being alarmist, it is worth looking more closely at 

fiscal risks in Egypt. Egypt 's public debt is high and has a short

term maturity structure with annual rollover needs of25 percent 

of the GDP. In response to popular demand, in some cases jus

tifiably so, the government followed expansionary fiscal policy, 

for example giving compensation to relatives of those killed in 
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the revolution or deferring payment of taxes for two to three 

months. Some budget actions) however) were not justified and 

could prove costly in the medium run. The list includes giv

ing permanent contracts to 450)000 temporary employees and 

premature payment of a 15 percent bonus to civil servants and 

pensioners. The government's offer to increase new public sec

tor hiring generated seven million applications) showing that 

the number of disappointed rejected applicants far exceeded the 

number of happy successful app licants. These measures) along 

with the announcement that the Egyptian government is work

ing to adjust the wage structure and revise the minimum wage) 

have again raised expectations that the public sector should be 

responsible for providing good jobs. 

On the revenue side) a similar pattern of appeasing key constitu

encies in the short term) even if contrary to the long-term direc

tion of policy) has emerged in Egypt. Although the real estate tax 

only affected a small) relatively wealthy section of the population) 

the opposition of land owners was enough to block its passage and 

implementation for a long time. The proposed shift from a general 

sales tax to a full-fledged value added tax met with a similar fate. At 

the same time) borrowing costs have gone up as treasury bill yields 

increased by some 200 basis points from pre-January 25 levels. 

TI1e fiscal deficit for the year ending June 2011 is now expected to 

widen by nearly 2 percent of the GDPJ reaching 8 to 10 percent of 

that total. Deficits in Jordan) Syria) and Yemen are also dangerously 

high (Figure 4.2). 

The public deficit figures give a snapshot of what is happening in 

the short term to debt dynamics) but they cannot be used as a basis 

for assessing long-term fiscal sustainability. That depends more on 

the underlying structural deficit that at present is disguised by several 

factors. First) the exchange rate in many countries is out of equilib 

rium) supported either by capital controls or by official reserve sales. 
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remove bread subsidies in 1977, Egyptians took to the streets, and 

he had to rescind the decision in order to save his regime. 

Food and fuel subsidies are a common feature of Arab econo

mies, but their relative size varies significantly across countries. As 

a share ofGDP, subsidies are highest in Egypt and Yemen, averaging 

8 to 9 percent. In Egypt, about 6 percent of the GDP goes to energy 

subsidies (fuel and electricity), and 2 percent are for food, while 

nearly the entire subsidy budget in Yemen is for energy products. 

To put some perspective on those figures, subsidies in Egypt are 

higher than the entire government wage bill (including for health 

and education) and are more than double public investment spend

ing. In Libya, subsidies for food, medicines, fuel, electricity, and 

water are about 6 to 7 percent of the GDP, more or less equal to the 

wage bill. In Tunisia, subsidies are around 4 percent of the GDP 

with one-quarter of them for energy products, while in Syria they 

are 2 to 3 percent of the GDP.2 

The economic cost of those subsidies goes well beyond the 

financial cost. At the macroeconomic leveC the high degree of sub

sidies in Egypt and Yemen means that their prospects for growth 

and poverty reduction continue to be hampered by weak infrastruc

ture and decaying education and health systems. A change in sub

sidy policies would allow for a reallocation of resources away from 

consumption and to much needed development and social sector 

expenditures. The energy subsidies are particularly inefficient, dis

tortionary, and harmful to the environment. The energy and carbon 

intensity of the Egyptian economy is two and a half to three times 

higher than the OECD average. Energy subsidies in Egypt are also 

2 Inte rnational Moneta(y Fund, (2010), Staff R"port for the 2010 Article IV 

Consultation (Arab Republic of Egypt: IMF); IMF, (2010), Staff R"port for the 2010 

Article IV Consultation (Tunisia: IMF); IMF, (2010), Staff Report far the 2009 Articl" IV 

Consultation (Syrian A(ab Republic: lMF); and IMF, (2010), S taff Report for the 2009 

A.-ticle IV Constiltat ion (Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya: I M F). 
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highly regressive1 as 57 percent of the value is captured by the top 

two quintiles of the population.3 

Generalized food subsidies are inconsistent with Arab coun

tries' strategies for food and nutrition security. Arab countries 

are the largest cereal importers in the world1 with Egypt being the 

world's largest wheat importer. They depend on imports to cover SO 

percent of their caloric intake1 and by 2030 imports will cover two

thirds of their caloric intake. Subsidies for bread1 sugar1 cooking oil1 

and tea are supporting a rapid increase in demand. With current 

policies1 cereal imports in the region will increase by 55 percent 

over the next two decades. Egypt's cereal imports will increase 

by 100 percent. All countries in the region aim to raise food self

sufficiency, but this cannot be achieved by increasing production 

only. There is a clear need to rationalize demand1 which can be 

helped by reducing generalized food subsidies. Overconsumption 

of subsidized cereals, oil1 and sugar also means underconsump

tion of other1 healthier foods1 with a negative impact on nutrition. 

Obesity, the high intake of animal fat1 and the low intake of dietary 

fiber are risk factors for chronic noncommunicable diseases. Today 

the obesity rate in Egypt is 40 percent1 which is higher than in the 

United States (33 percent).4 

A large part of food subsidies is diverted away from their 

intended use of reducing hunger. There is tremendous waste along 

the supply chain of subsidized food. Subsidized bread is used as 

animal or fish feed 1 and subsidized oil and sugar is often sold on 

the black market. It is estimated that 28 percent of food subsidies 

in Egypt never reach their intended beneficiaries. Moreover1 as in 

3 Energy Sector Management Assistance Program and World Bank, (2009), Final 

Repor t: Consulting Services for an Energy Pricing Strategy in Egypt (Washington, DC: 
ESMAP). 

4 Food and Agriculture Organization, Nutrition Country Profi le, Egypt, accessed 

at ftp://ftp.fao.o rg/es/esn/nutrition/ncp/egy.pdf; Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, U.S. Obesity Trends, accessed at http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/trends. 

html. 
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the case of fuel subsidies, a large part of untargeted food subsidies 

go to the richest groups. In Egypt, the richest quintile receive about 

12.6 percent more in absolute benefits from food subsidies than the 

poorest quintile. s 

A system that replaces the current energy and food subsidies 

with direct income transfers to the poor will be fairer and more 

efficient. However, Arab regimes have so far been unable to make 

such a change. It is possible. Iran was ab le to reduce its subsidies 

in December 2010, quadrupling the price of gasoline in one day. 

Indonesia also implemented a bold energy subsidy reform program 

in 2005 and 2008. It remains to be seen whether the new govern

ments resulting from the Arab Spring will be able to build the nec

essary consensus to bring about such a major policy change. They 

should strive for a progression from blanket subsidies to targeted 

subsidies and then to social investment, encouraging the economic 

mobility oflow-income families. 

The Housing Market 

Housing policies under the old social contract further marginalized 

youth. Again using Egypt as an example, the introduction of rent 

control laws in the 1960s provided indefinite access to cheap housing 

for those who already had it but led to the virtual disappearance of 

rental housing from the formal housing market. W ithout significant 

cash up front to afford to purchase a unit or to buy into a rent control 

contract, the only option was the exploding informal housing mar

ket. Out of concern for the rapid expansion of informal settlements 

and the political threat they represented, the Egyptian regime began 

to crack down on informal housing in the early 1990s, reducing its 

S World Bank, (2005), Egypt-Toward> a More EJfectille Social Policy: Subsidie> and 
Social Safdy Nets (Washington, DC: World Bank). 
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efforts, is the financial burden placed on the government and the 

rest of the economy by high public sector employment. Arab gov

ernments continue to employ a higher share of the population than 

any other developing region. This remains a concern, with govern

ment wage bills averaging 11.3 percent of the GDP in the late 1990s 

and reaching fiscally unsustainable levels in several oil-exporting 

countries. Despite reform efforts over the past decade, only a few 

countries reduced the size of the public sector wage bill, and in 

many countries the wage bill has increased. Wage expenditu res are 

a significant drain on fisca l revenues, reducing t he resources avail

able for other sectors of the economy and potentially crowding out 

spending and investment by the private sector. 

Efficiency losses due to falling productivity in the public sec

tor are another concern. Across the Arab region, most branches 

of the public sector remain overstaffed even in countries that have 

tried to shed public sector labor. In the early 1990s, t he share of 

underutilized workers in the public sector ranged from 17 percent 

in Algeria to 21 percent in Egypt to even higher shares among the 

oil-exporting countries. These estimates suggest that the scale of 

overstaffing is greater than ever. Some estimates put labor redun

dancies in public enterprises at approximately 35 percent in Egypt 

and nearly 40 percent in Jordan. 11 In Algeria, redundancy remains 

a concern despite layoffs of more than a half million workers during 

the 1990s. 

R educing Unemployment 

Significant financia l savings and efficiency gains would result from 

rationalizing public sector employment. These considerations alone 

l.l. Elizabeth Rupper t Bulmer, (2002), "The Public Sector as Dominant Employer in 

MENA" (Washingto n DC: World Bank). 
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would justify scaling back the state's presence in labor markets. Of 

even more importance, the dominance of the public sector is linked 

to the structure of unemployment and the supply of skills in the 

economy. The need for public sector reform stems less from finan

cial and overstaffing implications and more from t he rigidities that 

state dominance introduces to labor markets. The perpetuation of 

implicit and explicit employment guarantees in government hiring 

and mismatched wage expectations resulting from generous pub

lic sector compensation policies create market segmentation and 

ensure a continued high demand for public sector jobs, especially 

among educated first-time job seekers. 

In some countries, workers prefer government jobs because 

wages are higher than in the private sector. In other countries, work

ers are attracted to such nonwage factors as job security, worker 

protections, and social allowances unlinked to productivity.12 

These considerations, as well as special provisions on work hours 

and maternity leave, make public sector employment especially 

attractive to women. Large nonwage benefits, while a mechanism 

for distributing wealth, are distortionary, contributing to structural 

rigidities that reinforce the segmented structu re of employment. In 

the labor-importing countries, public-private segmentation result

ing from wage and nonwage advantages for nationals in the public 

sector is further reinforced by distinctions in employment between 

nationals and expatriates. Private sector wages are considerably 

lower in countries that rely on foreign laborers not covered by 

social protection legislation and benefits. At such low wage levels, 

nationals are often not willing to work, so mostly foreign workers 

are employed in the private sector. 

12 World Bank MENA Development Report, (2004), Unlocking tile Employment 

.Potential in the Middle East and North Africo~: Toward a New Socia I Contract (Vvashi ngton 

DC: World Bank). 
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and deteriorations in others. There are large differences among 

countries in the quality of regulatory regimes. The dimensions of 

rule of law and the control of corruption exhibit somewhat lower 

regional variation, but most Arab countries rate mediocre to poor 

in these categories. 

Assessing Institutional Performance 

The differences among countries on various institutional dimen

sions suggest that it would be misleading to generalize the situation 

and outlook across the region, even though, on average, governmen

tal performance and the contro l of corruption among Arab states is 

low and the region lacks examples of countries that have improved 

in these respects. 

Arab countries rate poorly in terms of the measures of govern

ment effectiveness that capture perceptions of the quality of pub

lic services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its 

independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formu

lation and implementation, and the credibility of the government's 

commitment to such policies (Figure 4.3 ). In general, the "soft/' 

demand-side aspects of government effectiveness- such as trust in 

government, consistency of policy direction, consensus building, 

and public satisfaction with services- have performed less well 

than such supply-side aspects as measures of the quality of regula

tory agencies and the competence of bureaucratic administration. 

Within the Arab world, Libya and Yemen (as well as Iraq) stand out 

as having particularly poorly functioning governments. On a more 

positive note, Bahrain, Tunisia, Jordan, and Morocco have above

average government effectiveness. The issue there is more how to 

mobilize the machinery of government toward better and fairer 

outcomes rather than reforming or rebuilding existing government 

bureaucracies. 
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Rebuilding Public Institutions 

1he critical weaknesses in Arab governance center on voice and 

accountability. Arab states have provided few avenues for mean

ingful participation of newly mobilized groups. This political 

gap must be closed for any fiscal reforms-or for any economic 

reforms, for that matter-to be sustained. Absent broad-based 

inclusion of previously disenfranchised groups1 any reforms 

enacted will continue to require continuous negotiation with 

rulers1 leaving reforms subject to problems of factionalism and 

credibility and-as has occurred during past economic reform 

attempts - reversal. Reformers' best intentions1 therefore, risk 

being thwarted unless constituencies are able to access organiza

tional resources, are able to articulate their interests collectively, 

are able to enforce accountability on leadership, and ultimately, 

are governed by state institutions that operate independently of 

individual rulers. 
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Reformers must be able to draw on and secure organized sup

port. Increasing the organizational resources of groups that owe 

their wealth not to the privileges, spoils, or rents granted by incum

bent regimes but to independent economic activity will increase 

the political weight of a constituency that naturally demands 

delineated property rights, curbs on executive discretion, greater 

professionalism and meritocracy in government. In parallel with 

promoting diversification, investment, and entrepreneurship

and thus creating new economic interests-boosting the power 

of reformers means enabling the development of political par

ties, employers' associations, professional associations, industry 

confederations, trade unions, civil society organizations, and other 

"peak," national-level organizations in countries in transitional or 

post-transitional phases . 

Organizing support for reforms will require legal changes to 

permit independent labor unions and professional associations to 

form and operate without state approval. Without institutionalized 

political groupings capable of making broadly credible promises 

to citizens, the only policies that citizens can directly connect to 

government performance are the watered-down subsidies and guar

antees that have become a mainstay of the socia l contract. It will 

be difficult for any democratic successor governments to unwind 

these specialized benefits in favor ofbroad-based measures, such as 

improving service delivery, without the presence of active political 

organizations. 

In the medium term, the rudimentary organizations that emerge 

from the transitional period will require significant organizational 

assistance andfinancialsupport,some ofwhich can be externallypro

vided. But this expanded locus of organizational life will not sustain 

reforms without greater transparency and stronger lines of account

ability to decision makers. Several Arab countries may be favor

ably disposed to embark on wide-ranging transparency-enhancing 
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initiatives including freedom-of-information laws and public 

disclosure/public debate requirements for budgets and for all laws 

prior to their passage. Transparency can also be enhanced through 

improved public financial management and procurement practices, 

as in Tunisia, for example. These efforts should be applauded. 

In addition, stronger accountability via increasing the capacity 

of legislatures, courts, local governments, supreme audit institu

tions, subnational governments, and other bodies is another area 

for attention. These efforts will have to go hand in hand with orga

nizational capacity building. In Morocco and Jordan, monarchs are 

using the absence of effective political organizations as justification 

for retaining tight control over palace-led efforts to increase trans

parency and accountability. Jordan's Abdullah II, after agreeing 

to protestors' demands that future prime ministers be appointed 

and dismissed by parliament rather t han by the king, later rejected 

this because of the lack of mature parties.14 Meanwhile, Morocco's 

Mohammed IV has closely managed a constitutional reform com

mission from the palace, with some, albeit insufficient, participation 

of political parties, labor unions, civic groups, and other organiza

tions in the processY 

Ultimately, institutional and economic reforms can only be 

recoupled by reversing the long period of st ate deinstitutionaliza

tion that has proceeded in the Arab world. The absence of a politi

cal basis for sustainable economic reforms has been a deliberate 

objective of partial autocracies in the region, and thus true change 

requires that Arab leaders redefine the relationship between the 

state and its citizens. The rebuilding of polit ical organizations and 

the enhancing of formal and legal transparency and accountability 

1.4 Rami G. Khouri, (2011), "Jordan as a Test Case,· Middle East Online, available a t 
http://www. m idd le-ea st-onli ne .com/english/ ?id= 46 810. 

lS "Morocco's Monarchy: Reform or Fall," The .Economist (April20, 20ll), available 

a t http://www.economist.com/ node/18587225. 
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are initial and intermediate steps. In the long term, however, the 

rebuilding of the capacity, professionalism, and integrity of state 

institutions will emerge as a vital component of any transition in 

the Arab world. 

Selectivity in Public Sector Reform 

Many of the public sector reforms previously described are long 

term in nature. Where should governments start? One possible 

answer is to pay close attention to public opinion polls on the level 

of satisfaction with public services. These polls should be done in 

each country on a scientific basis, but as an example of the kind of 

results that might be expected, one can use international polls that 

look at a few of the main public services. Figure 4.4 shows that in 

Egypt, particular attention should be paid to affordable housing 

and preservation of the environment (garbage collection and sani

tation). The same poll also shows that the rate of deterioration of 

satisfaction with public transport was highest between 2009 and 

2010, suggesting that that sector also should not be neglected. In 

Tunisia, satisfaction levels are generally higher than in Egypt, but 

housing, roads, and health care stand out as having witnessed sharp 

deterioration in 2010. Given that these polls are not comprehensive 

across the range of all public services, they cannot be taken as the 

basis for policymaking, but they do suggest that there is important 

information on public satisfaction that should feed into the prioriti

zation of policies and institutional reforms that should be reflected 

in national budgets. 

National Dialogue 

The main motivation behind the Arab Spring was neither political 

nor exclusively economic. It was mainly a call for human rights and 
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dignity. Protesters wanted their rights to be protected, respected, 

and equally treated as individuals and citizens. They were also 

fighting against corruption, exclusion, and marginalization. People 

wanted to feel involved in their country's development plan to claim 

a position as the target of this development. 

Without strong institutions and representative civil society 

bodies, the process of policymaking in Arab Spring economies must 

rely on new types of consultations. In Egypt, the military council 

established a panel of 10 distinguished independent citizens to 

debate five transitional issues: political, economic, social, media 

and culture, and foreign relations. A national conference sparked a 

debate in plenary and parallel sessions that involved a broad range 

of stakeholders. Similar events were undertaken at the subnational 
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the wrong "business as usual" signals and generate moral hazard. 

Finding the right balance will not be easy. 

The private sector in the Arab world is sadd led with a number 

of problems. Arab economies enjoy less competition than other 

regions. Firms tend to be older and less competitive than their 

counterparts in Asia, Latin America, or eastern Europe. New firms 

find it harder to enter markets, and inefficient firms are less likely 

to exit . As such, the dynamism and innovation that companies 

bring-the "creative destruction" process so essential to productiv

ity-is occurring at a much less rapid pace. The response of private 

investment to past reforms has been weaker than in other regions.1 

The ratio of private to public investment is far lower than in other 

regions. To make matters worse, in the wake of the Arab Spring, 

key industries such as tourism, construction, retail, and banking 

have been deeply affected, while trade flows and lines of credit have 

been curtailed. Labor strikes and protests set back a number of 

industries, further disrupting economic activity. The Institute for 

International Finance estimates that $16 billion was withdrawn by 

investors from Egypt in the first quarter after the revolution. The 

foreign reserve position of the central bank remains comfortable for 

the time being but has seen substantial decline. 

To boost employment and sustain growth, the Arab world needs 

more high value added firms, ranging from agroprocessing to manu

facturing to tradable services. These are precisely the industries that 

have bypassed the region in the past 15 to 20 years. Whether judged 

by the diversification of indust ry and exports, technological sophis

tication, the level and sectoral composition of private investment, 

or the productivity and innovation of firms, the Arab world has not 

undergone the kind of economic transformation seen in countries 

that have successfully sustained growth and job creation. 

1 World Bank, (2009), From Privilege to Competition: Unlocking Private-Led Growth 

in the Middle Ec<sl and N ort/1 A_fi·ica (Washington, DC: World Bank). 
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A STRUCTURAL DEFICIT IN THE 
NONOIL SECTOR 

The Arab private sector largely consists of microenterprises, live

lihood businesses, and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

Perhaps 26 million adults participate in some form of entrepreneur

ial activity, including nearly 6 million in Egypt alone, according to 

a recent representative survey.2 The vast majority of these small 

firms has less than five employees, is family owned, and has little 

to do with the sectors that have been the subject of official policy 

initiatives. 

The private sector primarily serves local markets. The Arab 

region's nonoil exports represent less than 1 percent of world trade, 

which is the lowest share of any developing region. The low ratio 

of nonenergy exports to GDP among countries in the Arab region 

is among the clearest signs of a lack of global competitiveness and 

indicates t hat a key potential source of job creation has not been 

tapped. A few countries, such as Morocco, have made tangible 

steps toward penetrating the European market, but with very few 

products relative to its GDP, as a whole the region is far below its 

potential. 

While a number of fac tors have contributed to this poor export 

performance, analysts cite high average tariffs, behind the bor

der investment climate constraints, and the low quality of Arab 

produced goods.3 Low-performing transport infrastructures and 

the low quality of services in many countries of the region have 

2 International Development Research Center, (2010), Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor, Middle East and Nor!'l1 Ajriw (GEM·MENA), (Ottawa: IDRC). The survey was 

based on Saudi Arabia, Turkey, UAE, Syria, West Bank/Gaza, Tunisia, Iran, Egypt, Jordan, 

Lebanon, Morocco, Algeria, and Yemen. 
3 Mustapha Kemal Nabli, (2007), Breaking tl1e Barriers to Higher Economic Growt·l~: 

Better Governance and Deeper Reforms in the Middle East and Nc>rth Africa (Washington 

DC : World Bank). 
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adversely affected trade flows through higher costs1 delays1 and 

uncertainty1 along with low productivity. For some countries1 par

ticularly Algeria and Libya1 high labor costs1 the high costs of non

tradables1 and overvalued exchange rates combine with a dominant 

state enterprise sector and a restrictive regulatory environment to 

create limited prospects for nonoil exports. 

A Burdensome Policy Environment 

The overarching feature of the business environment in the Arab 

region is a complex structure of administrative controls that remain 

as a legacy of state-directed development. In the course of imple

mentation and enforcement1 this structure has created a logjam 

of overlapping requirements1 prevented transparency1 and created 

conditions for corruption and excessive administrative discretion. 

In the most common institutional model in the region1 the presi

dency is the authority that issues the most important regulations1 
but many others are issued at the ministeriallevel1 by parliaments1 
or1 where relevant1 through guidance from the crown. The com

bination of new orders1 decrees1 and regulations1 mixed with pre

viously issued ones that are not typically withdrawn1 has created 

overlaps of authority and confusion and frustration for the private 

sector. The Egypt Regulatory Reform and Development Activity 

(ERRADA) has identified and catalogued more than 361000 regu

lations from 10 ministries. In Tunisia1 a recent effort has quickly 

catalogued more than 500 regulations in the Ministry of Finance 

alone1 and the ministry is now taking steps to remove all except 

those supported by law or necessity. 

These requirements1 and the resulting opacity1 have under

mined policy. Firms in Egypt have consistently highlighted the 

need to address corruption and to encourage greater transparency 

and accountability1 while reducing the incentives and scope for 
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bureaucratic discretion and informality.4 Macroeconomic uncer

tainty, regulatory policy uncertainty1 informal competition1 and 

corruption were identified as four of the top five constraints on firms 

in the World Bank's 2009 Egypt Investment Climate Assessment: 

Forty-three percent of surveyed firms said that officials expected 

an informal payment or gift to get a construction permit. More 

than half of hotels reported such payments to get an import cardj 

twenty-six percent of manufacturers and 33 percent of services pro

viders report the need for informal payments for access to running 

water. These results are consistent with evidence from around the 

world indicating that excessive, top-down regulations increase 

corruption, raise costs for the private sector1 reduce the ability to 

create jobs, and force firms into the informal sector where they do 

not pay taxes. 

Many reforms are well designed but not implemented at the 

point of contact with the private sector. A telling example is the 

modern building code that Egypt has introduced. It would sharply 

reduce the number of onsite inspections which the private sec

tor reports is a cause of informal payments. These inspections are 

undertaken by officials from governorates and new urban commu

nities. However, the private sector reports that these levels of gov

ernment are still subjecting industry to the same inspections and 

procedures, despite the new law. A vertical coordination of policy 

across levels of government is missing. 

In some countries, t he contro l mechanism to ensure proper 

implementation of the law is through accountability to local com

munities1 which can be enhanced by the use of citizen scorecards 

and other forms of monitoring. In the current environment, 

federal-local relationships are not clear, and the local capacity 

4 V\'orld Bank, (2009), Egypt Tnvestment ClimateAssessment2009: Accelerating P.-ivate 

Enterprise-Led Growth (Washington, DC: World Bank). 
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to enforce delegated responsibilities is weak. As a consequence, 

the response to several reforms has sometimes been to introduce 

additional control mechanisms that then result in a further admin

istrative burden on private firms. 

A Financial Sector That Benefits Few 

Financial intermediation by the banking system is weak by interna

tional standards. Most of the credit extended to the private sector 

goes to a small number of large firms with most firms, especially 

small and medium enterprises (SMEs), receiving little financing 

from banks. Policies governing the financial sector also reduce 

private sector efficiency and favor resource allocation to large firms. 

Only 20 percent of SMEs have access to finance, a level far lower 

than other regions, except for Africa, and the share of the popula

tion covered by micro finance is half that of Latin America. On the 

other hand, large firms have perhaps excessive access to finance. 

Arab banks have the highest average loan concentration ratio in 

the world, at 242 percent, as measured by their exposure to the 20 

largest borrowers as a share of total equity. 

The causes are several. Competition in the financial sector 

between banks and between banking and nonbanking sources of 

finance is limited. The Egyptian financial system, for example, has 

suffered from significant entry and exit barriersi as a result compe

tition was limited and inefficient banks were allowed to continue 

operating. State-owned banks, which dominate the banking sys

tem, lag in efficiency and in risk management practices compared 

to their private counterparts. 

A modest shift in market share from state banks to private 

banks is a step in the right direction, but the financial sectors of the 

Arab world remain less competitive than those in other regions, 

due to stricter barriers to entry, weak credit information systems, 
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and the lack of competition from capital markets and nonbanking 

institutions. 5 

In any economy, it is hard for the private sector to develop 

without reliable institutions that address market failures, including 

in the financial sector. Arab countries are still overly dependent on 

public registries with limited coverage and poor quality of informa

tion. Collateral regimes are limited in the type of assets that may 

be used as collateral, enforcing security interests takes a long time, 

and in a bankruptcy, secured creditors do not have a sufficiently 

clear priority. The region ranks last in a ranking of the legal rights of 

creditors in the World Bank's Doing Business Index.6 Overall, the 

Arab financial infrastructure is poor. 

Meanwhile, insolvency regimes are largely in their infancy. 

Bankruptcy is considered a criminal offense in several Arab coun

tries, and business failure is associated with considerable personal 

stigma, thus creating a strong disincentive for entrepreneurship. In 

Tunisia, these weaknesses were circumvented by the creation of an 

effective offshore regime to attract foreign investment, but that in 

turn has prevented effective linkages with the domestic economy. 

A Failure to Industr ialize 

TI1e impact of a small, informal private sector and a burdensome 

regulatory environment can be seen in the partial and incomplete 

development of the non-oil sector. Economies that have success

fully generated growth in output and employment and made the 

transition from low-income to high-income status typically have 

experienced significant changes in their economic structure. 

S World Bank, (2011), Financial Access and Stability: A Road m ap for tlt~MENA Region 

(Washing ton, DC: World Bank). 

6 World Bank, Doing Business Indicator, www.doingbusiness.org/rankings. 
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Alt hough structural transformation has been under way in 

Arab economies for at least four decades, the region's current 

economic structure differs significantly from comparable middle

income countries. Taking as a benchmark the structura l character

istics of a sample of non-Arab countries at the time at which they 

crossed over from lower- to upper-middle-income economies, the 

small share of manufacturing in total output is both striking and 

worrisome.7 

The sectoral shares of value added for selected Arab countries 

appear in Table S.l along with t he simple average of the benchmark 

middle-income countries. Even Tunisia, the region's industrial suc

cess story, trails the benchmark by nearly 12 percentage points of its 

G DP in its share of manufacturing. Limited evidence suggests that 

the share of manufacturing in total employment, as well as the vol

ume of employment in the manufacturing sector, has been stagnant 

in Arab economies since the 1990s.8 

Agriculture constitutes a larger portion of the economy in Arab 

economies than in the benchmark, and it continues to employ large 

numbers. This also reflects the slow progress of structural change in 

the region. The service sector is also larger than in the benchmark 

and has absorbed much of the increase in the labor force. Services 

in Arab economies are highly diverse, ranging from high produc

tivity sectors, such as banking, insurance and finance, to low pro

ductivity street vendors. Employment in high productivity service 

activities has been growing very slowly in the last decade. T rade 

7 Benchma(k cou ntries and years a(e: Brazi l (2005), Chile (1995), China (2009), 
Malaysia (1995), M auritius (2003), Tha iland (2010), a nd Turkey (2004). 'TI1e th reshold 

income level for the benchmark countries is taken as .$3,975 gross national income per 

capita i n 2010 dollars. This leve l rough ly corresponds to the average income oft he (egion's 

lower m iddle-income countries- Egypt, Morocco, and Syria- and its u pper-midd le-in

come economies of Tunisia and Jordan. 

8 Because of a lack o f da ta on employment, it was not possible to estimate the employ

ment shares fo r i nd ividu a l economies. 
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Table 5.1 ARAB COUNTRY STRUCT URAL DEFIC IT 2005 

Benchmark 

Middle-Income 

Country 

Egypt 

Morocco 

Tunisia 

Value Added 

Share of 

Agriculture 

8.7 

13.7 

16.4 

7.8 

Value Added 

Share of 

Manufacturing 

28.1 

15.7 

15.9 

16.5 

Notes: Benchmark midd le-income country as defined in text. 

Value Added 

Share of 

Services 

49.3 

49.0 

55.1 

62.3 

Sources: Margare t S. McMillan and Dani Rodrik, (201 1.), "Globalization, Struc tu ra l 

Change a nd Product ivity Growth," V\lorking Paper 17143 (Cambridge, MA: National 
Bureau for Economic Research); Marcel P. Timmer and Gaaitzen J. de Vries, (2009), 

"Structura l C ha nge and Growth Accelerations in Asia and Latin A me rica: A New Sectoral 
Data Set" Cliom d,-ica 3 (2): 165-190. 

and small-scale repair shops (motor as well as household goods) 

are the only service activities that have grown rapidly, but a large 

proportion of these activities in the labor-abundant economies are 

informal and characterized by low productivity and low wages. 

The structural deficit mainly reflects a failure of Arab countries 

to industrialize. Table S .2 presents some basic indicators of indus

trial development for the Arab region as a whole and for Egypt, 

Morocco, and Tunisia . The Arab states lag other developing coun

tries in three measures of industrial dynamism. Manufacturing 

output per capita ranges from 53 percent of the developing country 

average for Morocco to slightly more than the global average for 

Tunisia. The region's share of manufacturing in its G DP is low, rela

tive both to developing countries as a whole and1 especially) to East 

Asia. Most disturbingly, the rate of growth of the manufacturing 
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for raw materials, intermediate goods, access to markets, knowledge 

flows, and specialized skills.u Because of the productivity boost 

that agglomerations provide, locations that have achieved a critical 

mass of industry have a built-in advantage over new industrializers 

in attracting further industry. Starting a new industrial location is 

a form of collective action problem: If a critical mass of firms can 

be persuaded to locate in a new area, they will realize productivity 

gains, but no single firm has the incentive to locate in a new area in 

the absence of others. 

Finally, manufacturing increasingly shares a broad range of 

characteristics with agroindustry and high value added, tradable 

services. Activities such as the global agricultura l value chain in 

flowers and horticultural crops, remote services, or tourism require 

firm capabilities that differentiate them from traditional agriculture 

and services. Such industries without smokestacks offer countries 

an opportunity to expand the sources of growth-enhancing 

structural change. 

Breaking In, Moving Up 

Arab countries face at least three industrialization challenges, 

shaped by the way in which the income levels and factor endow

ments of its economies interact with the global determinants of 

industrial location. For the region's labor-abundant, resource

poor economies- such as Egypt and Morocco- the challenge 

of breaking into global markets in task-based production is likely 

to be the most urgent. The region's resource-poor middle-income 

economies-Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia-face the challenge of 

moving up the value chain, increasing exports by improving their 

l.l. M. Fujita, P. Krugman, and A. J. Venables, ( 1990), Tl•e Spa tial Economy: C ities, 

Regions am/ International Tra de (Cambridge, MA: M IT Press). 
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product sophistication if they are going to compete globally. The 

oil exporters-the GCC countries1 Algeria1 and Iraq-confront 

a diversification challenge in the face of Dutch disease. Industry 

without smokestacks widens the scope of possibilities for attracting 

high value added industries for all t hree categories of countries. 

Today1 new manufacturing ventures are competing with East 

Asia1 which now assumes the role previously played by the advanced 

economies of western Europe1 t he United States1 and Japan. Asia 

has the scale and agglomeration economies that make it competitive 

against new entrants1 despite rising production costs. One scenario1 

which cannot be wholly dismissed1 is that the differences in wages 

between East Asia and the labor-abundant economies in countries 

such as Egypt may not be sufficiently large enough to offset East Asia's 

productivity advantage1 making it impossible for Arab countries to 

compete. There are at least two reasons to think that the future is 

less bleak than this suggests. First1 both real wages and congestion 

costs are rising in China, and second, growing domestic demand and 

policy responses to the global financial crisis have reoriented demand 

in Asia toward internal markets. These trends may provide a window 

of opportunity for labor-abundant, low-wage Arab economies. 

For the region's upper-middle-income1 non-oil economies, the 

industrial development challenge is somewhat different. Real wage 

levels are sufficiently high that1 with the exception of Tunisia, they 

have not been attractive as final stage producers in task-based trade. 

At the same time, the region's nations1 including Tunisia, have 

failed to keep pace with the rapidly growing industrial economies 

of Asia in more sophisticated industrial exports. This pressure in 

the middle has prevented Arab economies from making the tran

sition from lower to higher sophistication manufacturing1 limiting 

output and employment growth. The good news is that pressure in 

the middle is not uniform. Timeliness is emerging as a critical fac

tor in the geographic distribution of global production. This may 
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open up space for those economies with close proximity to Europe, 

such as Tunisia, to master more complex tasks as part of the global 

trend toward "reverse outsourcing." 

Diversification is made difficult by the relative price changes 

that occur in a resource-exporting economy. Dutch disease cannot 

be avoided, but it can be addressed by public policy. Tradable goods 

production depends not only on the exchange rate but also on the 

investments and institutional innovations that governments make 

to enhance competitiveness. An effective diversification strategy, 

therefore, depends on identifying policy changes and investments 

that have a high likelihood of increasing firm-level productivity. 

Guidelines for Industrial Development 

Appropriate policy responses to the Arab countries' three indus

trialization challenges will vary. One set of public actions is cross

cutting. This includes mainly policies and investments directed at 

improving the investment climate: the regulatory, institutional, 

and physical environment within which firms operate. But invest

ment climate reforms alone may not be sufficient. For countries 

to break in, move up, and diversify, strategic initiatives aimed at 

pushing exports, building capabilities, and supporting industrial 

clusters will be needed. 

In all labor-abundant Arab economies, the export market rep

resents the only option for rapid growth of manufacturing, agroin

dustry, and high value added services. Countries such as Egypt, 

Jordan, Morocco, and Syria face the challenge ofbreaking into the 

global market. Tunisia's export challenge is somewhat different. 

It needs to move from low-end final-stage assembly operations to 

more sophisticated exports. For this to occur, it will need to attract 

higher capability firms and facilitate the transfer of capabilities to 

domestic manufacturing. 
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In both cases, success in export markets in a world of task-based 

production and agglomeration will require more than piecemeal 

improvements in the investment climate. It will need an export 

push: a concerted set of public investments and policy and institu

tional reforms focused on increasing the share of industrial exports 

in the GDP. These initiatives will need to range from further efforts 

to reduce antiexport bias to the successful operation of export pro

cessing zones (EPZs) to institutiona l reforms and infrastructure 

investments aimed at improving trade logistics. 

Capability building is complementary to the export push. All 

Arab economies need a strategy to attract high capability firms. 

Because foreign direct investment (FDI) is an effective means of 

introducing high capability firms into a lower capability environ

ment, policies and institutions for attracting FDI are a key tool in 

capability building. Arab economies from the Gulf to Morocco have 

an unfinished agenda on the promotion ofFDI. Autonomous, pro

fessional, and results-oriented FDI promotion agencies can make 

a major contribution to building capabilities in the region. Within 

an economy, vertical value chains are a major source of learning for 

firms. Removing obstacles to the formation of vertical value chain 

relationships should therefore be a major objective for public policies 

aimed at domestic capability building. Here again the challenges fac

ing each Arab economy are distinct, but a central objective, equally 

valid in Egypt or Tunisia, should be to design an open architecture 

for special economic zones that permits free movement of labor, 

capital, management, and goods between the zone and the domes

tic economy. For Tunisia, in particular, a liberal offshore regime to 

attract FDI was not compatible with the excessive regulations gov

erning the domestic economy, so that few firms benefiting from the 

FDI regime developed strong linkages with domestic suppliers. 

Appropriate spatial policies to attract a critical mass ofindustry 

are likely to be a prerequisite to breaking into global markets. Case 
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studies indicate that governments can foster industrial agglom

erations by concentrating investment in high-quality institutions, 

social services, and infrastructure in a limited physical area 

such as a special economic zone (SEZ). In East Asia and Latin 

America, spatial policies have been explicitly linked to an export 

push through the use of export processing zones that are properly 

viewed as industrial agglomerations designed to serve the global 

market. The Arab world's experience with spatial industrial poli

cies has been mixed. Tunisia's special economic zones appear to 

have been a partial success. Egypt's EPZs have generally been 

regarded as failures. 

Because of the variety of industrialization challenges faced by 

the Arab economies, there is no single appropriate industrializa

tion strategy for the region. It is likely that all three of the policy 

areas outlined here will need to be implemented in each count ry, 

but the nature of the policies will vary by the level of industrial 

development, the resource endowment, and the capabilities of 

enterprises in each country. Table 5.3 sets out a typology of indus

tria lization challenges and strategies for three classes of Arab 

economtes. 

The most challenging reforms may be in rich countries trying 

to diversify. This will depend, to a great extent, on their ability to 

empower citizens with the required knowledge and their capacity 

to support innovation. These economies are challenged by an insuf

ficiently trained workforce, unproductive SMEs, and weakness in 

innovation and entrepreneurship. 

First, upgrading and enhancing workforce skills are essen

tial measures to improve the capacity for competitiveness and to 

increase its productivity. Educational reforms, an emphasis on job 

training, and appropriate incentives are needed. 

Second, SMEs are unproductive, in part, because they lack 

access to capital and to good infrastructure that tends to be 
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concentrated in special zones. They also lack linkages to larger 

firms through value chains that could help them absorb new tech

nologies and to innovate. 

Third, innovation and entrepreneurship are limited because 

they rely on investments in developing the skills and advancing the 

knowledge of the workforce rather than just on investments in infra

structure, which have been comparatively easy to put in place. 

A range of policy instruments is being experimented with across 

the region, in particular: 

• investing in education, training, and educational 

development 

• expanding SME's access to capital and technical assistance 

• establishing entrepreneurship grants 

• establishing microfinance schemes for small-scale startups 

and individuals 

• creating venture capital funds, establishing and expand

ing business incubators, and investing in new technology 

startups 

• partnering Arab countries with selected foreign "knowl

edge centers" to establish ties on innovation, education, and 

intellectual property 

• initiating new sectors or clusters within a short period of 

time12 

It is still too early to assess the cost benefit of these interven

tions, but it would be useful for countries in the region to pay close 

attention to these efforts and to exchange information about what 

works and under what circumstances. Such lessons would be easier 

1.2 Nazar S . Al Baharna, A ni] Khurana, and Martyn F. Roe tter, (2006), Creating a 

Knowledge-Based Soc iety in Bahrain (Bahrai n: UNDP). 
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to develop if program evaluation were done in a systematic way 

across the region. 

CAN THE ARAB WORLD COM PETE? 

To many1 the Arab private sector is seen as synonymous with cor

ruption . Yet there is no sustainable response to the aspirations of 

youth without the private sector playing a leading role and without 

governments in the region taking needed steps to build confidence 

in the private sector. That requires a substantial reform agenda1 
including private sector leaders who focus on production and inno

vation1 rather than on seeking rents. Reform must come from both 

directions. The public sector must give up control1 and the private 

sector must concentrate on its productive capacity and not renew 

attempts at state capture. 

Unless it is possible for enterprises to succeed without paying 

bribes1 no amount of dialogue or prosecution will end the prac

tice. For many small and microenterprises- including the self

employed1 as in the case of Mohamed Bouazizi- with short-term 

funds borrowed at high interest rates1 the option of waiting for long 

bureaucratic processes simply does not exist. 

Governments are starting to take action, but more must be 

done. In Egypt1 the prime minister recently removed require

ments for new industrial projects to get approval, simplified the 

process of registering branches of foreign companies, removed 

the requirement for media companies to register with security 

services, made import certificates valid for three years rather 

than requiring frequent renewals, and established new branches 

of the Investment Authority. Tunisia, perhaps furthest along, 

has launched a regulatory "guillotine" process through which 

hundreds of obsolete regulations in the Ministry of Finance are 
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push both workers and firms into informality. 11 He further argues 

that informality is not innocuous1 but that it imposes social costs1 

especially on workers who are excluded from formality1 as well as 

economic costs1 in the form of lower labor and capita l productiv

ity and1 ultimately1 lower growth. He proposes a system of uni

versal social entitlements financed from general tax revenues that 

delinks much of social protection from job status. Because of the 

high costs of formality1 the slowdown in public hiring in Arab 

economies in recent years has simply translated into an explosion 

of informality1 especially among the growing number of young 

educated new entrants. 

Private Provision of Public Services 

Significant improvement of the quality and the productivity of 

government services could be made by using new technologies as 

well as providing the legal and incentive framework for the effec

tive private delivery of some services. In the short and medium run1 

there is a need to improve the quality of the people working in the 

public sector and to maximize the use of new technologies1 includ

ing information and communication technology (ICT) in order to 

enhance service delivery. 

Human resources are the main pillar for effective and efficient 

government service delivery. They should be well qualified1 care

fully selected1 well trained1 well managed, and their performance 

should be continuously evaluated . In this regard, there is a need for 

attracting better quality civil servants to the public sector by target

ing good candidates from schools and universities, offering good 

salary and remuneration packages, and improving the selection 

1.4 Santiago Levy, (2008), Good Intentions, Bad Outcomes: Social Policy, Informality, 

and Economic Growth in M exico (VJ'ashington, DC: Brookings Institu tion Press). 
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criteria for candidates. This should be followed by continuous 

on-the-job training. It is equally important to retain the existing 

qualified employees by continuously motivating them, including 

through the improvement of the salary structure and the remu

neration package. Moreover, a career path linked with performance 

should be established for each employee where the career path is 

based on commitment and accountability. 

In parallel, the adoption of different approaches to service 

delivery, including leaner processes and the greater use ofiCT, will 

tremendously enhance the efficiency of government services. The 

government should aim to align its business processes and opera

tions with the infrastructure of ICT, which should lead to the inte

gration of all government services across agencies. Also, the use of 

electronic government services (e-government) will improve the 

way government extends services to businesses and the public. 

Outtasking/outsourcing noncore tasks in government minis

tries and institutions would have significant advantages in terms 

of quality and productivity, which, in turn, would create oppor

tunities for new, successful private industries to emerge in service 

delivery functions. The government could start by pooling ser

vices together under one entity and then privatizing it. A good 

example would be to pool the information technology services in 

government institutions and allow the private sector to provide 

the support through service level agreements. This would be effi

cient and have the side benefit of freeing government institutions 

to focus on their core tasks of policymaking, regulation, funding, 

and client service provision. 

To reduce the risks of outsourcing, government should start 

the process gradually, focusing on areas where the services could 

be successfully handled by the private sector. As an example, gov

ernment hospitals could start outsourcing their food, cleaning, and 

engineering services and IT management. It is also important to 
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manage staff movements carefully and effectively in the outsourced 

areas and to provide training and placement for employees who lose 

their original positions. 

The agenda described demands a repositioning of the relation

ship between public and private actors1 with private actors called on 

to deliver public goods. Beyond this1 the agenda demands judicious 

risk taking. Such risk taking is best undertaken when supported 

by rigorous impact measurement and evaluation1 so as to support 

self-correction and adjustment. 

STRATEGIC CHOICES IN PRIVATE 
SECTOR REFORM 

Governments around the world pursue a variant of two broad strat

egies for private sector reform: broad-based1 bottom-up strategies or 

a more focused effort built around strategic initiatives or industries1 
commonly referred to as industrial policy. In practice1 elements of 

each approach will form the basis of policy1 but choices will need to 

be made in each case. A third strategy, somewhat of a hybrid1 would 

be to focus on creating an environment for high potential entrepre

neurs1 including social entrepreneurs1 to emerge. 

Broad-Based Strategies: Empowering Markets 

A broad-based strategy to private sector reform should focus on 

making markets work more effectively by introducing modern 

tools of regulation in place of outdated administrative contro ls. 

Not simple liberalization1 it should be construed as a pragmatic 

approach to efficient private sector development. 

If administrative choices and public policy were perfectly and 

continuously aligned with the most productive use of skilled labor1 
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land} and capital} then there would be no problem. But one of the 

key reasons that countries have moved away from the administra

tive control of markets is that markets are dynamic and internalize 

information. Administrative tools can simply not keep up with the 

rapid evolution of markets and opportunities. That is one reason 

why there is such a large stock of obsolete regulation} as in the case 

of Egypt and Tunisia} and such a gross mismatch between the stock 

of educated graduates in Tunisia and the market for their skills. 

This requires a rethinking of regulation. Regulation in far too 

many instances is failing to deliver intended benefits} while also 

imposing high costs. However} simple deregulation is clearly not 

the answer. Market fai lures exist} and citizens are right to demand 

that the private sector adheres to clearly defined public norms. If the 

question is the balance between public and private interests} a key 

instrument to remedy this is better business regulation. Good regu

lation protects the public interest- such as a safe environment} safe 

food} fair competition} and the prevention of unmanaged risks

but allows good firms to thrive. Good regulations are predictable} 

efficient} and fair. Some of the characteristics of better regulation: 

• Participatory. Good regulation emerges from a well

structured dialogue with the private sector} through which 

public interests can be more clearly specified and regula

tory failures-overlaps} unclear provisions} high costs

can be identified. Beyond dialogue, the private sector can 

play a role in enforcement through voluntary standards or 

self-regulation. Self-regulation can help achieve objectives 

efficiently and can be enforced through a threat to use formal 

state regulation if industry does not deliver. New Zealand 

has allowed industry to come up with voluntary standards 

for reducing carbon dioxide emissions} but if this fails} New 

Zealand will introduce a carbon tax. 
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• Differentiated. A good example of differentiated regulation 

is border control1 where there is a clear public interest in 

preventing illegal or dangerous goods from entering the 

country. Countries that regulate borders badly tend to 

inspect every container1 creating delays1 damage1 and a 

strong incentive for importers to pay bribes. The govern

ment of Morocco used information technology to identify 

those shipments that create the most risk and inspects only 

s to 10 percent of shipments. The rate of detection of bad 

shipments increased. The public interest is better protected1 

trade is faster1 and firms are more competitive. 

• Efficient. Like many countries, the government of Tunisia 

had reformed many laws and regulations1 but often it did not 

remove the old regulations. Based on a decree of the prime 

minister ofTunisia, the Ministry of Finance has now created 

a high-level technical committee and working groups in all 

departments to look at soo formalities and eliminate those 

that are unnecessary, ineffective, not based on law, or redun

dant. The task will be completed by March, creating a much 

more competitive environment for its own recovery as the 

new Tunisia. 

• Predictable. Private firms, whether individual entrepreneur

ial entities or large corporate entities, exist to earn a profit 

commensurate with the risk of investment undertaken. The 

lack of predictability of the regulatory environment is at 

least as important to investors as its cost. 

• Accountable. Oversight by elected legislatures and legislative 

development based on hearings and stakeholder input will 

increase the legitimacy oflegal rulings. As laws become more 

important, this will help limit administrative discretion so 

as to provide increasing clarity and predictability to the 

private sector as to how the rules will be applied to firms. 
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Democratizing access to credit will invo lve building institutions 

(including credit bureaus), secured lending regimes, and oversight 

capacity that will allow for the merit-based allocation of capital, 

rather than allocation based on the presence of collateral or policy 

preferences. 

Building confidence in the judiciary to upho ld property rights, 

even in light of pressure from politically connected interests, 

is a central challenge of the postrevolution investment climate. 

Confidence has actually increased over time in several countries 

of t he region, yet t he courts remain fundamenta lly backlogged 

and inefficient . Judges are not provided with adequate resources, 

including court staff, court reporting, and clerks for research and 

administrative functions, and economic training. To help diver

sify the economy, a few key areas of law are crucial. Strengthening 

the insolvency and secured transactions systems will encourage 

risk taking as it allows a debtor to emerge fairly from a fai led ven

ture with the ability to learn and leverage the experience into a 

new venture. 

Enhancing competition should be a focus fo r key sectors across 

the region. A broad-based strategy to private sector reform would 

be based on a vision of individual firms making choices that raise 

their productivity, driven by the process of competition. From a 

business standpoint, the goal would be to lower the fixed costs of 

entry and operation, allow unit costs of key inputs to reflect their 

economic value, while expanding opportunities for growth . 

Competition policy provides a partial answer. Egypt has a 

good Competition Authority, but its effectiveness has been lim

ited due to many exceptions to its mandate. The law and execu

tive regulations could be amended to allow it to cover mergers and 

acquisitions, and its autonomy could be enhanced by removing 

the minister of trade from decision making and enforcement pro

cesses. Administrative enforcement of the competition authority's 

rulings could be allowed, and its investigatory powers and ability 
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to impose penalties could be strengthened. Finally, the competi

tion authorities should be supported in a sector-by-sector review 

to identify barriers to entry, exit, and competition in key sectors, 

including public utilities. 

This is a broad agenda, but the potential benefits are enormous. 

The evidence is that there are more than 20 million small enter

prises in the region, so any marginal improvement in productivity 

through a broad-based reform could quickly result in significant 

increases in output and employment. 

Scaling up Entrepreneurship-Commercial and Social 

Getting the investment climate right for all firms is a long-term 

agenda. A narrower strategy might productively focus on what 

Dan Isenberg calls the "entrepreneurship ecosystem"- the com

bination of culture, infrastructure, policies, regulations, skills, 

technologies, and capital that are specific to enabling startups to 

emerge and thrive. The precise formula must be local and cannot 

be forced into existence, but a wealth of international experience 

can be applied as guiding principles for the region.15 Several parts 

of the broader agenda, particularly around the decriminalization 

of business failure, streamlining the overwhelming burden of 

administrative controls and democratizing access to credit, are 

essential. 

The entrepreneurial nature of the revolutions in the region 

gives confidence that there are relevant skills among youth to be 

tapped. Building on the success of the revolution may help address 

the largest challenge, which is cultural: getting young students to 

see entrepreneurship as a viable choice. Here Injaz's annual Young 

LS Dania] J. Isenberg, (2010), "How to Start an Entrepreneuria l Revolu tion," 

Har vard Business Review, avai lable at h ttp://hbr.org / 2010/ 06/ the·big·idea·how· 

tostar t· a n·ent rep re oeu dal-revo lu tion/ ar / 1. 
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Entrepreneurs Competition1 building on national competitions 

among schools1 is playing an important role in raising the profile 

and skills required. Efforts to promote mentorship such as Endeavor 

are also important. 

Finally1 there is a role for the strategic deployment of capital 

through investment funds with the capability to identify and 

accelerate entrepreneurship and private sector development in the 

region. With a few important exceptions1 such as Abraaj's Riyada 

Enterprise Development Fund1 Silatech1 and the incubator arms 

of several of the region's private equity funds1 the availability of 

growth capital for capable smaller firms is as limited as debt1 partic

ularly beyond the IT sector. Given the substantia l available capital 

in the region1 raising funds should be a less binding constraint than 

ensuring venture capitalist (VC) talent for identifying and support

ing capable firms as well as improving their governance. The latter 

is likely to require the return of private equity talent from global 

markets to support the emergence of the Middle East and North 

Africa region. 

Many young entrepreneurs are now focused on enterprise 

development with a social1 rather than financiaC impact. They are 

applying the power of markets to create enterprises that apply com

mercial principles but through reducing costs are able to provide 

services to poor consumers or address social issues such as recy

cling1 low-cost housing1 education1 microfinance1 small renewable 

energy1 animal husbandry1 and consumer goods. Many of these 

enterprises originate from the NGO sector but face tremendous 

hurdles in registration1 access to finance1 and operations1 in part 

because they operate on narrow margins and in part because there 

are no legal options for hybrid social enterprises. Removing those 

obstacles can help the private sector reest ablish a "social license" to 

operate1 while also creating sustainable sources of job creation for 

many inspired youth. 
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Focused, Strategic Initiatives 

Governments cannot do everything, and there is some justification 

for focused, strategic initiatives through which public action can 

crowd in the private sector, especially in countries where diversifi

cation is a key issue. The broad academic consensus is that diversi

fication requires a combination of supportive exchange rate policy 

that promotes tradable sectors along with industrial policies.16 

TI1e region appears to be inclined toward active industrial policy. 

Most countries have spent huge sums on commissioned reports 

by the world's most reputable consulting firms advising them on 

the growth of sectors and industries. In Jordan, each sector has 

been studied multiple times. Lebanon has had 13 sectors studied 

in depth. Morocco and Libya each recently completed engage

ments covering industries and sectors. Saudi Arabia has launched 

programs to build economic centers, an initiative to improve com

petitiveness (the "1 OxlO" program), and other ambitious efforts. 

The role models for this approach would be Korea, Singapore, and 

Malaysia in East Asia and Dubai within the region. 

Yet this inventory of studies has produced few clear successes. 

The reasons for the low success rate are largely the same as the rea

sons for a failure to sustain broad-based reform: the lack of govern

ment implementation capacity and the lack of evaluation. Strategic 

initiatives are even more demanding of the public sector in ensur

ing horizontal and vertical coordination, sustained effort, and the 

avoidance of capture. In the best examples, focused initiatives are 

highly selective and either reversible or executed on a "no regrets" 

basis by targeting areas that have broad benefits to society. 

16 Dani Rod rik, (2007), "ind ustrial Development: Stylized Facts and Policies· 

in U N Department of Econo01ic and Social Affa irs, .Tndustrial Development for the 2.1 st 

Century (New York: UN-DESA). 
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What areas might be most relevant? Several sectors appear to 

have had a good deal of traction recently} including ICTJ tourism} 

logistics} and the education sector. Internet usage in Arab countries 

rose 39 percent in 2010} to 86 million people. Leading companies 

(Intel and Microsoft) have been attracted to Egypt as an outsourc

ing center} and these services now generate more than $l.lbillion 

in revenue and employ 65}000 workers. There is similarly high 

potential for Jordan (serving the GCC) and Morocco (serving the 

European Union [EU]). For many countries} e-government has 

been a catalyst. Egypt is not exploiting Suez as a logistics corridor} 

and Libya has not started to tap its tourism potential. 

The challenge for such strategic initiatives is how the tools 

of the state should be deployed. There is a broad consensus that 

government efforts should be temporary} evaluated and quickly 

ended if they are not yielding results. They should be neutral to the 

type of industry that will benefit to the extent possible (or favor sec

tors with a broad} rather than narrow} impact).17 Moreover} modern 

industrial policy is better understood as a process of joint learning 

and prob lem solving between the public and private sector} in which 

the next policy or action in a sequence is not understood until a first 

step is taken. It is not about the state picking activities and subsidiz

ing them to create industries. This formulation requires that policy 

makers engage in an ongoing conversation with the private sector 

to prioritize such actions as the removal of constraints that arise in 

the diversification process} such as logistics problems} information 

gaps} or poorly designed institutions.18 In that conversation} the 

existence of a state-owned enterprise can even be beneficial and a 

1.7 Commission o n Growth and Development, (2008), Growth Report: Strategies for 

Sustained Growth and IncltJsive Development. 
18 Charles F. Sabel, (2007), "Bootstrapping Development: Rethinking the Role 

of Publ ic Intervention in Promoti ng Growth," in Nee and Swedberg, eds, On Capitalism 

(Palo Alto, CA : Stanford Universi ty Press), p. 305. 
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source of information that helps avoid policy capture by the private 

sector} as long as the enterprise is efficiently run. This illustrates the 

complexity of simplistic strategies and the need for pragmatism in 

developing industrial policies. 

For any strategy that depends on public investment or inter

vention} monitoring and evaluation are essential. Diversification 

is a strategy that calls for self-discovery} so eva luation is of high 

importance. Evaluation can be technically complex or simple} but 

it is important that it be undertaken in order to both support and 

terminate activities based on their success in achieving strategic 

goals. Where feasible} public interventions should be piloted} in a 

manner that allows for evaluation using experimental or quasiex

perimental methods} to maximize learning. 
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the Arab Spring has affected countries unevenly, suggests that it is 

time to develop a new set of regional and global strategies. 

INTEGRATING WITH THE REGION AND 
THE WORLD 

Economic and political integration efforts have a long history in the 

Arab region but a checkered track record. A large number of pref

erential trade agreements have been signed in the past five decades, 

leading to an intertwined and overlapping network of regional 

organizations. Every Arab country is a party to at least one regional 

economic agreement, and many countries are members of five or 

more. Many bilateral investment and cooperation agreements 

among Arab states add further to the complicated web of regional 

arrangements. 

There is little reason to expect deeper Arab economic inte

gration in the short to medium run, as there is little likelihood 

that Arab countries would give up sovereignty and form a union. 

A union would imply redistribution and the politics in the region 

would not favor that. Institutions such as the Arab League require 

parallel structures, equivalent to the European Commission and 

European Parliament, in order to be effective. At the moment the 

Arab world do es not have these institutions, but as the process of 

democratization goes on that could change and lead to a new wave 

of regional integration. The key will be the willingness of regional 

economies to share information, which is the central pillar both of 

modern border control and modern commerce. 

For the time being, despite all efforts, the promise of regional 

integration has remained largely unrealized. At present, intrare

gional exports are about 9 percent of all merchandise exports and 

about 25 percent of all nonoil merchandise exports, lower than in 
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all other regions of the world, except for South Asia. Gravity models 

that estimate trade potential between partner countries based on 

economic size, geographical distance, and other country character

istics consistently find that trade among regional economies in the 

Arab world is below the levels predicted. 

Intraregional Trade 

As Figure 6.1 shows, intraregional trade remains a fraction of total 

trade among Arab nations (for whom trade in oil and gas repre

sents approximately half of all trade). Beginning in 2000, due to 

some renewal of preferential schemes among the Arab nations, the 

aggregate regional trade volume began to increase. Where regional 

agreements have succeeded in promoting intraregional trade, there 

are strong complementarities between the export baskets of some 

member countries and the import baskets of others. Arab nations 

are generally more complementary with their advanced country 

trading partners (the EU and the United States) than with their 

neighbors within the region. 

One way of measuring the potential for regional integration is by 

calculating the bilateral complementarity index between countries 

in the region, a measure that compares the similarity between the 

product mix in one country's export basket and another country's 

import basket. When the two are identical, the index takes a value 

of 100. When a country does not export any goods t hat the part ner 

imports, the index takes a value of zero . Complementarity indexes 

between partners in successful regional agreements, such as the EU 

or the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A), exceed 

SO. The bilateral complementarity between most Arab countries is 

lowi the index generally has single-digit values. Not surprisingly, 

the complementarity of nonoil trade is higher than for total trade, 

but nonoil complementarity indices between Arab countries still 
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Figure 6. 1. Arab Trade. This graph shows total imports and exports of 16 Arab states 

with d ifferent par tner groups in constant 2010 do llars. US do lla rs are deflated by US CPl. 

Non-oi l and gas trade excludes SITC (rev. I) 33 and 34. (So urce: UN Co mmodity Trade 

Statistics database, h tt p://com trade.u n .o rg, 201 l.) 

rarely exceed 20. Only Lebanon and Syria send more than ha lf of 

their nonoil exports to regional markets. The regional market share 

is in the single digits for Morocco1 Tunisia, Algeria, and Libya.2 

Within the region, GCC countries have made substantial prog

ress toward a customs union1 a common value added tax (VAT)1 

legislative alignment, and even a common currency (although the 

latter issue will require the resolution of certain intra-GCC disputes 

over surveillance). By contrast, arrangements in the Maghreb1 or 

the Greater Arab Free Trade Area, have moved slowly. Far more can 

be done to expand market access and reduce nontariff barriers to 

trade: examples include the harmonization of customs regulations 

and practice (regional and international)1 the mutual recognition of 

quality standards1 and joint border clearance. 

2 Mustapha Kern a I Nabl i, (2007), Break ing th~ Barriers to Higher Econom ic Growth: 

Better Governance and Deeper R~form s in the M iddle East and North Africa (Vvashington 

DC: World Bank). 
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Finding Regional and Global M arkets 

The low ratio of nonenergy exports to GDP among countries in the 

Arab region is among the clearest signs of a lack of global competitive

ness and indicates that a potential source of job creation has not been 

tapped. There are possible complementarities and efficiency gains to 

be had in the region based on trade integration, including through 

a more specialized distribution of agricultural investment, econo

mies of scale in some manufactures, and positioning the region as a 

trade hub between Asia, Africa, and Europe. A few countries, such as 

Morocco and Tunisia, have made tangible steps in penetrating the 

European market, but as a whole the region is far below its potential. 

The proliferation of Arab regional agreements, however, has 

hindered integration. Unlocking regional trade will require focus

ing on inst itutions that support regional markets by reducing cross

border transaction costs. The range of overlapping trade agreements, 

including Aghadir, the Common Market for Eastern and Southern 

Africa (COMESA), Greater Arab Free Trade Area (GAFTA), 

Mediterranean initiatives, and World Trade O rganization (WTO) 

accession for a number of countries in the region make it clear that 

tariffs are unlikely to explain the lack of regional trade. 

Different regional initiatives have different sector and product 

coverage, different liberalization schedules, and d ifferent rules of 

origin. Implementation agencies, such as customs, often lack the 

capacity to put the agreement provisions into practice. The first 

order of business in creating effective regional integration is there

fore to rationalize and streamline existing agreements to eliminate 

overlapping and conflicting rules and administrative procedures. 

Despite the substantial number offormal regional agreements to 

liberalize trade, moreover, there is an unfinished agenda of border 

reforms that need to be implemented. The Arab-wide average tariff 

has been tending toward the world average. However, the spread in 
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average tariff rates among Arab countries remains substantial, and 

countries with relatively high duties on average are vulnerable to 

trade diversion. 

In many cases, nontariff barriers significantly offset the trade 

preferences embodied in regional agreements. Nontariffbarriers to 

trade are more substantial in the Arab region than in any other region 

of the world, and they contribute more to overall trade restrictive

ness than tariffs. Firm surveys suggest that the cost of complying 

with nontariffbarriers is more than l 0 percent of the value of goods 

shipped. Nontariff barriers are particularly pervasive and restric

tive in labor-abundant Arab countries. They are far less restrictive 

in the resource-rich, labor-importing countries of the region. 

Several Arab countries, including Egypt, Morocco1 and Tunisia1 

have undertaken unilateral trade reforms. In 2004, Egypt cut tariffs1 

reduced its number of tariff bands from 25 to 6 and its number of 

tariff lines from 13,000 to 61000. The result was a significant reduc

tion in the weighted mean tariff. Egypt is now more open to trade 

than the average country in the region. Still1 like the majority of 

other countries in the region1 Egypt is more protective of its agri

cultural goods (with a trade restrictiveness index of7 percent) than 

its nonagricultural goods (S .4 percent). 

Trade procedures are relatively more difficult and time consum

ing to undertake in Arab countries than in other middle-income 

economies. Although Arab governments require lighter importing 

and exporting documentation1 on average, than their counterparts 

in low-income sub-Saharan Africa or in South Asia, the number of 

documents substantially exceeds the averages for middle-income 

Latin American and East Asian economies. 

Beyond tariffs, behind-the-border issues need to be addressed. 

Egypt's Logistics Performance Index score for 2010, which reflects 

the extent of its trade facilitation1 is below the regional and income 

group averages. Egypt scores 2.37 on a scale of l to S, with S being 
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the highest score, slightly below the regional and income group 

averages of2.42 and 2.47, respectively. It ranked ninety-seventh out 

of ISO ranked countries and sixth in the Arab region. One reason is 

that the "container" revolution has not reached Egypt. Its legal and 

regulatory framework does not recognize containers inland, nor 

intermodal transport. 

Poor trade logistics a lso play a significant role in raising trade 

friction costs, in general, and in restricting intraregional trade. 

Most Arab countries score below the level oflogistics performance 

that would be predicted from their level of income (see Figure 6.2). 

The most marked logistics challenges are observed in the resource

rich, labor-abundant countries that have pronounced gaps in logis

tics competence and cargo tracking and tracing. 

Services, Workers, and Investment 

Existing agreements in the Arab world generally do not cover trade 

in services. Where they do, provisions are vague and refer only to 
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"intentions to cooperate" in certain services sectors. Intraregional 

differences in regulations1 restrictions on currency convertibility1 

and limits on the physical movement of individuals have created 

a situation in which it is often easier for Arab-country service 

providers to operate outside the region1 such as in Europe1 than 

within it. 

In services1 as in trade in goods1 making regional agreements 

consistent with other preferential trade agreements can expand 

trade in the services sector and would be an important step toward 

increasing firm capabilities and competitiveness. Those Arab coun

tries that have concluded free trade agreements wit h the United 

States and the European Union have included services sector provi

sions- notably banking1 insurance, and telecommunications- in 

the agreements. But the current arrangements generally simply 

lock in existing rules with respect to openness to services provid

ers. Only a few cases, such as t he banking sector in Bahrain, have 

involved changes in restricted activities. 

Arab labor markets, on the other hand1 are among the most 

integrated in the world, yet migration policy is conducted wholly 

on a country-by-country basis. Extending regional agreements to 

define the rights and obligations of migrant workers and to spell out 

codes of conduct for host countries would be a major step toward 

assuring greater transparency in the migration market and reduc

ing the scope for political shocks to migration and remittance flows. 

Formalization of migration rules in a multilateral context would 

benefit both migrants and host country governments. 

Given the surplus of skilled labor in labor-abundant Egypt, 

Jordan, Morocco, and the large imports of skilled labor in the GCC1 

there are substantial gains to be had from better aligning the skill 

delivery systems of labor-abundant middle-income countries with 

the needs of labor-importing markets, and from facilitating the 

flow of such labor. Simple measures can go a long way, for example, 
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common regional visas for professionals (ICT, engineering, con

sulting, finance) or ICT-based solutions to allow easier access to 

major technology procurements. 

The oil boom of the 1970s led to an explosive growth of migra

tion from labor-abundant economies in North Africa into the GCC 

countries, but as oil prices fell in the mid-1980s, labor demand fell, 

and Arab migrant workers faced increased competition at both ends 

of the skills spectrum. At the high end, GCC countries restricted 

access by foreigners to public administration jobs and put pres

sure on the private sector to hire nationals. At the unskilled end, 

Arab workers were replaced by South and Southeast Asian workers, 

because of their willingness to work for lower wages and in poorer 

working conditions. Asian migrants moved without families, an 

implicit guarantee of voluntary return, making them more attrac

tive workers for host countries . 

National preference policies, competition from Asian workers, 

and political tensions resulted in a leveling off ofintraregionallabor 

flows in the 1990s. Today, intra-Arab migration stands at approxi

mately 4.5 million migrants, mostly in the GCC. This number 

exceeds the number of Arab migrants living in Europe. Arab 

migrants are overwhelmingly living in other Arab count ries. 

Finally, intraregional foreign direct investment (FDI) and 

portfolio investment have risen with oil prices. The booming oil 

revenues accruing to the GCC countries have been partly recycled 

within the region. Between 2002 and 2006, about $60 billion, or 11 

percent oftotal GCC capital outflows, went to other Arab countries. 

Compared with previous oil booms, a higher amount of the surplus 

available to the oil-exporting Arab countries is being channeled 

into project-based investments in the region. GCC countries have 

allocated more than $1.3 trillion to infrastructure and manufactur

ing investments in the region over the next five years. The GCC sov

ereign wealth funds are increasingly looking for opportunities in 
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Arab states} both because of the perceived potential in Arab markets 

and the de facto restrictions the funds face in OECD economies. 

Linking Regional and Global Agreements 

In East Asia and other parts of the world} trade agreements have 

been used to cement domestic reform programs in place; it is dif

ficult for antireform groups to force reversals on governments once 

international agreements are made} since doing so would require 

consent by all regional partner countries. This role of enhancing 

policy credibility is particularly important for services and invest

ment reforms} which often aim to attract large-scale} long-term 

investors to the country. In a period of rapid change} regional stan

dards and codes of good practice can also strengthen public scru

tiny of policy makers} 3 and they can provide a basis for replication. 

Recently agreements with partners from outside the region} 

notably the European Union and the United States} have assumed 

a prominent role. Examples include the Euro-Mediterranean 

Agreements of the European Union with several Mediterranean

Arab countries} as well as the bilateral agreements between the 

United States and Bahrain} Jordan} Lebanon} Morocco} and Oman. 

Both the Euro-Med agreements and the country-by-country prefer

ential trade agreements with the United States are "hub and spoke" 

arrangements that do not encourage the development of regional 

value chains. Intraregional rules of origin are markedly different 

from those in the Euro -Mediterranean agreements} so that com

panies wanting to serve both Arab and European markets have to 

run parallel procurement and production processes to satisfy their 

respective requirements. In the medium term} it will be important 

3 Paul Collie r, (2010), Plundered Planet (Oxford : O xford Universi ty Press). 
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to harmonize the European and American preferential agreements 

and make them compatib le with regional agreements. 

Unfortunately, most regional agreements in the Arab world 

look stronger on paper than in practice. There is often a lack of trust 

and commitment-for example, in the discretionary application 

of administrative rules and requirements-that hampers proper 

implementation. Well-functioning monitoring mechanisms and 

sustained high-level political attention to institutional improve

ments, such as those concerning reductions in tariff and nontariff 

barriers, are essential for the success of regional integration initia

tives. Technical reviews of progress toward the agreements' objec

tives should be undertaken on a regular basis, and senior officials 

need to act on the recommendations of these reviews. 

REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE COOPERATION 

In 1914, the Hejaz Railway ran more than 800 miles from the 

Levant to the Arabian Peninsula, carrying freight and passengers 

from Damascus to Medina. But four years later the railway was 

famously destroyed in the Arab revolt against Ottoman armies led 

by Lawrence of Arabia. Despite proclamations from Arab states to 

the contrary, the railway was never rebuilt . 

The lack of rail transport in the Arab world underscores the prob

lems of cooperation in the region: political animosities, a diversity 

of standards, and a lack of economic incentive to cooperate. Rail 

lines in Morocco stop abruptly at the Algerian border. Jordan has 

only narrow-gauge rail. Despite crushing amounts of road traffic in 

the booming cities of the GCC, only Saudi Arabia h as an operat

ing passenger and freight rail system-connecting Riyadh to the 

port city of Damman. Less than 10 percent of track in the Arab 
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However, solar costs are significantly higher than fossi l fuel 

alternatives (not counting externalities). The cost of electricity 

produced from the so lar plants is between 10 cents per kilowatt 

hour and IS cents per kilowatt hour. Electricity produced by con

ventional coal-fired power plants is as low as 6.2 cents per kilowatt 

hour. Of course, prices for competing fuels (such as coal and oil) 

do not account for environmental, health, and other externalities. 

Moreover, technology-specific barriers-such as the longevity of 

power-purchase agreements or feed-in-tariff programs and the 

risks of relying on untried technologies-are significant obstacles. 

Europe, in particular, has a role in concluding power purchase 

agreements with tariffs high enough to provide an incentive for the 

region to invest at sufficient scale to bring down costs and supply 

enough low-emission energy to help Europe meet its climate goals. 

Policy risks can be modified by appropriate laws. In recent years, 

Algeria and Tunisia passed specific renewable energy legislation, 

and lega l frameworks were under development for Egypt and 

Morocco. 

At present, Nort h African power could connect with Europe 

through the East (via Turkey) or the West (via Spain) . But significant 

areas suitable for solar power generation lie in between1 so a well

functioning regional power grid is critical to link generation sites 

with domestic and international consumption centers. The existing 

Arab grid is inadequate and requires expansion. Regional initiatives 

for a common grid remain fragmented, and regional collaboration 

will require Arab leaders to revive efforts toward energy integra

tion (for example, the GCC's Interconnection Project, which has 

linked the grids of Kuwait1 Saudi Arabia1 Bahrain, and Qatar with 

sector, leading to the insta llation of more than S gigawatts of solar capacity in MENA 

by 2020. To give a seose of the sig nifica nce of even these fi rst inves tments, global solar 

installed capacity is today about 700 megawatt s. 
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further connections planned for the UAE and O man) as well as 

plans for upgrading connections within North Africa. 

A ROLE FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTORS? 

International actors are viewed with suspicion in many Arab coun

tries. For decades, bilateral donors and international financial 

institutions ignored problems of social equity, corruption, and 

a lack of civil society and media freedoms. Any of t he effects of 

renewed attention to government effectiveness and human rights 

by international actors in recent years have been clouded by their 

perceived linkages to the highly charged issues of antiterrorism and 

regional conflict . International actors can play a transformative role 

in helping countries weather major economic transitions, as they 

did in eastern European following the collapse of central planning, 

but their role in the Arab Spring countries remains unclear because 

of this absence of trust. 

It cannot be taken for granted that support from international 

donors will always be beneficial or welcomed by recipients in the 

Arab world. In the case of Egypt, the government declined a pro

gram loan from the World Bank on the grounds that it was not 

compatible with its national interest. Some reports suggest the 

World Bank was trying to attach conditions regarding the pas

sage of a Freedom of Information Act to its support. At the same 

time, the Egyptian government announced that Saudi Arabia 

would provide a loan of$200 million to support small and medium 

enterprises. All th is came after Egypt decided not to request an 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) program after revising and 

lowering its budgeted deficit target for 2011 and 2012 and decid

ing to refrain from external borrowing. A recent Gallup poll found 

that 43 percent of Egyptians were against the idea of accepting any 
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rates. This complicates the financing pattern and implies that the 

transition must happen reasonably fast. It would not be tenable, for 

example, for any of these countries (with the possible exception of 

Tunisia) to continue to borrow heavily over a three-to-four-year 

period. The picture may be even worse than depicted here if any of 

the countries face contingent liabilities from their banking sector, a 

common phenomenon in economic transitions as banks inevitably 

suffer large capital losses due to the needed economic restructuring 

and the costs of the downturns associated with political turmoil. 

The issue for most Arab countries, therefore, is largely about the 

timing and sequencing of reforms needed for deficit reduction. 

Another way of generating resource transfers in the region is by 

trying to improve the climate for private financial flows. This can 

be done by reducing the risk premium on government debt (for 

example, the United States has just announced its intentions to 

provide Egypt with $1 billion of debt relief) or by improving the 

climate for foreign direct investment. In selected cases, carefully 

targeted guarantees can also help facilitate specific types of project 

finance. 

The balance between short-term deficit financing through 

grants and credits versus support for other capital flows through 

policy reforms and guarantees is a key element of any package. 

International financial institutions have instruments for both 

purposes. 

Reform Commitment 

In any major economic transition, uncertainty over the course of 

future policy is a major problem. Few governments can credibly 

commit their (unknown) successors to a consistent economic pro

gram. The IFls provide one mechanism for such an intertemporal 

commitment because their programs are multiyear. This lock-in 
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can be a major advantage. Through their programs1 IFis can also 

try to instill a sense of urgency of reform and ensure that the scope 

of reform is adequate to deliver a successful outcome. 

To exploit this function to its maximum advantage1 it would be 

useful for government programs to emphasize institutional change. 

In the Deauville partnership1 the IFls agreed to an economic frame

work tailored to control corruption1 support transparency1 and 

accountability; social and economic inclusion; economic modern

ization and job creation; the private sector; and regional and global 

integration. Each of these areas has an important institutional 

reform component. 

In some transition episodes1 the anchor for reform commit

ment has come from other external sources. In the case of eastern 

European economies1 joining the European Union was an impor

tant anchor that drove both t he scope and pace of reforms. In 

the Arab world1 the proposed Mediterranean Union1 built on the 

existing EU structures and the Barcelona Process and including all 

EU member states, provides one possible anchor1 but it is narrow in 

scope and slow in program implementation. 

The Barcelona Process is designed to build politicaC economic1 

and social partnerships between the EU and its southern 

Mediterranean neighbors. A first step is to create free trade areas, 

removing most tariff and nontariff barriers1 as well as providing 

for the elimination of investment obstacles and easier flows of 

technology. Progress has been good in terms of manufacturing1 

but liberalization of agricultural trade reportedly lags behind. The 

Euro-Mediterranean countries have also agreed to strengthen civil 

society and encourage democratic institutions to lead to social 

development. They would also reduce migration pressures through 

vocational t raining and job creation programs. 

The key financing arms of the Mediterranean Union are the 

EU and the European Investment Bank (BIB). But the priority 
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projects, identified prior to the Arab Spring, may need to be adapted 

to current realities: Depollution of the Mediterranean, improved 

maritime and land highways, civil protection, alternative energies, 

higher education and research, and Mediterranean business ini

tiative are important but may need to be supplemented by other 

programs more critical to the region's needs. 

New Ideas 

There are a number of potentially relevant experiences faced by 

other reform programs that the international community can share 

with Arab countries: 

• Guatemala's Historical Clarification Commission is a truth 

and reconciliation commission that appears to have had 

some success in helping the country deal with its legacy 

of political repression and cronyism. It has recently been 

introduced to Honduras. 

• Indonesia's relative success with creating a reputation for 

aggressively tackling corruption and improving the quality 

of governance, through the Partnership for Governance 

Reform and the independent Corruption Eradication 

Commission (KPK). 

• Decentralization, as in Brazil, Colombia, and Indonesia, to 

put into practice the principle of subsidiarity. Territorial 

issues are linked to poverty, ethnic concentrations, and 

border and neighborhood issues. Few Arab countries 

have significant experience in implementing programs for 

subregions. 

• Experimentation with "charter cities" as a way of jump

starting institutional development in countries faced 

with major weaknesses in enforcing property rights and 
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contracts has been proposed and has faced controversy. 

More modestly, industrial zones and parks can provide an 

environment with one-stop licensing, good infrastructure, 

and easy access to a range of desired business services. 

Service guarantees can even be provided to ensure against 

possible utility (power, water, transport) outages. 

• Guarantee schemes, like the Department for International 

Development's (DFID's) first-loss financing of housing in 

Gaza, can attract private capital, leveraging resources for 

the economic transition. 

• Skills programs, like Malaysia's Penang Skills Development 

Center, that partner government funds in provision of 

basic infrastructure with private firms' trainers in specific 

sectoral skills have had great success (but other public job 

training and vocational training programs have proved very 

unsuccessful). 

• Volunteering programs, like AmeriCorps, can provide 

immediate opportunities for young, socially dedicated 

youth. 

Next Steps 

For the international community to be successful in helping the 

Arab transition, it must provide all three functions previously dis

cussed in a balanced way. Resources, commitment mechanisms, 

and innovative programs with a track record of success have to be 

put on the table. Help is needed both to finance budget deficits in 

the short term as well as to leverage private finance. 

At present, the focus is being placed on existing institutions 

to provide the needed resources, but new partnerships are also 

emerging. Proposals have been advanced for an Arab Financing 

Facility for Infrastructure (AFFI), a Cross-BorderTrade Facilitation 
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and Infrastructure Program, and a Joint Approach for Private Sector 

Development. These ideas suggest it may be time to rethink the idea 

of an Arab bank that could take the lead in developing and coordi

nating such programs on behalf of all countries in the region. Such a 

bank should probably keep its shareholding to regional members, as 

is common in other regions: The Caribbean, the Andean group, and 

the Central American Bank for Economic Integration are exam pies. 

The advantage of a regional bank is that, thanks to a specific focus, 

it is dedicated to serving its members. The Central American Bank 

for Economic Integration (CABEI), for example, provides more 

resources for infrastructure in the region than the World Bank and 

the Inter-American Development Bank combined. A regional Arab 

bank would provide the long-term commitment that is called for. 

Its governance would bolster economic integration and be free of 

perceived political interference by the West. It could coexist and 

partner in professional ways with other institutions. In short, it can 

provide the kind of institutional base that the region requires. 

The history of such regional banks is that they need considerable 

capital to manage the limited opportunities for diversification that 

are present, but that overall they can obtain commercial funding at 

rates that are lower than individual member countries. CABEI, for 

example, has a 35 percent paid-in capital ratio but compensates by 

leveraging its capital more than the World Bank, for example. 

When it comes to financing, much depends on the exchange rate 

and the broader orientation of economic policy to promote exports 

(Box 6.1). So far, the Arab Spring countries have not seen any 

significant moves in their exchange rates, protecting against depre

ciation through a variety of measures including capital controls 

(Tunisia) and the sales of official international reserves (Egypt). 

It is tempting to try and support the currency to reduce inflation

ary pressures and keep down the price of imports, especially for 
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Box 6.1 THE TURKI SH EXPERIENCE 

Turkey, with its proximity to the Arab countries, as well as the 

strong historical and cultural ties that span many centuries, is 

obviously a country that is studied and observed in the Arab 

world. Turkey's strong engagement with other nations in the 

region over the last few years has further strengthened eco

nomic ties as well as Arab interest in the Turkish experience. 

Excluding the world recession of late 2008 and 2009, Turkey's 

recent trend growth rate has been in the 7 to 8 percent range, 

among the best performers worldwide. 

A key feature of the Turkish economy is strong engage

ment with the outside world and global markets that has led 

to more rapid productivity growth, scale economies, techno

logical absorption, and product diversification. Yet before the 

early 198os, Turkey was a heavily protected and closed econ

om)'i with an export-to-GDP ratio of around 5 percent. It then 

adopted a more export-led strategy, and exports have since 

climbed to 20 to 25 percent of the GDP. Membership in the 

European Union's Custom Union in 1996 committed Turkey 

to an open economy, at least in the industrial sector. 

The political economy of this transformation from a closed 

to a very open economy is interest ing. Support to exports 

came before trade liberalization. Various incentive policies 

in the 198os led to good export performance and also to the 

emergence of a domestic "export lobby" that eventually coun

teracted strong protectionist interest groups. Many indust ries 

transformed themselves from being almost exclusively 

domestically focused to a clear world market orientation. 
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The automotive industry has been a good example of such 

a transformation and is now highly competitive in the region 

and the world. 

In implementing an outward-looking strategy, Turkey was 

fortunate in not having to deal with a structural Dutch disease 

problem, given its absence of natural resource exports. But it did 

become vulnerable to negative macroeconomic developments 

in the world economy because it did not successfully support 

trade reforms with a high national savings rate. The current 

account of the balance of payments accordingly tends to be 

in large deficit and exposes the Turkish economy to sudden 

capital flow reversals. 

The Turkish experience, as well as that of many other 

emerging economies, suggests that there are consider

able gains from a strong engagement with world markets. 

International agreements that establish the credibility of the 

long-term policy commitment to exports can simultaneously 

promote long-term capital inflows. But these work best when 

supported by a sound domestic macroeconomic policy frame

work, a tax system and macroprudential financial regulations 

that encourage national savings, a low current account deficit, 

and a competitive exchange rate that is managed in such a way 

as to avoid excessive appreciation driven by hot money. 

products that the government subsidizes, such as fuel and food. 

But without allowing the exchange rate to depreciate, the strate

gies for private sector development and global integration will 

be jeopardized. Even the public sector reform strategy cannot be 
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adequately assessed as debt dynamics will depend importantly on 

the future path of the exchange rate. 

Private finance, both remittances and foreign investment, is 

heavily influenced by the exchange rate. At current rates, investment 

opportunities may be limited given the significant risk involved in 

the transition in the region. Restoring the risk-reward balance to 

encourage more private investment is a core function of external 

assistance. 

Limitations of International Organiz ations 

The international community largely works through government

to-government or organization-to-government processes. But 

when governments and political processes are in transition, there 

are limits to what external actors can do. Transitional governments 

typically have a short amount oftime to become established, which 

encourages them to overborrow and delay reform to maximize 

their popularity. External actors need to support government pro

grams but also have a responsibility to the people. A key lesson 

from the current unrest is that insufficient attention was paid to 

the real benefits to the people and that support to governments 

was extended despite persistent problems of corruption, political 

repression, and rising socioeconomic inequities. External aid to the 

region increased at the same time popular dissatisfaction was ris

ing (Figure 6.3). The funds were disbursed following flawed foreign 

assistance strategies that ignored civil society and these countries' 

deep-seated shortcomings in governance. 

It is now clear that the strategies of many donors and IFis were 

based on their own partial and uncritical assessments of coun

try performance. Misgovernance and capture had been endemic 

throughout the Arab world for a long time, with practically no 
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enormous incentives for talent and resources to be diverted away 

from competitive productive entrepreneursh ip and investment. 

There is a real but more subtle risk of elite capture during the 

transition-and this refers to the broader elite, namely, the edu

cated middle to upper class. In Egypt, the majority of the popula

tion is still poor and not highly educated or Internet connected, yet 

such a si lent majority has largely been absent in the transition so 

far. It is also unclear who wi II represent their interests. The inter

national community must be particularly vigilant to the risk that 

skewed policymaking will favor the educated elite at the expense 

of the poor. 

Before it can assume its full role, the international communit y 

must establish greater trust with the populations of Arab coun

tries. They need to rapidly adapt to the new reality and be pre

pared to take a humbler role, working to restore their credibility 

in the aftermath of long years of support for autocratic regimes. 

They should be respectful of the pace and manner in which prog

ress takes place during the transition and mindful that progress is 

not always rapid, continuous, or linear. Specifically, in transition 

countries, they must work closely with civi l society groups and 

other institutions outside the executive branch as well. Their prin

cipal modality of focusing on large loans to centra l governments 

needs to be revisited, and new instruments for collaboration need 

to be developed. 

In essence, a new "business model" for engagement by the inter

national community is needed, with concrete and detailed pillars . 

Some organizations-such as the World Bank, International 

Monetary Fund, and European Union-are already beginning to 

signal a break from the past and grapple with the need to revamp 

their strategies. Yet detailed feasible strategies and programs still 

need to be formu lated, and assiduous implementation needs to 

begin. Considerations of governance should be made much more 
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prominent, focusing on supporting the countries in transition to 

implement measures that control corruption, enhance transpar

ency, and move away from the risks of economic capture by elites . 

The following are concrete suggestions in seven priority areas 

in the context of such a strategic revamping, which focus on gov

ernance and which would also help mitigate the risk of protracted 

capture: 

• In-depth and neutral assessment of the political challenges 

in each country. The international community can find 

new ways to address the task of country analysis. It will 

be important that official country reports and analyses by 

international agencies are carried out with some modicum 

ofindependence, written without self-censorship, and cover 

all important areas for the country's transition, including 

sensitive political issues such as capture and corruption. 

These reports may need to be done with support or input 

from local nongovernmental organizations that are closer 

to the reality on the ground. 

Reports should not shy away from usmg available data on 

human rights, corruption, and on the quality of government, and 

if requested in some cases, consider carrying out in-depth coun

try diagnostics. They should be submitted for external review and 

scrutiny. Complementing the important role of IFis, the research 

and think tank community (possibly in partnership with local and 

international think tanks or research institutions) can also play 

a more active role. In this context, an important component is to 

develop and disseminate more complete and transparent databases 

and political diagnostics for countries in t he region. National-level 

governance indicators as well as firm-level surveys and in country 

diagnostics will increasingly need to be factored into responses 
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to the challenges of capture and related nontraditional forms of 

corruption and misgovernance. 

• Selectivity in aid flows. The members of the international 

community need to become more selective in their allo

cation of aid to the region, paying more attention to 

governance in the recipient country. Nonreforming govern

ments that do not meet minimum standards in controlling 

corruption, supporting freedom of speech, and enforcing 

accountability on political rulers, would not receive aid. 

This may not preclude supporting reforming institutions 

and stakeholders outside the executive in count ries with 

entrenched governments. 

Yet there shou ld also be improved selectivity in the desti

nation of aid within a country, including carefully selecting 

partner institutions (again, also including those outside the 

executive branch) and paying more attention to the subnational 

level and to competitive private sector development (rat her than 

further strengthening elites). Reforming count ries committed 

to improved governance ought to be supported through an inte

grated package channeling help to governmental institutions and 

NGOs alike. 

• Support an integrated package of transparency-led reforms. To 

mitigate capture and improve governance, major reforms 

to reduce information asymmetries and enhance transpar

ency and disclosure must be a priority. Some improvements 

have started to take place in Egypt and Tunisia, particularly 

in regard to the Internet and mass media. Drawing from the 

concrete experiences of other countries, a 10-point program 

of transparency reforms in the political, economic/financial 
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and institutional arenas could pay off in the countries in 

transition in the Arab world.10 

In most economies) including those in transition) a full-fledged 

level playing field of small- and medium-sized enterprises is unre

alistic) at least in the short to medium terms. H ence) t he strategy 

needs to factor in the initial conditions where there are preexisting 

powerful vested interests) along with some new ones. Within such 

parameters) a realistic objective would be to mitigate rather than 

eliminate capture. For this purpose) transparency is cruciaC as are 

a free press and more generally the introduction of competition in 

the polity through democratic elections and supporting civil soci

ety organizations (CSOs). 

• Revamped procurement systems. A revamped procurement 

system) with full transparency and competitiveness) is 

also paramount early in the transition. New technologies) 

including e-procurementJ are important for this dimension 

of reform) as for supporting many other measures. 

• Supporting the competitive small- and medium-scale private 

sector. Agencies dealing with the private sector) such 

as the International Finance Corporation (the World 

Bank's private sector affiliate)) would also need to become 

10 Such a 10-point transparency reform program could include the following : (1) 

media freedoms, media and internet development; (2) public disc losure o f parliamentary 

deba tes a nd votes; (3) effective implementa tion of conflict of in terest laws a nd the adop
t ion of lobby laws separating business, politics, legis lation, and the executive; (4) publicly 

blacklisting firms b ribi ng in public procurement; (S) adoption and effec tive implementa

tion of a freedom ofi nformation law, with easy access to all to government infor ma tion; (6) 
adopting transparency standa rds for socioeconomic and finandal data, including poverty 

data a nd fisca l/ budget transparency standa rds; (7) e -procurement reforms: transparency 

(Web) and competition; (8) a country diagnostic (and scorecard) on transparency and gov
ernance; (9) public disclosure of assets and incomes of candidates, public officials, politi

cians, legislators, and their dependents; and (JO) public disclosure of politica l campaign 

contributions by individuals and firms, and o f campaign expenditures. 
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more strategic in ensuring that their equity and lending 

approaches promote a level playing field in the enterprise 

sector, rather than supporting and investing in monopo

listic forces or elite captors. This would require not only 

improved due diligence by entities such as the IFC but also 

a redirection of their strategies, which would become much 

more supportive of improved governance in the corporate 

sector and in the private sector- public sector nexus. 

• Support a more decentralized approach, including civil society 

groups and a multistakeholder national consensus building and 

action program on political reform. Beyond the adoption of a 

basic tenet of not perpetuating autocratic regimes in power 

by providing large-scale assistance to such central govern

ments, the international community needs to find effective 

ways ofworking at a more decentralized level and supporting 

CSOs and NGOs. Working with CSOs is less controversial 

today (except in some countries), and many organizations 

have pronouncements to that effect, but the modalities and 

priorities remain vague, and the record of agencies having 

worked at a more decentralized level is spotty. 

More specifically, with the rigorous input of in-depth country 

diagnostics, a multistakeholder group in the country could call for a 

national forum to discuss an action program of priority governance 

reforms. Both in action program formulation and in dissemination 

and implementation, it is important to support the collaborative 

work of a multistakeholder group of leaders and representatives, 

namely, in the executive, judiciary, and legislative realms; the 

private sector; NGOs; and the media- moving away from the 

previous top-down approach. 
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• An illicit and stolen assets initiative. Substantial capital flight 

from the Middle East is taking place, some in the form of 

ill-gotten assets by elites. They are still placed with relative 

ease in selected safe havens in financial centers, and not 

merely in the Gulf but also in London, for instance.11 The 

international community has a particular responsibility in 

supporting transition countries to restrict opportunities 

for asset stripping and theft by significantly tightening their 

regulations in regard to their own financial centers and in 

identifying and restituting stolen assets (as has been done in 

the past in Nigeria, Peru, and Haiti, for example).12 

It is worth emphasizing that it is a fallacy to have economtc 

and political challenges compete with each other for attention and 

priority at this juncture of the Arab transition. Both are a priority, 

partly because they are closely intertwined. Sound economic poli

cies, robust job creation, and shared economic growth will not 

automatically unfold as a result of technocratic decrees or an infu

sion of external aid to a government ministry but rather in large 

measure through improved domestic governance in a number of 

key dimensions. 

11 Given the recent tighten ing of financial regulations in financial centers such as 

Switzerland, the sense is that London, fo r instance, is a destination of c hoice for many such 
assets. 

12 The uneven progress in financial centers' regulatory stance ought to be further 

exami ned and taken up more decisively in the context of the Group of Twen ty (G20) and 
other such forums. 
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